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Abstract

Enacting Privacy in Internet Standards

by

Nicholas P Doty

Doctor of Philosophy in Information Management & Systems

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Deirdre K. Mulligan, Chair

�e functionality of the Internet and the Web are determined in large part by
the design of technical standards that allow for interoperable implementations.
�ose design decisions are important both in terms of functionality and in main-
taining basic public policy values including accessibility, freedom of expression,
privacy and security. �is is one instance of a phenomenon variously referred to
as values-in-design or from another angle technological delegation: fundamental
matters of public policy importance can be determined or regulated by so�ware
architecture, in much the way that urban architecture has.

Technical standard-setting bodies, like the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), are multistakeholder organi-
zations that host groups that de�ne Internet standards. In contrast to multilateral
bodies (like the United Nations) or state bureaucracies or �rms, participants are
drawn from competing companies across di�erent industry sectors, as well as gov-
ernments and civil society groups, and make decisions based on rough consensus
and working implementations. �is represents a distinct form of new governance
where collaborative development of technical and policy solutions can be enacted
outside traditional legislative or administrative bodies.

Standard-setting participants are most o�en engineers; their discussions are
technical and wide-ranging, distributed between in-person meetings, email lists,
online chat and version-controlled text and so�ware. Web standards include
HTML, the foundational markup language that de�nes Web pages, and Do Not
Track, a syntax and system for communicating user privacy preferences about
online behavioral tracking. Some standards, like HTML, have been widely adopted
and support some of the world’s most used so�ware, while others, like DNT, have
seen limited adoption and little direct e�ect.
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�is work seeks to understand how privacy and other values get enacted in
the technical standards and running so�ware that make up the Internet we use.
At the highest level, it considers these two related research questions:

1. What are the impacts of multistakeholder techno-policy standards-setting
processes on resolving public policy disputes for the Internet?

2. How do the views of the designers of the Internet’s underlying protocols
a�ect the privacy of Internet and Web users?

To start to answer these, I have explored the community of standard-setting
participants and their beliefs about privacy and security in their lives and work.
And I have investigated the unusual consensus decision-making process used
in technical standard-setting and perspectives, from newcomers and long-time
participants, on its fairness and e�cacy and how it applies to values such as privacy.

Private interviews with participants working on Do Not Track and other stan-
dards provided candid and diverse perspectives on the concept of privacy, multi-
stakeholder processes and the role of technical standards for interoperability and
for policy-related areas. And the extensive documentation and technologically-
mediated communication methods of these Internet standard-setting venues en-
abled some supplementary quantitative analysis of the patterns of participation.

Multistakeholder standard-setting processes bring together diverse partici-
pants from a wide variety of organizations with a wide variety of backgrounds and
goals. Individuals navigate a tricky balance of being both experts collaborating and
representatives negotiating. While this novel cross-boundary process provides real
opportunity, it also provides real di�culties of bad faith behavior, entrenchment
and con�ict. And while access and transparency of processes may improve upon
some alternatives, technical standard-setting continues to be Western-oriented,
male-dominated and intensely time-consuming.

Participants hold competing views of privacy and recognize that the priorities
and concerns of Internet users may vary widely. While privileged community
members may not have as much to risk when it comes to their own online privacy,
the distinct wants and needs of their own children provide a compelling touchstone.
Sometimes the work of privacy has been reduced to compliance with laws or best
practices, but it remains an area where professionals actively pursue debate and
development of policy.

�e social, legal and technical architecture of the Internet and the Web deter-
mine so much about the lives of people around the world and deserve the attention
of research on their impacts. Using consensus-based multistakeholder processes
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focused on interoperability for the Internet presents real, new opportunities to
enact privacy by intentionally taking advantage of hando�s between social, techni-
cal and organizational factors. At the same time, this work highlights some of the
challenges to convening for, equitably designing, agreeing on and implementing
these techno-policy standards. Training people in intersecting disciplines, devel-
oping systematic processes and building technical and decisional tools can all
contribute to better support for privacy, security and the other fundamental but
still contested values we want to see in the Internet.
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0 Introduction
What are technical standards and why look so closely at them? In Chapter 1: Inter-
net Standard-Setting and Multistakeholder Governance, I provide background
on the consensus standard-setting model and how standards are developed for
the Internet and the Web. I then consider how Internet governance and multi-
stakeholder standard-setting models compare to calls for new and collaborative
governance approaches and set out the �rst high-level research question for this
project: what are the impacts of multistakeholder techno-policy standards-setting
processes on resolving public policy disputes for the Internet?

In Chapter 2: �e Ethics of Engineering, I build a philosophical argument
for engineering as an inherently ethically-laden practice and trace the competing
impulses for separating out and more deeply integrating ethical considerations
into technical design. Given the ethical importance of engineers and engineering,
I introduce the second research question for this project: how do the designers of
the Internet’s underlying protocols view privacy and how do their views ultimately
a�ect the privacy of Internet and Web users?

Why look at privacy? In Chapter 3: Privacy and Security: Values for the Inter-
net, I explain why privacy and the related but distinct property of security are and
have been values of particular importance and ongoing contestation in the design
of the Internet and the Web. To illustrate, I describe two cases where there has
been a hando� of responsibility for some conception of privacy between technical,
legal, organizational and individual actors. First, the movement to encrypt the
Web, deploying security technology to maintain user privacy from network surveil-
lance and intrusion; and second, Do Not Track, an e�ort to develop a cooperative
mechanism to enable user choices about privacy from online behavioral tracking.

Having set out the theoretical lens, the key questions and the focus of my
research, Chapter 4: A Mixed-Methods Study of Internet Standard-Setting de-
scribes the mix of methods I used to study the distributed, mediated, networked
setting that is Internet standard-setting. Di�erent methods can be most useful at
di�erent scales. �is project involves interviews with standard-setting participants,
with sampling across a distinctive set of dimensions, to elicit their individual and
personal perceptions and feelings, as well as expertise, about privacy and about
the working process of standardization. And at a macro scale, I use quantitative
analysis of mailing list archives to measure the demographics of, and social con-
nections between, participants. I have focused my empirical inquiry on Do Not
Track and the related standardization process where I was most deeply involved.

Chapter 5: Findings lays out my �ndings from qualitative interviews and
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quantitative social network analysis that speak to those two research questions:
how multistakeholder techno-policy standard-setting process a�ects public policy
values and how participants’ views of privacy a�ect the privacy of Internet users.

For my �rst research question, I explore themes related to the process itself, the
stakeholders involved, the roles of individuals and organizations and the patterns
of participation. I review the standard-setting process itself at multiple stages and
how the process either fails or succeeds at accommodating what participants saw as
a mix of good faith and bad faith behavior and a range of diverse perspectives and
backgrounds. Regarding a particular debate over anti-trust, I show the di�erent
purposes that transparency has in standard-setting processes and in governance
generally that in�uence decision-making in the moment and how it’s understood
and interpreted later. Transparency also in�uences the role of policymakers who
participate in multistakeholder process, making it di�cult to e�ectively apply a
so� touch when discussions happen in private. I describe the tradition of individ-
ual participation in Internet standard-setting and the complicated interactions
that arise from competing views of the individual’s role as an expert in a largely
technocratic collaborative process or as a representative of a stakeholder group in
a political process of balancing policy views. Because representation o�en a�ects
how we see legitimacy, I provide some demographic metrics on who is partici-
pating, including initial results on gender disproportion, and detail the di�ering
views of how many sides are involved, which may in�uence entrenchment and
how to identify opportunities for cooperation. And in considering what makes
standard-setting succeed, I document the importance of formal and informal
leadership and the dense community structure of overlapping groups of repeat
participants.

For my second research question, I look in detail at what participants in tech-
nical standard-setting processes related to privacy think about privacy itself: what
their conceptions of privacy are and what privacy concerns they identify for them-
selves and in their work. Conceptions of privacy vary widely, from con�dentiality
to autonomy to freedom from intrusion, but most importantly participants explic-
itly anticipate and respond to the variety of views and priorities they expect from
users. Interviewees identify some kinds of data as especially sensitive because of
the potential for chilling e�ects, inferences about intimate areas of life or the risk
of very direct intrusions. I also describe how they understand and are motivated
by the privacy interests of others, from their own children to Internet users at
large.

What this leaves for the future is the question, or rather, the challenge, of
what practices we could use in technical standard-setting to more e�ectively enact
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privacy for the Internet and the Web. Having now characterized the process and
the participants; having described the contestations over the concept of privacy
and the purpose of standard-setting processes; and having identi�ed some of the
di�culties in using multistakeholder process to resolve these debates, in Chapter 6:
Directions, I describe a triad of areas for intervention: people, processes and tools.
Looking forward, we can recognize and analyze potential hando�s of responsibility
between people, laws and technology and develop novel collaborative solutions to
enact privacy, security and other human values.
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1 Internet Standard-Setting and Multistake-
holder Governance

�is work takes standard-setting as the site for exploration of how basic values
(particularly privacy and security) are considered and developed in the design
and implementation of large-scale technical systems.

Standards are the kind of unthrilling artifacts that are o�en taken for granted,
assumed as a background quite separate from the concrete technologies themselves.
When we think of the history of the railroad, for example, we are more likely to
remember the rail magnates or the massive construction of the transcontinental
railroad rather than the debates over gauges, even though compatibility of rail
gauge has important implications for transit design to this day. Technical standards
are a kind of infrastructure, both essential for development and o�en invisible to
the casual observer.1

Standards are dull in that they’re:

• dry as reading material;
• unexciting (typically) in the day-to-day practice of their development; and,
• only indirectly connected to the implementation of Web technologies.

Standard-setting is, nonetheless, essential in that it’s:

• required (practically and politically) for the development of Internet and
Web functionality;

• impactful and lasting in its impacts, which may remain in use for years or
decades;

• distinctive of the Internet and the Web compared to many other technologi-
cal developments; and,

• where agreement between a wide range of stakeholders is worked out.

As described in this chapter, Internet and Web standard-setting uses an un-
common but practically-minded consensus process for decision-making, which
has implications for legitimacy and interoperability. Because of the typically open
and public process and unique structure at the boundary between organizations,
standard-setting bodies provide a venue that is rich for study and a process that is

1h/t RichmondWong
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potentially innovative. Finally, these multistakeholder groups, including individu-
als from various backgrounds and a wide range of sectors, represent a distinctive
governance model of interest to policymakers around the world for addressing
complicated, cross-border issues of public policy, including privacy.

1.1 What is a standard
In discussing Internet and Web standards, I should explain what a standard actually
is in this context.

1. Standards are, o�en long, documents.
2. Standards de�ne what a piece of so�ware needs to do in order to be compliant

with the standard and in order to work with other so�ware.
3. Standards don’t de�ne anything else.

Standards are documents, rather than code. Web and Internet standards are
typically written in English, but they rely heavily on technical language, precise
terminology referring to particular de�nitions, ordered lists of steps to de�ne
algorithms, and in some cases formal syntax (like ABNF (Overell and Crocker
2008) or WebIDL (“Web IDL” 2018)).

�ese documents explain how a piece of so�ware that implements that particu-
lar standard needs to behave. So, for example, the HTML standard describes how a
Web browser should represent an HTML page and its elements, and describes how
the author of a Web page should use HTML markup for a document. HTML is a
complicated language, enabling a wide range of documents and applications, and
interacting with many other separate standards that de�ne presentation and other
functionality. Printed out, the HTML speci�cation would be about 1200 pages
long, with the �rst 20 pages just a table of contents.2 Most users of the HTML
standard won’t ever print it out or have any need to read it at length, but it is an
invaluable reference for developers of browser so�ware.

When standards are present (whether they’re de facto, de jure, or otherwise
broadly adopted), interoperability is possible. You can plug a phone line into a
port in your wall and into your home phone, and expect it to �t and to work
the same for making calls, even though the manufacturer of the phone didn’t

2�ere is no canonical print version, but, for example, WHATWG publishes a PDF that could

be used for printing: https://html.spec.whatwg.org/print.pdf. See the �gure for a screenshot of

the W3C HTML Recommendation’s table of contents.

https://html.spec.whatwg.org/print.pdf
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Figure 1: �e table of contents for HTML5 (Moon et al. 2017). No really, this is just the
table of contents, none of the actual content.
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manufacture the cable you used or install the plug in your wall. When you visit
your hometown newspaper’s website, you can (hopefully) read the articles and
see the photos whether you’re using Firefox, Edge, Safari, Chrome, Opera or UC
Browser, and your newspaper’s web editor probably hasn’t even tested all of those.

To be precise, speci�cations uses normative language to de�ne exactly the
requirements necessary to be a conformant page or a conformant user agent (for
example, a Web browser on a phone or other computer). Language like MUST,
SHOULD, MAY, REQUIRED and OPTIONAL have speci�c meaning in these
standards (Bradner 1997). Non-normative sections provide context, explanation,
examples or advice, but without adding any further requirements. Standards are
speci�c about those requirements in order, perhaps counterintuitively, to enable
diversity. For every functional di�erence not normatively speci�ed, di�erent im-
plementations can do di�erent things – pages can be constructed in di�erent ways,
browsers can render pages di�erently, within di�erent user interfaces, di�erent
privacy settings, di�erent performance characteristics, with various tools for their
users. Interoperability of implementations allows for diversity and if variation
were not a desired outcome, no standard would be necessary: a common imple-
mentation would be su�cient, and much more e�cient to develop than setting a
standard.

1.1.1 Standards terminology �is text will occasionally use “speci�cation” and
“standard” almost interchangeably, which is common in this area. However, a
speci�cation (or, “spec”) is typically any document setting out how a piece of so�-
ware should operate, whether or not it’s stable, implemented, reviewed, accepted
as a standard or adopted. A standard is a speci�cation that has either a formal
imprimatur or actual demonstrated interoperability. People write speci�cations,
and hope they become standards.

“Standard” itself is a heavily overloaded term; it is used in distinct if related ways
in di�erent �elds and settings. For one confusing example, economists sometimes
refer to a dominant market position as a standard, as in the 1990s when Microso�’s
Internet Explorer appeared likely to become the standard. In that case, the standard
of having a dominant market position actually inhibited interoperability or the
development of the interoperable speci�cations we call Web standards. And
standards are o�en described as some bar of quality or morality: regulations might
set out performance standards as requirements on a regulated group that can
be met in di�erent ways or profane or otherwise inappropriate content may be
restricted by the Standards and Practices department of a broadcaster (Dessart
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n.d.).

1.2 �e consensus standard-setting model
We reject: kings, presidents and voting. We believe in: rough consen-
sus and running code. — Dave Clark, 1992

Technical standard-setting is a broad �eld, encompassing a wide range of tech-
nologies and organizational models. �is research looks primarily at the consensus
standard-setting model, which is the typical approach for design of the Internet
and the Web. Consensus standard-setting is particular to situations of voluntary
adoption, as opposed to de jure standards set in law or through some authoritative
commitment (Cargill 1989). Voluntary standards are in contrast to regulatory
standards: where governments intervene in setting mandatory requirements, o�en
on safety or necessities for an informed consumer. Cargill appears skeptical of
regulatory standards that are too broad in scope or too antagonistic to industry
as being di�cult to enforce, with OSHA the primary example (1989). But he lists
di�erent strengths and weaknesses for voluntary and regulatory standards: in
short, that voluntary standards have �exibility and support of industry adopters,
while regulatory standards can more easily be centralized and enforceability is
more feasible.

�e phrase “rough consensus and running code” should be considered in
contrast to consensus as it might be de�ned in other political contexts. �is isn’t
typically operated as unanimous agreement, as some might understand “coming
to unity” in the Society of Friends, for example, or a super-majority vote as the
modi�ed consensus of Occupy Wall Street assemblies was o�en operationalized.
Instead, guided by implementability and pragmatism, these standards groups look
for a “sense of the room” – o�en evaluated through humming or polling rather
than voting. Consensus decision-making can be slow and frustrating, but it may
also create a process for sustainable resolution (Polletta 2004).

As a practical matter, voluntary standards need to be broadly acceptable in
order to be broadly implemented. But that practical intent also has important
implications for the procedural and substantive legitimacy of standard-setting.
Froomkin (2003) argues that Internet standard-setting approaches a Habermasian
ideal of decision-making through open, informed discussion. While consensus
Internet standard-setting may boast procedural advantages uncommon to many
governance processes (around transparency and access in particular, even though
barriers continue to exist in both areas), evaluating the substantive legitimacy
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additionally requires looking at the outcome and the ongoing relationship among
parties (Doty and Mulligan 2013).

1.2.1 History of standards Cargill traces a long history of standards, starting
with examples of language and common currency, and focusing on the enabling
e�ect that standardization has on trade and commerce (1989). Standard mea-
surements and qualities of products make it easier to buy and sell products with
a larger market at a distance, and standardized rail gauges made it possible to
transport those goods. Industrialization is seen as a particular driver of voluntary
standards to enable trade between suppliers: standardized rail ties make it possible
to purchase from, and sell to, multiple parties with the same product (Cargill 1989).
A similar motivation a�ected the development of Silicon Valley, where computer
makers preferred to have multiple chip manufacturers as suppliers, and each with
multiple customers, to build stability in the industry as a whole (Saxenian 1996).

Information technology standards have some important distinctions from
the industrial standards that we identify as their predecessors. While concrete
precision was a prerequisite for measurement standards or the particular shapes
and sizes of screws or railroad ties, so�ware involves many abstract concepts as well
as technical minutiae. And information technology also expects a di�erent rate
of change compared to more concrete developments. �e slowness of developing
consensus standards for the Internet presents a challenge and encourages the use
of more nimble techniques (Cargill 1989, among others).

In many ways, voluntary Internet standards make up a common good – usable
by all. As an economic matter, Internet standards have important distinctions from
rivalrous goods. Where Ostrom de�nes commons and ways of preventing overuse
of a pooled resource (2015), Simcoe describes “anti-commons” and encouraging
adoption of a common technical standard (2014).

Like many collective action problems, developing open technical standards
may su�er from free-riding. As Ostrom (2015) puts it:

Whenever one person cannot be excluded from the bene�ts that others
provide, each person is motivated not to contribute to the joint e�ort,
but to free-ride on the e�orts of others. If all participants choose to
free-ride, the collective bene�t will not be produced. �e temptation
to free-ride, however, may dominate the decision process, and thus
all will end up where no one wanted to be. Alternatively, some may
provide while others free-ride, leading to less than the optimal level
of provision of the collective bene�t.
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If the standard will be made freely available, unencumbered by patents or even
the cost of reproduction, and any vendor is encouraged to use it, there may be a
disincentive to investing time, money and e�ort in participation to produce more
standards, or update standards, since your competitors get all the same bene�ts
without the costs. However, as Benkler points out, these information goods don’t
require collective action regarding allocation (since copying and distributing a
standards document has minimal costs and the resource doesn’t get “used up”)
and the larger number of users might actually increase the bene�ts of participation
(2002).

At the same time, technical standards provide network e�ects: if they’re widely
adopted they can become market standards, locking in technology that will subse-
quently be used by other market players and applications that depend on those
standards. So participation can itself be motivated by rent-seeking behavior, and
competition between standards. As Simcoe notes, standard-setting bodies have
developed some organizational methods to respond to these concerns.3

1.2.2 �e Internet and Requests for Comment I don’t have the expertise to
provide a history of the Internet, nor is another history of the Internet needed.
However, in understanding how the Internet standard-setting process functions,
it is useful to see the motivations and context in which it began and how the
Internet has evolved from an experimental project into a massive, complex piece
of infrastructure.

Where should one read for an Internet history? A small, non-exhaustive list of
suggestions:

• Abbate’s Inventing the Internet (2000) is a very readable history, including
a detailed accounting of the development of packet switching, and the
motivations for its use.

• Mathew traces the history more brie�y, but with a particular focus on the
social contexts: institutions and social relationships (2014, “A Social History
of the Internet”).

• Several people instrumental in the early Internet architecture have also
written their own brief history of the Internet (Leiner et al. 2009).

3For more discussion of the economics, organizational structure and legal implications of

standard-setting, see “Legal considerations in standard-setting” below.
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�e Internet is a singular, global network of networks, characterized by routing
of packets and (mostly) universal addressing. Devices (laptops, phones, large
server farms) connected to the Internet can communicate with one another, despite
running di�erent so�ware and being connected to di�erent networks, and use a
wide range of applications, including telephony, email, �le transfer, Web browsing
and many more.

Among the earliest clearly identi�able forerunners of the Internet we know
today was ARPANET, a project of the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA),
which we now know as the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
Motivated by the goal of more e�cient use of the expensive computational re-
sources that were used by di�erent ARPA projects located at universities and
research centers, the agency supported research into networking those large, rare
computers. �e technology of packet switching had been suggested independently
by di�erent researchers both for fault tolerance (including, as is o�en cited, the
ability for command and control networks to continue to function a�er a nuclear
strike) and for remote interactivity (allowing multiple users of a remote machine
in interactive ways). Packet switching provided an alternative to dedicated circuits,
a more traditional design making use of telephone lines.

Graduate students at a few research universities were tasked with de�ning
protocols for these remote communications. �ose informal meetings, notes and
correspondence eventually became the Network Working Group (NWG). �e
tentative uncertainty of those students – now known as the original architects of
the Internet – is well-documented, as in this recounting from Steve Crocker, the
�rst RFC editor (2009):

We thought maybe we’d put together a few temporary, informal memos
on network protocols, the rules by which computers exchange infor-
mation. I o�ered to organize our early notes.
What was supposed to be a simple chore turned out to be a nerve-
racking project. Our intent was only to encourage others to chime
in, but I worried we might sound as though we were making o�cial
decisions or asserting authority. In my mind, I was inciting the wrath
of some prestigious professor at some phantom East Coast establish-
ment. I was actually losing sleep over the whole thing, and when I
�nally tackled my �rst memo, which dealt with basic communication
between two computers, it was in the wee hours of the morning. I had
to work in a bathroom so as not to disturb the friends I was staying
with, who were all asleep.
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Still fearful of sounding presumptuous, I labeled the note a “Request
for Comments.”

�e early networking protocols documented in those informal Requests for
Comments (RFCs) were later supplanted by design and adoption of the Transmis-
sion Control Protocol and Internet Protocol, commonly considered together as
TCP/IP.4 Driven in part by interest in network connections di�erent than phone
circuits, including radio communications to connect Hawaiian islands and satel-
lite connections between seismic monitors in Norway and the US (Abbate 2000),
these network protocols could be agnostic to the form of connection. All devices
connected using these protocols, no matter what their physical connection or local
network might be, could have individual IP addresses and reliable transmission of
data (split up into packets and recombined) between them. �is allows “internet-
working”: communication between devices connected to di�erent networks that
are themselves connected.

While the the networking and internetworking protocols developed, the uses
for ARPANET also changed. Originally designed for the sharing of access to large
mainframe computers, many users preferred the communications capabilities.
Scientists shared data, programmers shared source code, and email unexpectedly
became the most popular application on the ARPANET, including emails to the
program managers who provided military and academic funding and early mailing
list so�ware for group discussion of topics of interest, like science �ction (Abbate
2000). Email, driven by the users, became an in�uence for developing shared
networks for communications. And in using the tool of email to debate and
construct an alternative architecture for the Internet, that community of users �ts
the concept of a “recursive public” (Kelty 2008).5

Organizationally, the Network Working Group gave way to the Internet Con�g-
uration Control Board, later replaced by the Internet Advisory Board, subsequently
renamed the Internet Activities Board, which became popular enough to be subdi-
vided into a number of task forces, most signi�cantly the Internet Engineering Task
Force and the Internet Research Task Force. �e IAB changed names and tasks

4�e design of these protocols is attributed to Vint Cerf and Robert Kahn, with the input and

participation of many other stakeholders. TCP/IP is described in (1974) and RFCs 791 (1981a) and

793 (1981b).
5Kelty speci�cally concludes that the Internet itself is not a recursive public, but the technical

contention over the ARPANET, NSFNET and early Internet may be a closer �t for the concept.

See, later, “Ethnography in Internet Standard-Setting” for more discussion of this concept.
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again to be the Internet Architecture Board, which still exists today, providing
some expert advice and leadership to IETF tasks.6

While I have focused here on the development of Internet standards and the
Internet standards process, this development did not happen in a vacuum. In
parallel, computer manufacturers developed proprietary standards for networking
their own devices. Telecommunications carriers, hoping to limit the power of these
proprietary standards, developed network protocols that relied on “virtual circuits”
where the network provided reliable communications. While packet switching
expected “dropped” packets and di�erent routing mechanisms and required hosts
to handle those variations, the approach of circuits put the responsibility for reliable
delivery on the network.

�e International Organization for Standardization (ISO), a formal interna-
tional standards organization operating with the votes of di�erent representatives
of standards organizations from each nation state, started the development of
OSI network standards, in cooperation with the International Telecommunica-
tions Union Standardization Sector (ITU-T), an agency of the United Nations
that had been developed to set cross-border telegraph and telephone standards.
�e OSI work included the still in�uential seven-layer networking model, as
well as standards to implement those di�erent layers. Like many questions of
standards adoption, various economic and political factors come into play: the
relatively wide deployment and military use of TCP/IP in ARPANET, European
government support of ISO standards to provide a common market for technology
across European countries, the relative market powers of computer manufactur-
ers, telecommunications carriers and Federally-funded universities and research
centers, the timing of releases of competing standards (Maathuis and Smit 2003;
DeNardis 2009).

From an IETF participant’s perspective, ISO’s process was long and compli-
cated, and the standardized protocols were lacking in widespread implementations.
While OSI protocols might have had some potential advantages (in areas of secu-
rity, or the size of address space), that TCP/IP was running and working, freely
available and already implemented, were more germane. Being simple and just
good enough to work would become common advantages of the relatively in-
formal IETF model. When the IAB, a smaller group of technical leaders, made
a proposal to adopt the OSI CLNP protocol as the next version of the Internet
Protocol, there was widespread anger from IETF participants at the possibility of

6“A Brief History of the Internet Advisory / Activities / Architecture Board” (n.d.) documents

the history of these confusing name and abbreviation changes.
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Figure 2: Layers of the Internet, both the OSI seven-layer model and the TCP/IP four-layer
model (Braden 1989), aligned.

top-down development of protocols or switching to the more formal ISO process.
It was in response to this concern that Dave Clark made his famous description of
IETF’s “rough consensus and running code” maxim.

IETF’s process today is a little more formal than its origins, but retains many
informal characteristics. Leadership on technical standards is provided primarily
by the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG) a rotating cast of volunteer
Area Directors (ADs), selected by the Nominating Committee (NomCom), which
is itself drawn from regular meeting attendees. �e Area Directors make decisions
on chartering new Working Groups, a process involving an informal “birds of a
feather” meeting to gauge community interest, recruiting chairs to manage the
work and gathering feedback on a charter of the group, its scope and deliverables.

IETF Working Groups can be operated in di�erent ways, but o�en follow a
similar model. �e appointed chairs have signi�cant authority to manage the
group’s work: setting the agendas for meetings and foreclosing topics out of scope,
selecting editors to develop speci�cations, and determining the consensus of
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the group for decision-making purposes. Discussion happens most o�en on
publicly-archived mailing lists, with in-person meetings as part of the three-times-
a-year IETF meeting schedule (and for some very active groups, interim in-person
meetings between the IETF meetings). While in-person meetings can be signi�cant
venues for hashing out issues, all decisions are still con�rmed on mailing lists.

�e IETF does not have any formal membership, for individuals, organiza-
tions or governments. �is lack of membership has some distinctive properties:
for example, it makes voting largely infeasible. Participation is open to all, by
engaging on IETF mailing lists or attending in-person IETF meetings.7 �e lack of
organizational membership also contributes to the convention that individuals at
IETF do not represent or speak for their employers or other constituents; instead,
individuals speak only for themselves, typically indicating their a�liations for the
purpose of transparency.8

Attendees at particular IETF meetings pay to defray some meeting costs and
companies pay to sponsor those meetings, but remote meeting participation and
participation on mailing lists does not incur any fee. �e activities necessary to
operate the IETF are largely supported by the employers of its volunteers, but paid
sta� and other costs are funded by the Internet Society, whose major budget now
comes from the sale of .org domain names.9

�e RFC series began with that note from Steve Crocker on the protocols for
ARPANET host so�ware; each is numbered, with that �rst one considered RFC 1.
Today, RFCs are more vetted than a simple request for comments, but come from
di�erent streams and have di�erent statuses, representing maturity or purpose.
�e review of the IESG is necessary for publishing a document as an RFC, with
di�erent requirements for di�erent document types, but typically requiring the
resolution of any signi�cant objections. Such objections are called a DISCUSS and,
�tting the name, are designed to promote �nding an alternative that addresses the
objection, rather than a direct refusal.

Of over 8000 RFCs, only 92 have reached the �nal level of Internet Standard.
For example, STD 90, also known as RFC 8259, describes JSON, the JavaScript

7As a result, just counting the number of participants in IETF’s work is challenging. We are

exploring some such measures via automated mailing list analysis: see this notebook on IETF

participation and this presentation on IETF mailing list analysis.
8�e tradition of individual participation is considered in more detail in Individuals vs

organizations in standard-setting process.
9Funding was less steady prior to ICANN’s 2003 allocation of .org domains to the ISOC-

created Public Interest Registry. ISOC had relied largely on company members to provide spon-

sorships and pay membership dues.

https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
https://github.com/IETF-Hackathon/ietf101-project-presentations/blob/master/MailingListAnalysis-ietf101-presentation.pdf
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Object Notation data format, in widespread use. Over 2400 are “informational”
and 400 more are “experimental”: these are RFCs that are not standards and aren’t
necessarily intended to be, but document some technique for consideration, some
protocol that may be used by some vendors, or some documentation of problems
or requirements for the information of readers. �ese vary signi�cantly, but, for
example, RFC 6462 reports the results of a workshop on Internet privacy; RFC
1536 described common problems in operating DNS servers. Other RFCs are
not Internet technology speci�cations at all, but guidance on writing RFCs or
documentation of IETF meeting practices: RFC 3552 provides advice to document
authors regarding security considerations; RFC 7154 describes a code of conduct
for participation in IETF; RFC 8179 sets out policies for patent disclosures.

�at an RFC can be a request for comments, a well-established Internet stan-
dard, an organizational policy or a particular vendor’s documentation, all with
sequential numbers, can be confusing. RFC 1796 “Not All RFCs are Standards” was
published in 1995 noting that topic, and the discussion continues with “rfc-plusplus”
conversations. But RFCs remain diverse: they can be humble, informational, hu-
morous, experimental; they are all freely available and stably published in good
old-fashioned plain text; and, sometimes, they are established Internet Standards.

1.2.3 �e Web, Recommendations and Living Standards �ough commonly
confused, the Web is distinct from the Internet; it is an application built on top
of the Internet. �e Internet is that global network of networks that lets comput-
ers communicate with one another enabling all sorts of applications; the Web
is a particular application that lets you browse sites and meaningful pages and
applications at particular locations.10

Where should one read for a history of the Web?

• Robert Cailliau co-authored a book on the topic, How the Web was born
(Gillies and Cailliau 2000)

• Tim Berners-Lee gave a “How It All Started” presentation, with pictures and
screenshots, at a W3C anniversary (2004)

10�is chapter won’t provide a detailed technical description of the Internet and the Web.

Instead, see the system overview sections of Encrypting the Web, a “hando�” and Do Not Track,

a “hando�”.
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�e World Wide Web began as a “hypermedia” project for information-sharing
at CERN, a European research organization that operates particle accelerators in
Switzerland. Developed by Sir Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau, among others,
a protocol (HTTP), markup language (HTML) and client (the WorldWideWeb
browser) and server (httpd) so�ware made for basic functionality: formatting of
pages and hyperlinks between them. �is functionality was simple in comparison
to hypertext proposals of the time, but the simple authoring and sharing of text
and other resources combined with the connectivity of the Internet became an
extremely popular application.11

Web standardization was driven by the babel-style confusion of the “browser
wars.” Inconsistencies meant that a page written using some features might look
entirely di�erent in one browser compared to another. Sites might include a
disclaimer (and in some ways, a marketing statement) of, for example, “best
viewed in Netscape Navigator 4.” �is situation is a frustration for the reader and
a challenge for the author. And a�ecting a wider range of market players (site
authors, browser vendors, even Internet providers), it potentially undermines the
use of the Web altogether.

�e World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was formed in 1994, hosted at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, with Sir Tim Berners-Lee, the inven-
tor most directly responsible for the Web and the Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), as its Director. HTML had a home, and, soon a�er, a process12 for further
development.

W3C’s “consortium” model relies primarily on membership for funding13
and direction. Its 479 member organizations14 are mostly companies, with some
universities, non-pro�t organizations and government agencies. �ose companies
are a mix of small, medium and large; they reach across industry sectors with,
as you might expect, a particular representation of technology-focused �rms.15

11“How many web pages are there?” is a simple, interesting and unanswerable question that’s

asked from time to time. An imperfect measure: Google announced they had indexed a trillion

pages in 2008, up from 26 million in 1998 (Alpert and Hajaj 2008).
12Or rather, a Process: https://www.w3.org/Process.
13Funding temporarily included support from the Internet Society (Jacobs 2009).
14�at membership changes over time. 479 members as of 21 August 2018: https://www.w3.org

/Consortium/Member/List.
15�e overlapping stakeholder groups at W3C �gure in the Methods chapter maps out a rough

sense of the stakeholder groups and member groups represented in W3C. Quantitative analysis of

the member organizations is possible, but not included here – crowdsourcing proved challenging

and the process is tedious. However, some work on this is underway as part of the ongoing study

of civil society organization participation in Internet governance by the University of Exeter:

https://www.w3.org/Process
https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Member/List
https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Member/List
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Figure 3: �e �rst ever Web site is again operational on CERN’s servers, with early
descriptions of the Web, its operation and motivations.

W3C employs a sta� (sometimes called “Team”) who coordinate work and handle
administrative tasks, but the actual process of standardization is done by volunteers,
most o�en those employed by member organizations, and the general direction of
what work to do is set by the member organizations, who send representatives to
an Advisory Committee.

Standards are developed by Working Groups: smaller groups (typically with 10
to 100 members), with a charter to address particular topics in speci�c deliverables.
As of August 2018, W3C had 36 Working Groups actively chartered to address
topics ranging from accessibility guidelines to the Extensible Stylesheet Language

http://www.internetpolicystreams.com/.

http://www.internetpolicystreams.com/
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(XSLT).16 �e documents that become standards follow an iterative process of
increasing breadth of review and implementation experience: an Editor’s Dra� is
simply a document in progress, a Working Dra� is published by a Working Group
for review, a Candidate Recommendation is a widely-reviewed document ready for
more implementation experience, a Proposed Recommendation has demonstrated
satisfaction of all requirements with su�cient implementation experience and
a Recommendation shows the endorsement of W3C membership (fantasai and
Rivoal 2020).17 �at the most complete and accepted stage of a technical report is
a “Recommendation” emphasizes the humility of this voluntary standards process
(not unlike “Request for Comment”) – even a published Recommendation doesn’t
have to be adopted or complied with by anyone, even W3C’s members, even the
members of the Working Group that worked on it, even the employer of the editor
of the document. It’s just that, a recommendation.

Working Groups at W3C can operate using di�erent procedures but typically
follow a similar process, guided by the collective advice of past participants (“�e
Art of Consensus: A Guidebook for W3c Group Chairs, Team Contact and Par-
ticipants” n.d.). An editor or group of editors is in charge of a speci�cation, but
key decisions are made by consensus, through discussion by the group in meet-
ings, teleconferences, email and other online conversations and as assessed by
the chairs who organize the group’s activity.18 �is process aims for sustained
objections to a group’s decisions to be uncommon, but processes for appealing
decisions are in place. �e Director plays an important guiding role in addressing
objections and evaluating maturity, but decisions can also be appealed to a vote of
the membership.

As new standardized versions of HTML were published at W3C, a split grew
between XHTML – a set of standards that some thought would enable the Semantic
Web and XML-based tooling among other things – and updating versions of HTML
that instead re�ected the various document and app uses of the Web. �e Web
Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG)19 formed in
2004 from browser vendors (speci�cally, Apple, Mozilla and Opera) who wanted

16W3Cmaintains a list of current and past groups: https://www.w3.org/Consortium/activities.
17�e exact details of these stages of review have changed over time, but the iterative process

of increasing review and experience has remained consistent.
18�e day-to-day details of this process are discussed further in A Mixed-Methods Study of

Internet Standard-Setting.
19Why the strange, long acronym? Apocryphally, because it started as this secretive separate

process and it seemed like a good joke to be able to say, in response to a question like, “are you

working with some other rival working group?” “what working group?”

https://www.w3.org/Consortium/activities
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to update HTML with application features that were under development rather
than pursuing an XML-based approach. Work on subsequent versions of XHTML
was dropped and W3C and WHATWG processes worked in parallel on HTML5,
published as a W3C Recommendation in 2014. Tensions remain between W3C
and WHATWG and supporters/antagonists of each, but the work of technical
standard-setting continues in both venues – on HTML, which is published both
by WHATWG as a Living Standard and as a versioned document at W3C,20 and
on other speci�cations. Paul Ford’s description in �e New Yorker is accessible,
and, to my eyes, remains an accurate assessment (2014):

Tremendous �areups occur, then settle, then threaten to �are up again.
[. . . ] For now, these two organizations have an uneasy accord.

WHATWG has a distinct process for developing standards, although there are
many similarities to both IETF and W3C process, and those process similarities
have increased substantially with a new governance and IPR policy agreed upon
in late 2017 (van Kesteren 2017), with the formal inclusion of Microso� in the
process.

Discussion in WHATWG happens primarily on GitHub issue threads and IRC
channels (and, in the past, mailing lists) and in-person meetings are discouraged
(or, at least, not organized as WHATWG meetings) for the stated purpose of
increasing the breadth of access (“FAQ — WHATWG” n.d.). While W3C and
IETF use versioned, iteratively reviewed documents with di�erent levels of stability,
WHATWG publishes Living Standards, which can be changed at any time to re�ect
new or revised features. (However, as of late 2017, �xed snapshots are published
on a regular basis to enable IPR reviews and patent exclusion, similar to the
W3C process.) Rough consensus remains a guiding motivation, but WHATWG
implements consensus-�nding di�erently, relying on the assessment of the Editor
of each speci�cation. �e Editor makes all changes to each speci�cation at their
own direction, without any process for chairs or separate leadership to assess
consensus. (However, an appeals process for sustained disagreement is now in
place, with decisions put to a two-thirds vote of the four companies that make up
the Steering Group.) Because there is no formal membership (more like IETF’s
model), there are not separate Working Groups, although there are Workstreams,

20As of May 2019, WHATWG and W3C have explicitly agreed on a Memorandum of Un-

derstanding with the goal of a uni�ed HTML speci�cation, still with both Living Standard and

versioned, reviewed snapshots (“Memorandum of Understanding Between W3c and WHATWG”

2019).
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which must be approved by the Steering Group, and all contributors must agree to
a contribution agreement, which includes similar IPR commitments as in W3C
Working Groups.

�is research project primarily focuses on W3C and IETF standard-setting
processes, although WHATWG and other groups may also be relevant at times.
Other standard-setting bodies (or similar groups) also produce standards relevant
to the Web and to privacy, o�en with either a narrower or broader scope. For
example, the FIDO Alliance21 develops speci�cations for alternatives to passwords
for online authentication; the Kantara Initiative22 publishes reports regarding
“digital identity”; the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS)23 has a consortium model for standards on a wide range of
information topics, particularly XML document formats and business processes,
but have also worked on standards for privacy management and privacy-by-design.
Broader still, the US government’s National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)24 has a scope including all of science and technology, including speci�c
process standards on privacy risk management (Brooks et al. 2017) and the basic
weights and measures (among other things, they keep the national prototype kilo-
gram), and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)25 welcomes
national standard-setting organizations like NIST as its members, and covers an
enormous scope from management standards for information security (“ISO/IEC
27001 Information Security Management” 2013) to “a method of determining
the mesh-breaking force of netting for �shing” (“ISO 1806:2002 - Fishing Nets --
Determination of Mesh Breaking Force of Netting” 2002).

�e divisions between W3C and WHATWG are useful to explore as a com-
parison regarding organizational policy: forum shopping is easier to see in such
a direct side-by-side situation; that anti-trust, IPR and governance policies are
apparently necessary for growing participation, especially for a large �rm with an
antitrust history as in the case of Microso�, is more easily demonstrable. But the
W3C and WHATWG models also invite comparison of di�erent approaches to
the Web and its standards.

Interoperable implementations are key to all the Internet standards processes
discussed here, but WHATWG is especially speci�c about major browser imple-
mentations as the essential criterion guiding all other decisions. �e model of

21https://fidoalliance.org/
22https://kantarainitiative.org/
23https://www.oasis-open.org
24https://www.nist.gov/
25https://www.iso.org

https://fidoalliance.org/
https://kantarainitiative.org/
https://www.oasis-open.org
https://www.nist.gov/
https://www.iso.org
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a Living Standard re�ects the increasingly short release cycles of di�erent ver-
sions of those major browsers. For years, the “informed editor” distinction was
especially contentious: Ian Hickson (known as Hixie) edited HTML in both the
WHATWG and W3C processes, and decried certain decisions by the W3C Work-
ing Group contrary to his own as “political.”26 While in many ways the informed
editor approach is similar to the motivations behind other consensus standards
body decision-making practices (decisions are not supposed to be votes, argu-
ments are to be evaluated on their merits and implications, not on their loud-
ness or how widely shared they might be), the apparatus of chairs, membership
and governance/appeals processes add an element of represented stakeholders to
decision-making, outside a singular technocratic evaluation.27

Whether Recommendations or Living Standards, the Web’s protocols are de-
�ned in these Web-hosted documents and re�ected in the voluntary, sometimes
incomplete, mostly interoperable implementations in browsers, sites and other
so�ware.

1.2.4 Legitimacy and interoperability In evaluating the legitimacy of any decision-
making process, including these rough consensus standard-setting processes, it
may be useful to distinguish between procedural and substantive legitimacy. In
the context of technical standard-setting, these have also been described as input
and output legitimacy (Werle and Iversen 2006). In short, (1) are the steps of a
process are fair? and (2) is the outcome of the process fair to those a�ected?

Procedurally, we might consider access to participate meaningfully and trans-
parency of decisions and other actions as hallmarks of legitimacy. �e tools and
practices common in Internet standard-setting can provide remarkable inclusion
and transparency, while, simultaneously, substantial barriers to meaningful partici-
pation persist. On the one hand, anyone with an Internet connection and an email
address can provide comments and proposals, engage in meaningful debate and
receive a signi�cant response from a standard-setting group. Anyone interested in
those conversations at the time or a�er the fact can read every email sent on the
topic, along with detailed minutes of every in-person discussion. On the other
hand, discussions can be detailed, technical, obtuse and time-consuming, limiting

26See this email thread from 2010 for example: https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-

html/2010Jun/0217.html
27�ese dual goals/modes will be an ongoing tension and opportunity. See, for example,

Individuals vs organizations in standard-setting process.

https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-html/2010Jun/0217.html
https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-html/2010Jun/0217.html
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meaningful participation to those with both the technical ability and the resources
(time, money) to sustain involvement.

While we would anticipate that procedurally legitimate process is likely to
be substantively legitimate as well, that might not be guaranteed: a majoritarian
voting structure could seem legitimate while putting an unfair ultimate burden on
some minority group, for example.

In consensus standard-setting, interoperability and voluntary adoption are the
distinctive characteristics of success. Voluntary adoption may promote substan-
tive legitimacy in some important ways: implementers and other adopters are not
compelled to adopt something that they �nd out of the reasonable range, as we
can see from the many completed technical standards that do not see widespread
adoption. Engagement from stakeholders in design of a technical standard may
encourage design of a workable solution for those stakeholders, rather than having
a separate party (like a regulator or arbitrator) hand down a decision. But the suc-
cess criteria of interoperable, voluntary adoption do not ensure the satisfaction of
values-based metrics. In particular, stakeholders who are not themselves potential
implementers – including government agencies or typical end users, say – have
more limited opportunities to a�ect adoption, which might limit their in�uence
on the substantive outcome. While interoperability may provide functionality and
portability, that functionality may not meet users’ needs or protect them from
potential harms.

How procedural and substantive legitimacy may apply to the decisions of
consensus technical standard-setting processes, especially in technical standards
with public policy importance, is detailed further in earlier work.28 �ese same
criteria will be especially relevant in comparing how the coordinating and decision-
making function of standard-setting compares to other governance models (see
Drawing comparisons below).

1.3 Organizational structure
1.3.1 How Internet standards bodies are structured As a matter of legal incor-
poration, Internet and Web standard-setting bodies have unusual structures. W3C
is not a legal entity. WHATWG is not a legal entity. IETF is not a legal entity

28See Doty andMulligan (2013), citing in particular Tyler andMarkell (2010) on criteria for the

acceptability of processes and Lind and Tyler (1988) for the social psychology of how participants

perceive a process as procedurally legitimate.
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although, just recently,29 there has been the creation of an LLC to provide a legal
home for its administration. Until recently, none have had bank accounts of their
own that can deposit checks, though IETF now will. Instead, W3C is a set of con-
tracts between four host universities and the various member organizations; IETF
is an activity supported by the Internet Society, a non-pro�t, and administered by
a disregarded entity of the Internet Society; WHATWG is an agreement signed by
four browser vendor companies.

�ose legal minutiae are perhaps not the most germane consideration for the
participants or for an analysis with organizational theory, but this structure (or lack
thereof) is distinctive. Rather than independent entities, standard-setting bodies
functionally exist through the activities of participants. Making that abstract
concept real through analogy can be tricky, but, for example, one can think of
the standard-setting body as a restaurant with tables around which people eat
and talk (Bruant 2013). ISO describes itself as the “conductor” to an “orchestra
[. . . ] of independent technical experts” (“We’re ISO: We Develop and Publish
International Standards” n.d.).

�is may be an example of institutional synecdoche,30 where there is confusion
in distinguishing between the actions of an organization and of its component
participants. When people complain about W3C (and people love to complain
about W3C), are they typically attributing their complaint to W3C sta�, or the
documented W3C process, or the typical participants? �ere is certainly confu-
sion about what these standards organizations are or what authority they have.
For example, during a Senate committee hearing on the status of Do Not Track
negotiations, there seemed to be genuine confusion among Senators over what
W3C or its authority was, and why couldn’t the di�erent parties just �nd a room
for discussions and coming to agreement, before it was pointed out that it was a
voluntary process where companies were trying to come to agreement (Rockefeller
2013).31

29As of August 27, 2018 (Haberman, Hall, and Livingood 2020), in the middle of dra�ing this

chapter.
30h/t Daniel Gri�n, for the lovely term
31“Senator MCCASKILL: But I am a little uncomfortable that all of us seem to have agreed in

the room that we are ceding the authority to set this policy to some organization I am not even

sure who is in charge of this organization. Who do they answer to? Who are they, and how did we

get to this point?” [. . . ] “So what you are basically saying is this is just a place to go to try to see if

all of you guys can agree? Couldn’t we just set a room somewhere and all of you get there and try

to decide and see if you all agree?” [. . . ] And later, to laughter throughout the room: “Senator

THUNE: Mr. Chairman, I would say that on behalf of a number of colleagues on my side that we
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�ere are other unusual organizational designs in Internet governance more
broadly; for example, the IANA function has been a single person, a California non-
pro�t under contract with the US Department of Commerce, and, post-transition,
a non-pro�t absent government control. See What is Internet Governance below.

1.3.2 Standards are a boundary It can be tempting to conceive of the Internet
and the Web as organizational �elds, with the standard-setting bodies as sites where
the �eld communicates, but the diversity of stakeholders and the diversity-enabling
function of technical standards instead suggests understanding standard-setting
bodies as boundary organizations.32

Organizational �elds can be de�ned in distinct ways, but consider DiMag-
gio and Powell’s de�nition as a popular one: “those organizations that, in the
aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers, resource
and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other organizations that pro-
duce similar services or products” (1983). �is includes elements of, but is not
limited to, organizations that interact (connectedness) and companies that com-
pete. Multistakeholder standard-setting does include some of these characteristics:
organizations connect and communicate regularly through the standard-setting
process, some of them are either competitors or have consumer/supplier relation-
ships, and developing the Internet or the World Wide Web might be seen as a
“common enterprise” (P. DiMaggio 1982).

In other ways, though, participants in Web and Internet standardization
demonstrate substantial diversity less characteristic of an organizational �eld.
�e Web browser vendors are certainly competitors, but their business models
and corporate structures are quite distinct: Microso� earns money largely through
so�ware sales, Apple through hardware sales, Google through online advertising,
Mozilla is a non-pro�t, with revenue from search engine partners and donations.
Most W3C members don’t develop browsers: there are academics, consumer ad-
vocacy non-pro�ts, Web publishers, retailers, telecommunications companies,
online advertising �rms and government agencies. Discussions can be tense when
individuals from organizations in di�erent industries interact and con�ict: for
example, online advertising �rms, consumer advocates and browser vendors in the
Do Not Track process or middlebox providers, �nancial services �rms and client
so�ware developers in TLS. �at standard-setting can be a di�cult interpersonal

would be really worried if W3C is run by the U.N.”
32�is argument has previously been made in Doty and Mulligan (2013), but it is expanded

here.
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process is known, but this work will explore some of those heightened tensions
around privacy and security contestation.33

In addition to the characteristics of the participants, the outputs of technical
standard-setting bodies – that is, the technical standards themselves, give us some
insight into the organizational structure because of their uncommon purpose.
Technical standards, as described above, allow for �exibility by being speci�c
about certain features of technical interoperability. �ey may qualify as “boundary
objects” in the way that some STS scholars have described them: by providing
interpretive �exibility of a single artifact (whether concrete or abstract), a boundary
object allows for collaboration across di�erent social worlds (Star and Griesemer
1989).

Rather than the site of an organizational �eld, we have identi�ed these multi-
stakeholder standard-setting bodies as boundary organizations (Doty and Mul-
ligan 2013). �e concept of “boundary organizations” was described by Guston
in the speci�c context of the relationship between science and science policy. In
order to both maintain the boundary between science and politics, but also blur
that boundary enough to make connections across it to facilitate scienti�c-driven
policy, Guston argues that boundary organizations can “succeed in pleasing two
sets of principals” (2001). �ree criteria de�ne these organizations:

1. they enable the creation of boundary objects (or, related, “standardized
packages”) that can be used in di�erent ways by actors on either side of the
boundary;

2. they include the participation of actors on both sides, as well as a professional
sta� to mediate and negotiate the boundary;

3. they are accountable to both sides, politics and science.

�e O�ce of Technology Assessment is a prominent and perhaps reasonably
well-known example. While other advisory organizations were o�en considered
partisan or co-opted, many saw the OTA as a respected and neutral source of
analysis into technology and the impacts of policy proposals.34 Its reports were
boundary objects, in that they could be used by di�erent committees or political
parties for di�erent purposes.

33See How standard-setting accommodates, succeeds and fails in the �ndings.
34Cf. attacks on W3C as “once neutral.” Or political party attacks on the CBO when it scores

their tax plans. �e very shape of the attacks tells us something about the perceived position of

each target organization.
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�is early description of boundary organizations assumes exactly two sides:
science and policy, or almost analogously, two political parties: Democrat and
Republican. �at bilateral, oppositional view seems to come from the particular
literature of science and technology studies and Latour’s view of science as Janus,
the two-faced Roman god who looks into both the past and the future. �e Janus
metaphor is used in multiple ways, but most distinctively, it notes that science can
simultaneously be seen as uncertainty – the practice of science involves a messy
process about things that are by their nature not yet understood – and certainty –
that science is what has already been settled and can be assumed (like a black box)
for future work (Latour 1987).

But while it’s tempting to see boundaries and con�icts as always two-sided, the
concept of boundaries and boundary organizations can be applied more broadly. A
particularly relevant description of boundary organizations comes from O’Mahony
and Bechky, who describe how social movements that might be seen in direct
con�ict with commercial interests sometimes �nd success in re-framing objectives
and maintaining collaborations where interests overlap. Boundary organizations
allow for collaboration between organizations with very di�erent interests, motiva-
tions and practices. In the case of open source so�ware development, several open
source projects have developed associated foundations to serve that boundary
role: those foundations let corporations collaborate on the open source project by
having a formal point of contact for signing contracts and representing project
positions, without violating the openness practices of open source projects or
requiring private companies to discuss all their plans in public (O’Mahony and
Bechky 2008). Many of the other boundary management practices identi�ed
related to individual rather than organizational control; open source contributors
had reputation and impact on a particular open source project that followed them
even when changing employers (O’Mahony and Bechky 2008). A similar ethos is
present in Internet standard-setting, particularly, but not exclusively, at the IETF.35

Internet standard-setting matches this de�nition of a boundary organization,
but operates at an intersection of more than two clearly separable sides. Standards
are boundary objects – agreed upon by di�erent parties with some interpretive
�exibility that can subsequently be used by di�erent parties, including competitors
and di�erent sides of a communication. �e multistakeholder standard-setting
process involves participants from those diverse parties, with some professionals
to help coordinate and mediate. And, ideally, these bodies are accountable to those

35See Individuals vs organizations in standard-setting process.
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di�erent parties, whether that’s users, di�erent groups of implementers or even
policymakers.

Even as we see WHATWG start to adopt much of the organizational structure
of other Internet standard-setting bodies – a governance system, IPR rules, scoped
working groups, etc. – it remains structured more like a �eld and less like a bound-
ary. �e steering group is limited to Web browser vendors (market competitors
engaged in a collaborative common enterprise) and the guiding interoperability
principle is browser vendor adoption, there is less indication of accountability to
multiple, diverse principals.

A hypothesis to be explored or tested at a later date: if the WHATWG approach
is a �eld rather than a boundary, then moving more standards to a WHATWG
model should promote stronger forces of isomorphism among browser vendors.
We could see the profession become “Web browser developers” rather than just
“Web developers.”

�is isn’t an all or nothing situation – standards can also clearly be tools to
enable supplier/consumer relationships and Web publishers and Web browser
vendors can reasonably be seen in that light. �e connectedness of a standards
group can enable some of the professionalization and cross-pollination while also
maintaining the distance of commercialism and non-pro�t/open-source activity.

How we classify standard-setting bodies (boundary vs. �eld) is not some
academic exercise or merely a question of naming. Identifying the appropriate
structure from organizational theory can let us apply insights from, and contribute
learning back to, research into the sociology of organizations. In that very well-
cited paper from DiMaggio and Powell, we see that �elds typically exhibit forces
(coercive, mimetic and normative) towards institutional isomorphism (1983) –
we expect similar structures across the organizations, both as innovations are
spread and as further diversi�cation is restricted. Boundary organizations, in
contrast, speci�cally enable collaboration among a diverse group and boundary
objects can provide an interface for cooperation between groups that o�en have
friction. Speci�cally, boundary organizations have been suggested as a kind of
organizational method to allow social movements to collaborate with corporations
and e�ect change.

As Colin Bennett describes (2010), privacy advocates have emerged in response
to increasing surveillance, engaged in “collective forms of social action” and re-
�ected in more common public protest to technological intrusion. While Bennett
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distinguishes this broad, networked activity from a worldwide social movement,
there are certainly similarities in the diverse strategies and loose coalitions between
numerous organizations and the dedicated individuals who participate. Privacy
advocates practice in spaces beyond traditional non-pro�t advocacy organizations
and also seek to work with or in�uence the behaviors of government and corporate
actors.

Based on this model, the empirical work of this dissertation seeks to shed light
on the following questions raised by this background. If Internet standard-setting
organizations play the role of boundary organizations in mediating technical policy
con�icts when it comes to Internet privacy and security, can they provide a way for
privacy advocates to collaborate with otherwise in-con�ict organizations? What
would qualify as success for this boundary-organization-mediated collaboration?
And what factors contribute to that success or lack thereof?

1.3.3 Legal considerations in standard-setting How laws might impact or gov-
ern these informal standard-setting processes might at �rst seem obscure. If a
technical standard-setting body can be little more than a mailing list, the occa-
sional meeting room and freely available documents, what legal considerations
would even apply?

1.3.3.1 Anti-trust Directly applicable to any system for coordination can be
legal rules against the development of trusts or cartels. For example, dividing up
a market to reduce competition and increase prices can be a coordinated action
that hurts consumers with higher prices and fewer new entrants, whether the
conversation is formal or informal.

In the United States, antitrust law has historically been guided by the principle
of consumer welfare, as laid out by Robert Bork (1978). �at is, applications of
the Sherman Act are guided by whether consumers are hurt by the potentially
anti-competitive behavior, through usurious prices or decreased choices. How
“consumer welfare” is speci�cally de�ned, and whether “consumer welfare” alone
is the appropriate way to analyze anti-trust enforcement, are openly debated
questions. Anti-trust concerns and evaluations of consumer welfare have arisen
around privacy in technical standards, as discussed in the �ndings.36

Standard-setting bodies use transparency of decision-making and a docu-
mented system of due process as wards against trouble with antitrust enforcers

36See Competition and standard-setting.
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(Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer Protection 1983). While sub-
stantive analysis requires substantial expertise, evaluating a “reasonable basis” for
resulting standards, whether the standards are more pro- or anti-competitive,
along with those basic procedural requirements has been the FTC’s approach to
evaluating standard-setting organizations for antitrust (Anton and Yao 1995–1996).
Internet standards organizations avoid making decisions or publishing documents
that are speci�c to some set of vendors; this is considered a sound technical practice
in general, but also helps to avoid legal entanglements for the participants. And
“open” standards, where the resulting documents are made public, freely available
and where participation in the process is generally open to anyone who wants
to participate and where standards are adopted voluntarily, avoid many possible
antitrust concerns, including the creation of cartels who could prevent new market
entrants (Lemley 1995–1996).37 Technical standards for interoperability instead
can have an important pro-competitive purpose: the presence of a standard may
inhibit the otherwise natural tendency towards market standardization,38 where
users of a networked technology like the Internet might �ock to a single, propri-
etary o�ering, and enable competition between di�erent vendors who implement
the interoperable standard (Lemley 1995–1996).

1.3.3.2 Intellectual property Perhaps most common in technical standard-
setting bodies, and especially in Internet standards groups, is some policy consider-
ation for intellectual property rights in standards development. Most signi�cant is
patent licensing, but copyright and trademark can also play a role in organizational
rules.

Patent licensing is of particular importance to standard-setting bodies because
of the risk of “hold-up” (Contreras 2017). In brief, setting a standard can be a
resource intensive process and once the standard is agreed upon, there can be
substantial investment by implementers that depends upon that standard. If, a�er
the standard is developed, a single player can assert a patent on some piece of the
protocol design or the only feasible way to implement that standard (a “standards-
essential patent”), then that player can extract an onerous rent on the implementers,
requiring them to pay high licensing fees or face starting over on an entirely new

37However, Anton and Yao argue that “interface standards” (standards for interoperable

communication, as in the case of Internet protocols) may be voluntarily adopted but still have

anticompetitive e�ects because adoption while voluntary can still e�ectively be necessary for

operation in a heavily networked marketplace (1995–1996).
38As discussed above, this is an overloading of the term to encompass deeply con�icting

concepts.
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standards design. �is could discourage anyone from participating at all: why
invest time and money in this collaborative process if it might be undermined a�er
the fact? Worse yet, researchers document cases where �rms apply for patents and
actively manipulate standard-setting processes just to extract money from their
competitors in patent licenses (Contreras 2017). In response, standard-setting
bodies have set rules requiring disclosure of known patents or enforcing certain
licensing terms.

Some have argued (Teece and Sherry 2002) that the preference for royalty-
free licensing requirements or the patent licensing requirements in general might
themselves be unfair to patent holders; that standard-setting participation can
be a de facto requirement for wide adoption of a technology and that patent
licensing rules in standard-setting bodies can be a cabalistic way of avoiding high
prices. It is an argument that can be di�cult for an engineer to assess with an
open mind: that there would be something wrong with implementation-focused
�rms choosing to avoid patent fees or restrictions when designing new technology
would seem very strange. Perhaps the more practical scope of the argument is that
antitrust law should not altogether prohibit enforcement of standards-essential
patents, as was feared in government moves that seemed to require reasonable and
non-discriminatory licensing even when the patent holder was not a standards
participant.

And standard-setting bodies have typically responded with their own orga-
nizational requirements rather than relying on regulatory imposition of some
standard of fairness. W3C, for example, requires members to disclose patents
they’re aware of and mandates royalty-free licensing of patents held by participants
in a particular Working Group, with limited exceptions. Other standards groups
accept licensing with royalty fees as long as the terms are fair, reasonable and
non-discriminatory (FRAND).39

Copyright licensing of standards publications has also been a topic of debate in
the Web standards community. While Web and Internet standards are freely and
publicly available (that is, copyright is not necessary or useful for restricting access
to the standards or extracting payment to read them), standard-setting bodies like
W3C have o�en retained copyright on the published documents, largely for the
purpose of preventing potentially confusing alternative versions to a canonical stan-
dard. Whether copyright is necessary or well-tailored to that use is unclear; many
open source projects have approached trademark as an alternative. More permis-

39For example, see the principles set out in the OpenStand group, including IETF, IEEE and

W3C.

https://open-stand.org/
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sive document licenses have surely not resolved all con�icts between WHATWG
and W3C partisans.40

1.3.3.3 Substantive law While legal considerations can a�ect procedural as-
pects of standard-setting laws speci�c to some sector can also in�uence standard-
setting in that area.

For example, there is interest in using Web standards on user preferences and
consent (the tools that make up DNT) to address implementation of the European
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or previous data protection directives.
Technical standards are also practically necessary for realizing data portability
requirements. Laws on accessibility of information and services to people with
disabilities can create a market need for accessibility standards or even cite speci�c
standards as required, “safe harbor”41 or example implementation.

While not directly in the area of Internet and Web standards, laws may incor-
porate standards by reference, in safety areas, for example. �is may outsource
or delegate regulatory decision-making to the private entities that set standards
in those areas.42 It’s also been an area of critique where compliance with the law
requires adhering to standards which may not be freely available to the public: Carl
Malamud and Public.Resource.Org43 in particular have fought legal cases (around
copyright, in particular) in freely publishing standards referenced by public safety
and building codes.

But while these laws and regulations can provide an incentive for developing
or adopting standards in a particular area, those substantive rules have a di�erent
character of e�ect on the process of technical standard-setting than the legal
considerations in anti-trust and intellectual property have.

1.3.3.4 Motivations for organizational policies In both areas of antitrust and
intellectual property, standard-setting bodies – even consensus-based consortia –
use organizational policies in response to potential exogenous legal constraints
that might inhibit participation by individuals or �rms. Standard-setting partici-
pation already has the disincentive of “free riding” – that freely available or “open”

40See, for example, accusations of plagiarismwhen permissively licensed documents are copied,

modi�ed and republished.
41A safe harbor is one way to comply with a rule that is speci�cally acknowledged as satisfactory,

removing further scrutiny or ambiguity.
42For more discussion of legitimacy of delegated regulation, see Drawing comparisons below.
43https://law.resource.org/

https://law.resource.org/
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standards can be as easily used without the investment of time and resources into
their development. If using a developed standard would incur the risk of patent
infringement suits or the cost of patent licensing or if the informal standards
meetings would prompt antitrust scrutiny, those dangers would minimize the
potential economic gains of interoperability. Standard-setting groups are, as a
result, responsive to these legal considerations that could create such disincentives.

1.4 Comparing governance models
Technical standard-setting is an important part of Internet governance but it’s o�en
mistakenly analogized to legislating for the Internet. While standard-setting is a
key point of coordination and implemented standards have profound impacts on
design and use of the Internet, voluntary standards and consensus processes have
a di�erent force and character from legislation. Similarly, there may be some analo-
gies to administrative law – rule-making and other regulatory authorities – but
attending meetings and proposing new protocols is far from asserting power over
how the Internet is used. As noted in the documentation provided to newcomers
to the IETF:

If your interest in the IETF is because you want to be part of the
overseers, you may be badly disappointed by the IETF. (“�e Tao of
IETF: A Novice’s Guide to the Internet Engineering Task Force” 2018)

Nevertheless, Internet governance, and technical standard-setting more specif-
ically, can be a model for governance with the potential for collaboration that we
should empirically evaluate.

1.4.1 What is Internet Governance �e process of typing nytimes.com into
your favorite Web browser’s address bar, hitting return and getting back the digital
front page of that speci�c newspaper involves, when you interrogate the technical
details, an extraordinarily large number of steps. �is exercise can be valuable
pedagogy, in my experience, and it’s also a famous interview question.44

Many of those steps, many of the questions that make that discussion inter-
esting, come down to determining how you the visitor can get an authoritative
response – how you get the New York Times web page, how you’re directed to web
servers owned and operated by the New York Times, and there isn’t confusion

44https://github.com/alex/what-happens-when

https://github.com/alex/what-happens-when
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about who responds to what. �e name nytimes.com has to be, in order to make
the Internet work the way we have come to expect, universally registered to refer
to that particular entity. When the domain name is translated into an Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) address – at the time of this writing, 151.101.1.164 – that address must
refer to a speci�c server (or set of servers), it can’t be in use by any other parties.
�e Internet (and it is capitalized in large part for this reason) requires a singular
allocation of these resources, the names and numbers. At one time, that allocation
was managed by a single person, speci�cally Jon Postel, and the recording of the
allocation was done in a paper notebook.45 As this became logistically infeasible
(and later, when it became politically unacceptable), recording of names, num-
bers and protocol parameters was formalized as the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA) and by the late 1990s the IANA function was handled by a US
non-pro�t corporation designed for that purpose, the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).

�e distribution of these resources can be complex and controversial. Regard-
ing domain names, for example, a few questions arise:

• who gets what domain name,
• for how long,
• what if the domain name includes a registered trademark,
• who resolves disputes over a domain name,
• what if a domain name is being used for a criminal enterprise,
• what information should be made available about who owns a particular

domain name,
• what top-level domains should there be,
• who gets to determine new ones,
• and on, and on.

While the assignment of numbers might seem more straightforward, the ex-
haustion of the IPv4 space makes the job more challenging, and Regional Internet
Registries (RIRs) subdivide the IP address space e�ciently between large Internet
service providers and users.

45Some sources refer to scraps of notebook paper, others refer to a notebook, but note it as

“according to legend” (“History of the Internet” n.d.). In at least one interview (“Interview with

Jon Postel” 1996), Postel refers to getting “the notebook” although it’s not entirely clear if that’s for

the list of host addresses or the list of RFCs.
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More obscure, the IANA function also includes maintenance of registries
of protocol parameters,46 values created or used by Internet standards where
interoperability bene�ts from universal public registry. Port numbers were an early
such case and a long registry of port numbers and services are still maintained.47
It’s useful to have a common convention that TCP connections used for accessing
a Web server were made at port 80, and for di�erent services to use di�erent ports.

But while organizations exist to satisfy this allocation and registration of limited
Internet resources, the standard-setting process enables the design of the protocols
that use these resources. Protocols for identifying computers on the Internet,
sending data between them, communicating the information necessary for e�cient
routing between networks, operating applications (email, the Web) on top of the
Internet, securing Internet communications from eavesdropping or tampering –
all these require standardized protocols, typically developed at the IETF, W3C or
another standard-setting body.

And even with those standards developed and critical Internet resources al-
located, the Internet depends upon relationships between individuals and orga-
nizations to keep communications �owing. Inter-domain routing, implemented
through protocols (most speci�cally, BGP) developed in early days of the Inter-
net when close relationships made security seem less necessary, still relies on
trust developed between individuals at peer organizations. Mathew and Cheshire
document that the personal relationships between larger network operators, devel-
oped over time through meetings and other interactions, and maintained through
backchannel communications and resolving routing problems, make up an essen-
tial, decentralized part of maintaining orderly operation of the Internet (2010).

All these activities make up Internet governance,48 a distinctive multistake-

46https://www.iana.org/protocols
47https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers
48“Internet governance” can either be narrowly de�ned as dividing up shared resources (IP

address allocation and DNS name disputes) or broadly de�ned as the various activities (names

and numbers, standards, peering agreements, trust relationships (Mathew 2014), etc.) for keeping

the bits �owing. Or taking “governance” more broadly still, it can also refer to any government reg-

ulations related to the Internet, or to private actor actions that involve technical or self-regulatory

implications for generation and distribution of content. �ere is no single accepted term.

“Internet governance” here is the distinctive set of activities that enables the de�nition and

operation of the Internet, especially the allocation of resources, the development of interoperable

protocols and the institutional or informal relationships that constitute its continued operation.

Various forms of regulation (including all of law, norms, architecture, markets) that a�ect the

Internet – laws to in�uence online commerce, the rules of large commercial platforms that govern

use/speech of services, the technical designs of large Internet-enabled platforms – are fascinating,

https://www.iana.org/protocols
https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers
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holder model of decision-making that has maintained the operation of the Internet
and the World Wide Web. Without these ongoing decisions, allocations and main-
tained relationships, the Internet would not function as the thing we recognize.

Multistakeholderism is a popular claim and a commonly-cited goal for In-
ternet governance. In contrast to multilateralism (decision-making by sovereign
governments, by treaty for example), multistakeholder processes are desired for
not falling prey to ownership by a single government or bloc of governments and
for responding to the interests of various kinds of groups, including business and
civil society.

As part of a movement for “new governance,” the Obama administration called
for multistakeholder processes as a responsive, informed and innovative alter-
native to government legislation or administrative rule-making (“Commercial
Data Privacy and Innovation in the Internet Economy: A Dynamic Policy Frame-
work” 2010; “Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World: A Framework for
Protecting Privacy and Promoting Innovation in the Global Digital Economy”
2012). Multistakeholder processes have also been suggested as alternatives during
more recent dra�ing of potential federal privacy legislation. It is an especially
relevant time to consider the lessons to be learned from Internet governance
and from multistakeholder processes and to compare consensus-based technical
standard-setting to other forms of governance.

1.4.2 Alternative governance models �ere is a hope for “collaborative gover-
nance” to promote problem-solving rather than prescriptive rule-setting. Freeman
sets out �ve criteria for a collaborative governance rule-making process in the
administrative law context (J. Freeman 1997):

1. problem-solving orientation;
2. participation by a�ected stakeholders throughout the process;
3. provisional conclusions, subject to further revision;
4. novel accountability measures;
5. an engaged administrative agency.

But the terminology of collaborative governance is used more broadly, and in
some cases can push beyond even traditional public sector or government agency

important, and not Internet governance, rather, simply that, governance that a�ects the Internet.

Scholars interested in di�erent governance debates that impact the use and development of the

Internet will o�en look at that even broader scope; for example, Laura DeNardis and�e Global
War for Internet Governance (DeNardis 2014).
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decision-making. On the broader side, Emerson et al. (2011) de�ne collaborative
governance as:

the processes and structures of public policy decision making and
management that engage people constructively across the boundaries
of public agencies, levels of government, and/or the public, private
and civic spheres in order to carry out a public purpose that could
not otherwise be accomplished.

It is this broader sense that �ts the idiosyncratic nature of Internet governance
in its di�erent forms. And the model of collaborative governance regimes (CGRs)
can provide the terminology (and some normative propositions or hypotheses)
to describe the similarities and di�erences between public sector collaborative
governance proposals and the techno-policy standard setting that my subsequent
empirical work explores.

1.4.2.1 Regulatorynegotiation Freeman evaluates regulatory negotiation (“reg-
neg”) processes in the environmental health and workplace safety settings along
the criteria for collaborative governance and �nds them “promising” but with open
questions regarding legitimacy and the “pathologies of interest representation.”

In a negotiated rule-making, a public agency starts a consensus-�nding dis-
cussion with various stakeholders, and agrees (either in advance or a�er the fact)
to promulgate rules under their legislatively-granted administrative authority that
match that negotiated outcome. �is kind of process is designed to decrease legal
disputes over rules by involving as many of those parties in the negotiation itself
(Harter 1982–1983) and to promote innovative problem-solving rather than adver-
sarial interactions. In the case of regulating chemical leaks from equipment, the
negotiation process that was expected to be a compromise on certain numbers and
percentages of leaks turned into development of a new quality-control-inspired sys-
tem, by both environmentalists and industry, that allowed “skipping” inspections
when they were consistently positive and “quality improvement plans” when prob-
lems were discovered (J. Freeman 1997). In the case of EPA regulation of residential
woodstoves, negotiation from states, environmentalists and the manufacturing
industry came up with an agreement on phased in rules with standardized labeling
for the sale of new woodstoves where all of those parties agreed to defend the
negotiated agreement in court (Funk 1987–1988).

Proponents identify the acceptance and stability of negotiated rule-makings
(Harter 1982–1983) and the potential innovation in less adversarial settings (J.
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Freeman 1997). Critics of reg-neg oppose a negotiation process as an improper
replacement of the administrative agency’s own expert determination of the public
interest. �at opposition can be on legal grounds – that the negotiated conclusion
of the involved parties might go beyond or otherwise not match the particular
legislative intent, an issue perhaps especially likely to happen with processes that
look for novel re-framing of problems – or normative grounds – that negotiation
between some group of parties will involve compromises or incomplete representa-
tion of stakeholders in a way that doesn’t adequately approximate the best interests
of the public as a whole (Funk 1987–1988).

One open question that Freeman emphasizes is how these practices might apply
in di�erent contexts, and this study explores addressing user privacy concerns on
the Web through multistakeholder standard-setting. �ere are certainly reasons
to see several of those �ve criteria in the Internet standard-setting process.

Developing new protocols to enable new technology frequently lends itself to
a problem-solving outlook (1) and the implementation and interoperability focus
of Internet standards keep participants in that pragmatic mindset. Participants
throughout the process include implementers, who remain involved throughout
(2) design and deployment. While standards can be persistent in practice,49 these
“Requests for Comment” are expected to be revised regularly (3). Accountability
is frequently considered in protocol design, with various measures including
technical enforcement, market pressures, certi�cation systems and governmental
regulation. Perhaps least applicable in the analogy is the engaged government
agency (5); while government representatives can and do participate in these
consensus standard-setting fora, they are rarely a convener or among the most
engaged. And while the literature of reg-neg suggests government agency rule-
making authority as a kind of backstop to ensure legitimacy, resolution and support
for the public interest in the negotiation, voluntary consensus standard-setting
has, as we will see, no such direct governmental forcing function.

1.4.2.2 Environmental con�ict resolution Environmental con�ict resolution
(ECR) processes also represent a collaborative model for governance. �is ter-
minology also has di�erent applications and meanings, but key properties of an
environmental con�ict resolution process seem to be: face-to-face meetings among
a diverse group of stakeholders who have competing interests regarding some

49Hence one motivation for this project, the important and persistent infrastructural role that

these protocol design decisions can play. Consider the anecdote commonly cited by Vint Cerf,

that IPv4 was just to be a temporary prototype before the development of a production system.
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environmental outcome typically tied to a particular geographic location using
some consensus-type process for determining a resolution, o�en (but not always)
with the help of a neutral facilitator or mediator (Dukes 2004). �e dispute might
be dividing up the costs of cleaning up a spill or determining a plan for managing
a set of natural resources.

ECR has been frequently practiced in the United States, providing a research
corpus for evaluation. �at research has included study of what are the appro-
priate success criteria to use in evaluating an ECR process and, what factors are
connected to those success criteria. While not all participants in a process agree
on whether it was successful, success can be measured in terms of: 1) whether
agreement was reached, 2) what the quality of the agreement was and 3) how rela-
tionships between the participants improved. And more speci�cally, the quality of
an agreement includes: a) how durably an agreement addresses key issues, b) the
implementability of an agreement, c) the �exibility of an agreement to respond
over time and d) the accountability of an agreement through monitoring or other
compliance measures (Emerson et al. 2009, summarizing a broader set of research
on ECR). �rough multi-level analysis, Emerson et al. draw some conclusions on
which beginning factors contribute to successful environmental con�ict resolution,
but emphasize that the intermediary step is e�ective engaged participation (2009).
�e change in working relationship stands out here because it isn’t limited to the
particular con�ict or the particular agreement. Some scholars even identify the
improvement in working relationships between parties as more important than
the agreement over the initial con�ict itself (Dukes 2004)!

1.4.3 Drawing comparisons Motivated by this work on collaborative gover-
nance and con�ict resolution, I have tried to explore with my research participants
their views on success criteria, including speci�cally the changes to working rela-
tionships. How well do the factors associated with successful con�ict resolution ex-
plain the outcomes in technical standard-setting when it comes to policy-relevant
challenges?

�e success criteria and contributory factors in environmental con�ict resolu-
tion have considerable overlap with Freeman’s criteria for collaborative governance
problem-solving. Both cover pragmatism, participation, �exibility and account-
ability.

At the same time, we should identify factors of procedural and substantive
legitimacy, as raised above. To the extent that government agencies rely on multi-
stakeholder standard-setting processes to address disputes over public policy, there
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is a danger of regulatory delegation that may be unaccountable (Bamberger 2006),
or put another way, that either regulatory agencies will be ‘laundering’ policy
through a standard-setting process or they will be abdicating their responsibility
to the public (Froomkin 2000; as cited by Boyle 2000). To this point, I have asked
research participants about the fairness of the process and the fairness or quality
of its outcomes.

1.5 �e future of multistakeholderism for tech policy
We previously laid out a research agenda (Doty and Mulligan 2013), building on
the suggestions of Waz and Weiser (2012) in a way speci�c to the development of
techno-policy standards underway to address privacy issues on the Web. What
are the impacts of multistakeholder processes in general, and multistakeholder
techno-policy standards-setting processes in particular, on resolving public policy
disputes for the Internet? How can we establish relative success and failure and
what conditions a�ect those outcomes?

�at agenda remains as relevant as ever in providing policy and policymaking
advice given the interest in new governance and multistakeholder models. Privacy
and security remain signi�cant values of interest for this kind of approach and are
of particular import with the Internet and the Web50 but the set of public policy
values where some collaborative, technical, problem-solving approach is desired
only grows: harassment, abuse and free expression; diversity and representation;
among others.51

�is work places a downpayment on that research agenda. We can learn,
I believe, from the history and practice of consensus standard-setting for the
Internet and the Web and experiences of how it’s been used on matters of privacy
and security. Nevertheless, this work also raises new questions on how and when
technical standard-setting can be an e�ective multistakeholder process for tech
policy issues.

50See Privacy and Security: Values for the Internet.
51See Directions.
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2 �e Ethics of Engineering
2.1 Engineering is inherently ethically-laden
In studying the ethical implications of the Internet and the Web (or indeed of
technology in general), one might reasonably ask: why study the engineers at
all? Why not just study the users of technology, or the business incentives for
tech-focused corporations, or the speci�c details of so�ware artifacts? Scholars
of science, technology and society do examine all those things, with di�erent
research focuses,52 but I see a strong philosophical basis for exploring the ethics
and ethos of those who engineer and design technology. While arguments against
a view of tools as purely neutral are widespread and diverse, I am guided by the
view described by José Ortega y Gasset of technology as a particularly human act.

Ortega’s argument is more essentialist than other arguments for the ethical
implications of technology. Technology is not ethical just because it has a particular
set of consequences and those consequences happen to be ethical ones; rather,
technology is a set of choices about the good life.

To follow the argument step by step (Ortega y Gasset and Miller 1962):

1. technology is the distinctly human act of changing or reforming nature;
2. it is characteristic of man to employ technology, “the adaptation of the

medium to the individual” (p. 96), to address her necessities;
3. but technology is not limited to creating biological necessities;
4. and indeed man seems to consider those “super�uous” things to be essential

to life: “Not being, but well-being, is the fundamental necessity of man, the
necessity of necessities” (p. 99); to sum it up:

Man, technology, well-being are, in the last instance, synonymous.
(p. 100)

Ortega concludes from the synonymity that the direction of technology is
inherently subjective, as a result of the di�erent views of the good life:

Whereas life in the biological sense is a �xed entity de�ned for each
species once and for all life, life in the human sense of good life is

52�e designer-artifact-user spectrum is only one way of classifying researchers or the object

of research in technology and society, but it can be an interesting one for information science

colleagues. South Hall whiteboards have explored this in spectrum and triangle form.
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always mobile and in�nitely variable. And with it, because they are
a function of it, vary human necessities; and since technology is a
system of actions called forth and directed by these necessities, it
likewise is of Protean nature and ever changing. (p. 101)

If you accept the subjectivity of our desires and what makes for a good life and
you accept Ortega’s argument that technology just is the reformation of nature
to bring about those various super�uous aims, then, he argues, you should not
accept that there is a singular progression of technology. To do so would be to
“assume that man’s vital desires are always the same and that the only thing that
varies in the course of time is the progressive advance towards their ful�llment.
But this is as wrong as wrong can be” (p. 102).

�e synonymity of technology and well-being and the potential losses of
technology that comes from di�erent desires or changed circumstances leads to
the argument that engineering ought to be conceived of broadly, rather than as a
narrow, neutral, technical item. Ortega is arguing for a holistic view of technology
and the good life.

para ser ingeniero, no basta con ser ingeniero53

Engineers have to be more than just engineers because their work is the work
of constructing human well-being and that view of well-being may change: “the
social, economic and political conditions under which he works are changing
rapidly” (p. 104).

2.2 Separation vs. integration
�ere are two fundamentally competing impulses over the role of the engineer and
the engineering process in the ethical implications of a system. One is towards
separation. It’s considered sound engineering practice to maintain a “separation of
concerns”: the e�ciency, modularity, reusability and testability of code all bene�t
from making each component self-contained and focused on its own task. An
analogous philosophy argues for that separation in the process of developing new
technology; the engineer focuses on the mechanism, not the policy (“Mechanism
Not Policy” 2005), on the how, rather than the what. A developer might say that

53En: to be an engineer, it is not enough to be an engineer. I �rst encountered this quote in

Morozov (2013).
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the choice for how the system is supposed to work is “above my pay grade” or that
the quality of a piece of code is determined by whether it meets the speci�cation
provided by the customer or the manager. Engineers may choose to “punt” a
decision to be resolved later or elsewhere, either for pragmatic concerns or to
enable �exibility or choice by some other party (Doty 2015b). Architects of the
Internet have recommended a principle of accommodating “tussle” of di�erent
priorities of di�erent stakeholders, including by “designing for choice” by di�erent
parties in a communication, because con�ict is inevitable and unresolvable (David
D. Clark et al. 2002).54

Even the holistic view of technology as ethics can include this perspective:
at times even Ortega cites engineers as a rank below “poets, philosophers [and]
politicians” because the engineer is dependent on their analysis of the values
of human life. Or to use the cogent example of the development of the atomic
bomb, Richard Sennett introduces us to the argument over the engineer’s ethical
culpability and involvement (2008), positioning Hannah Arendt as arguing for
the subservience of the engineer (1958).

A counter-acting impulse is toward integration of ethical concerns into the
development process. Scholars and practitioners both have argued that technical
decisions are not “pure,” “apolitical” or “neutral.” �ere are infamous examples of
choices of technical architecture with profound, concrete and durable impacts on
basic questions of public policy, like the height of overpasses and the inaccessibility
of parks to people without wealth (Caro 1975).55 �ese cases of technological
delegation emphasize the impracticality of a separation approach.56 At times,
scientists and engineers have spoken up to express their strong ethical perspectives,
bolstered by their knowledge and participation in the development of in�uential

54Clark et al. explicitly consider “mechanism, not policy” and describe it as “too simplistic”

but still a valuable principle in trying to separate out pieces of the system more or less likely to

involve tussles between parties.
55However, note that while Caro’s example of overpasses to prevent public transit access is

illustrative and well-documented, most of�e Power Broker portrays Moses not as the skilled

engineer (indeed, he has no engineering training), but as a skilled legislative aide, manager and

architect of public opinion.
56�is conversation can very easily get confused when we talk about the attribution of values.

Some get upset when Latour writes about technical agents and accuse him of a basic fallacy of

attributing mental states and intentions to inanimate objects. When critics speak of the bias or

politics of algorithms (Tufekci 2016; Winner 1980), some technical audiences are confused because

the algorithm itself has no apparent political content or skewed intent. It is o�en the choice of
algorithm that has a political impact and the decision of the designer of a robotic agent that carries

a moral weight.
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technologies; to continue with the atomic bomb case, Einstein co-authored a post-
war manifesto (1955), directed towards politicians and government leaders and
arguing for paci�sm.

�is impulse towards intentional integration prompted the creation of a proto-
�eld of academic study in “values in design” (VID): a community of interdisci-
plinary scholars recommending consideration of ethics and human values in the
design of technology and infrastructure, rather than waiting for those implications
to be seen and addressed a�er the fact (Knobel and Bowker 2011). But recognizing
that values considerations can be relevant to technical design decisions does not
automatically make it easy to integrate them (Flanagan, Howe, and Nissenbaum
2008):

It is one thing to subscribe, generally, to these ideals [either the ideals
of liberty, justice, enlightenment, etc. or the responsibility to take
them into account], even to make a pragmatic commitment to them,
but putting them into practice, which can be considered a form of
political or moral activism, in the design of technical systems is not
straightforward.

With that inherent integration recognized, there have been prominent attempts
in global politics to use the design process proactively to buttress values of inter-
est.57 Regulators increasingly call for “privacy-by-design”58 with the hope that
so�ware built to support privacy will have fewer of the unanticipated and troubling
breaches of privacy during its use. Privacy by design may include: default settings
for more private modes; data minimization so that technical systems collect or
retain only the granularity of information needed for a particular purpose; and,
audits and organizational controls to limit misuse of personal data.

With perhaps less political attention, similar reasoning has been used to pro-
mote a security development lifecycle (Lipner 2004) and to consider other system
properties (internationalization, accessibility, performance) throughout so�ware
development, and in each case we can see the struggles to enact those values and
system properties, struggles including at least epistemological (what really is the
value in each case) and practical (what methods and practices are best to bring it
about) barriers (Flanagan, Howe, and Nissenbaum 2008).

57Flanagan, Howe and Nissenbaum called this the “pragmatic turn” to “values as a design

aspiration” (2008).
58Cavoukian popularized the term and devised one speci�c process, but the approach in more

general terms has been adopted by policymakers and so�ware �rms around the world.
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It might be taken as obvious or simply accepted that the design of new com-
munications technology has impacts on important public policy values and that
there are ethical implications to the design decisions that engineers make. But
these impulses in tension explain why that widely-accepted importance does not
translate straightforwardly into how most ethically to design technology. Our
study must recognize these competing principles and engineering practices. �e
ethics of engineering will include both accommodating diverse, con�icting uses
and embedding some fundamental values.

2.3 Ethics in organizations, professions and individu-
als

Questions of how architectural decisions with ethical implications are made are
o�en answered with high-level explanations based on economic incentives or legal
constraints. (“Why does Google track my online browsing activity?” “Because
tracking provides a higher return-on-investment in online advertising and Alpha-
bet Inc. is a for-pro�t shareholder-value-maximizing �rm.”) Market dynamics are
no doubt important in the direction of technology �rms and economic explana-
tions will be useful in explaining corporate actions. But in this work I will primarily
seek to examine the backgrounds, motivations and decisions of individuals (in-
cluding so�ware engineers and other participants in technical standard-setting)
and the dynamics of working groups and professional communities.

I believe economic arguments do not have the explanatory power or richness
that other social scienti�c analyses can provide and that free-market economics
alone cannot account for the relevant architectural decisions made by engineers
and others in the development of the Internet and the Web. �is belief is informed
by my understanding of:

• the process of so�ware engineering – architecture is made up of many small-
scale detailed decisions made by those who are intimately engaged with the
material; and,

• the design of the Internet – the Internet is e�ected collaboratively and
cooperatively.

�at particular architectural decisions by individual engineers have meaningful
ethical consequences is also informed by the philosophical arguments of the
previous sections. If we accept the holistic view, as Ortega argues, that technology
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doesn’t just have ethical implications but is by its nature a de�ning of what is a
good life and if we accept that integration of values into the design of technical
systems is at least sometimes preferable, then we should, as researchers, look at
the perspectives and practices of individuals engaged in engineering and design
to more fully understand these ethical-technical decisions.

2.3.1 An ethos of engineering To understand the ethical practices and com-
mitments of this Internet engineering community, it is useful also to consider the
ethos: their character or guiding concepts. Coleman (2012) describes the interplay
of hacker ethics and aesthetics. While she is careful to point out that there is
no singular hacker ethic, Coleman identi�es political strains of liberalism (free
speech, inalienable labor) connected to the deep satisfaction (eudaimonia, even)
of tinkering and subversion of systems within F/OSS contributors.

So�ware engineering shares with other types of engineering an impulse to
“build,” “make” or “create.” �at impulse can develop an ethic to do something,
to build something in part exactly because one can do so (Doty 2013). To solve a
di�cult problem, even without a particularly remunerative or societally valuable
outcome is o�en considered su�ciently motivating reward. A common method
of recruiting so�ware engineers is extolling the set of “hard problems” to work on.
We can see both exploratory motivations (a la climbing a mountain “because it’s
there”) and a motivating sense of independence (showing that you can do it on
your own, through use of technology) here.

At the same time, technology faces a challenge in response: just because you
can do something, should you?

Or, almost conversely, given the privilege of those few who can make potentially
great di�erences through the creation and use of technology, are engineers doing
their best to live up to that opportunity? �is became a pointed question in the
responses to the suicide of Aaron Swartz (aaronsw) and in local debates about tech
company social responsibility, displacement and housing in San Francisco. And it
spawned many recitations and ri�s on the opening from “Howl” (Ginsberg 1955),
applied to the apparent lack of ambition or importance of so�ware development
among Web giants:

�e best minds of my generation are thinking about how to make
people click ads.

While this earliest version of the quote is from Je� Hammerbacher (formerly
of Facebook) in 2011 (Vance 2011), it became a common, even blasé, criticism
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Figure 4: “your scientists were so preoccupied with whether or not they could, they didn’t
stop to think if they should.” A quote from the movie Jurassic Park, now commonly used as
a meme to humorously indicate that some novelty is foolish or irresponsible. For example:
“Hey Jim Comey, listen to Je�!”

of priorities in so�ware development.59 It’s not clear how precise the analogy
is, whether Hammerbacher or others intended a reference to drug addiction,
homosexuality or the artist as an outcast in materialist society as described by the
Beat poets, or if “I saw the best minds of my generation” is simply a memorable
introduction that can somewhat ironically be used to describe well-educated,
ambitious computer programmers. It is consistent, though, in suggesting that the
tech industry and individual so�ware engineers make substantial impacts and
in lamenting the loss of an opportunity to apply that intellectual energy to some
higher goal. �e ethos of capability and impact is tied to an ethical aspiration.

2.3.2 Professional ethics Ethical norms spread through a profession, as well
as through organizational hierarchies or personal social ties. Famously, the Hippo-
cratic Oath is used as a formal example of an ethical code in medicine, a shared
common agreement that among other commitments doctors shall, �rst, do no

59I mostly stopped keeping track a�er 2014, but even then, it was turning into a meta-joke

because it was so widespread: https://pinboard.in/u:npdoty/t:bestminds/.

https://twitter.com/normative/status/702237929150816256/photo/1
https://pinboard.in/u:npdoty/t:bestminds/
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harm. In traditional engineering (civil and mechanical, in particular), a similar
moral commitment is present in the Ritual of the Calling of an Engineer (written
by Rudyard Kipling) or in the oath of the Order of the Engineer (“Obligation”
2018):

As an engineer, I pledge to practice Integrity and Fair Dealing, Tol-
erance, and Respect, and to uphold devotion to the standards and
dignity of my profession, conscious always that my skill carries with
it the obligation to serve humanity by making best use of the Earth’s
precious wealth.

Professionalization can be a way for an obligation to the public to be maintained,
even when it might be contrary to the particular interests of an individual or �rm.
�e sociology of law has shown evidence that the professional background and
training of lawyers can distribute norms across national boundaries (Carruthers
and Halliday 2006). So�ware engineering may not have a code and professional
societies with the same pervasiveness as in medicine, law or engineering, but
ethical codes, ethical education and professional organizations60 are present and
it’s clear that professionals in engineering and technology are asking the same
questions as other professions about their commitments to society.

Calls for a Hippocratic Oath or more rigorous ethical codes of conduct for
practitioners in so�ware engineering and data science are widespread. �at might
be an indication that the existing codes of professional ethics are not widely known.
But criticism of engineering ethics codes and their utility or focus is long-standing.

For example, Luegenbiehl and Puka note (1983) the historical basis of ethical
codes in engineering as driven by an interest in professionalization, criticizes them
(unfairly, I would say) for not being exhaustive guides on ethical conduct, and
notes the individualism (perhaps inherited from legal and medical ethics) that
may not be appropriate for engineering practices that we know a�ects the wider
public. Lynch and Kline (2000) argue for considering the ethics of everyday and
non-technical parts of engineering practice, rather than focusing too narrowly on
whistleblower moments and case studies of con�icts with amoral management.
Davis (1991) argues for the utility of a code of ethics as part of a profession, in
solving the coordination problem of individual, ethically-minded engineers over-
coming a client’s or manager’s request. But he also concludes that engineers have

60�e Association for Computing Machinery is currently revising its code of ethics. More

speci�c organizations develop training and certi�cation for sub-�elds; IAPP for privacy, for

example.
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this professional and ethical motivation not because of any familiarity with the
text of a code of ethics, but because it’s part of “thinking like an engineer.”

How codes conceive of their obligations can provide an explanation of (or
indicate the presence of) a cultural perspective towards the profession. For example,
some codes will focus on an obligation to the public while others may emphasize
the responsibility to a particular client, with likely di�erent results in professional
attitudes. Stark and Ho�mann identify di�erent motivating metaphors in ethical
codes that represent di�erent professions (or di�erent parts of a broader computing
or data science profession) and correspond to responding to di�erent values and
prioritizing di�erent constituencies (2019). Professional codes can contribute to
credibility or to benevolence or both, and computer engineering has unfortunately
not had a focus on benevolence. �ey quote Kate Crawford in noting, “data ethics
needs to ask, ‘what kind of world do we want to live in?’ ” Indeed, if we see
engineering as technical work inherently and explicitly asking that question (as
Ortega suggests) – how will tools shape a di�erent world and which di�erent world
do we want? – then we can see engineering ethics as not just professional behavior
or appropriate stakeholder harm-reduction, but an essential aspect of engineering.

In each of these reviews, the ethical impact of engineering and the construction
or focus of an ethical code for the engineering profession has emphasized the
distinctive practice of engineering itself, whether it’s “thinking like an engineer”
or what makes up the day-to-day practice of engineering work. �e ethos of
engineering itself is di�cult to specify but it meaningfully impacts how ethical
practices are approached by individuals and communicated across organizations
and professions.

2.4 Engineering impacts for values of the Internet
�is chapter has reviewed the inherent ethical impacts of engineering. Given the
outsized role that Internet engineering and the choices of many individual so�ware
engineers have for values such as privacy, this research seeks to understand how
privacy is or is not supported by those who develop the Internet and the Web. We
must ask, how do the designers of the Internet’s underlying protocols view privacy
as a value? And how do their views ultimately a�ect the privacy of Internet and
Web users?61

For this research project, I focus on public policy areas with a special valence
for the Internet and the Web: security and privacy. Why those values, and how

61�ese make up dissertation Research Question 2.
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responsibility for those values is allocated and distributed, is explained in the
following chapter: Privacy and Security: Values for the Internet.
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3 Privacy and Security: Values for the Inter-
net

Privacy and security are just two values among many that can be enacted within a
technical design. Accessibility, accountability, archivability, fairness, free expres-
sion, internationalization, justice, neutrality, performance and many other values
can all be a�ected by the particular technical architecture.62 However, privacy
and security have played an outsized role in the history and use of the Internet
and the Web, despite the clichéd and largely inaccurate notion that the original
design of the Internet ignored security. Because of the decentralized architecture
of the Internet and the end-to-end property of its design, security is a challenge to
achieve, while being a pre-requisite for the use of the Web for electronic commerce.
Because the Internet is, most of all, an information medium that billions of people
use to communicate, protecting privacy and control over the �ow of personal
information is a fundamental task, especially as users contribute more of their
personal thoughts in increasingly popular social media applications.

We could imagine an alternative history of the World Wide Web that didn’t
prioritize these applications — ecommerce, personal communications, social me-
dia — one that was more limited to the accessible library of information originally
imagined by Tim Berners-Lee. In theory, such a Web might see privacy or security
as less fundamental issues. With fewer commercial applications, con�dentiality,
integrity and availability may have been less pressing properties for development;
if the Web were more a reading platform than one where users generated content
themselves, privacy issues, while germane, might be less inherently essential. Argu-
ing for a necessary history of the Web from its origins to its current form is counter
to good historiography; in this case, it is also unnecessary. �ere are reasons to
support the notion that the success of the Internet and the Web made it likely
that commercial applications would be developed and that without commercial
applications the infrastructure would not be as substantial or as popular. As noted
previously, from the earliest days of the Internet, email and personal communi-
cations were essential drivers of the infrastructure. Similarly, the architecture
and history of the Web suggest that user-provided content of some form would
be supported, whether through a “read-write Web”63 or more centralized social

62See the “values in design” concept and the trend towards integration, as described in�e

Ethics of Engineering, previously.
63A concept long-advocated by Tim Berners-Lee and popularized in the Read/Write Web blog

(MacManus 2003), where users can contribute to web pages as easily as they browse them.
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media. As interesting as these alternative likely histories are, the fact remains that
ecommerce and social media have been large, popular, driving applications of the
Web, and applications that are particularly likely to involve security and privacy
issues. As such, it’s fruitful to look at these values, even as we recognize that other
values have also been important to the development of the Web and that di�erent
values may support di�erent applications in the future.

To begin with, let’s de�ne, or at least scope, some of the basic terminology.

3.1 De�nitions and contentions
“Security” can mean many di�erent things to di�erent people and in di�erent
cultural contexts. While some might immediately think of the locked doors of
a bank vault (an access control view), others might think of the safety of basic
needs. �e Japanese word “anshin” is used in some contexts as a translation of
security, but describes more broadly a sense of peace of mind, tied to con�dence,
familiarity and knowledge (Okumura, Shiraishi, and Iwata 2013).

In the �elds of network or information security, what is considered the classical
model de�nes security as a property of a system that satis�es three objectives:
con�dentiality, integrity and availability (the C-I-A triad).64 While critiques and
extensions to the con�dentiality-integrity-availability model are common, most
researchers in these �elds continue to rely on something similar; this research
uses “security” to refer to these objectives in computer/information security unless
otherwise noted.

Contentions about the de�nition of “security” are mild in comparison to
the myriad di�erences over “privacy.” A classical de�nition is that privacy is
control over personal information, as presented by Alan Westin, considered a
founder in the �eld (1967). �at de�nition mirrors early de�nitions of security: an
access-control approach based on satisfying a particular privacy or security policy.
However, many scholars have noted limitations to this “informational privacy”
de�nition; that it doesn’t capture intrusions into our daily lives or substantively
capture what is distinctive about violations of that control over information. Many
practitioners rely on a concept of “fair information practices” or “fair information
practice principles” (FIPPs), drawn from a Department of Health Education, and

64�e original source identifying these objectives as fundamental to security is unknown. An

early reference identifying them as the most common goals of a security policy is a report from

Dave Clark and David Wilson: “A Comparison of Commercial and Military Computer Security

Policies” (1987). Notably, this is the sameDave Clark known for design of the Internet architecture.
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Welfare report from 1973 (Department of Health, Education and Welfare 1973)
and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development from 1980
(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 1980) and still very
present in the Obama administration’s proposed Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights
(“Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World: A Framework for Protecting
Privacy and Promoting Innovation in the Global Digital Economy” 2012). Philoso-
pher Helen Nissenbaum argues for a theory of “contextual integrity” (2004) to
explain our privacy views based on the �ows of personal information: not absolute
access control policies but instead expectations built up from social and legal
norms.

You might prefer one privacy de�nition over another or �nd one more o�en
used in a particular setting, but increasingly it seems clear that “privacy” is an
essentially-contested concept for which we will not and should not settle on a
single de�nition. Following the characteristics laid out by Gallie (1956), privacy is:
appraisive, a valuable achievement; complex, with multiple dimensions including
objectives and justi�cations; open, changing in salience over time in response to
di�erent technological and social circumstances; and, �nally, subject to progressive
competition, where ongoing debates over the concept can contribute to better
understanding privacy (Deirdre K. Mulligan, Koopman, and Doty 2016). As
a practical matter, this suggests conducting research to anticipate and uncover,
rather than foreclose, di�erent approaches to privacy. And as we note in that work,
contestation of privacy has important implications for design:

• debates over a single de�nition of privacy will not be conclusive, and so
it will be more useful to describe particular concepts or privacy goals in a
particular context;65

• a static list will not be able to anticipate all privacy concerns, and so designers
can bene�t both from looking very concretely at speci�c user needs or
concerns and at a higher-level from understanding the object of privacy and
identifying where it can be supported in the technical architecture; and,

• because contestation will continue, designers should anticipate and accept
this openness.

65See, for example, this two-year discussion of a de�nition of privacy and whether it’s necessary

or useful for IETF speci�cation work on the ietf-privacy mailing list. In Do Not Track discus-

sions, participants debated whether de�ning “privacy” was useful for scoping or an unimportant

academic matter.

https://mailarchive.ietf.org/arch/search/?email_list=ietf-privacy&q=text%3A(definition)
https://mailarchive.ietf.org/arch/search/?email_list=ietf-privacy&q=text%3A(definition)
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Instead of a singular de�nition of privacy, then, we end up with meta-analyses
of privacy concepts. Dan Solove argues for a Wittgeinsteinian “family resemblance”
approach and sets out a large taxonomy of di�erent actions that might constitute
privacy violations (2006). Colin Koopman and Deirdre Mulligan devise a privacy
analytic to map out theories of privacy on a large number of dimensions, including
the purpose of protecting privacy and from whom one is protecting their privacy
(Koopman and Mulligan 2013; Deirdre K. Mulligan, Koopman, and Doty 2016).

By necessity, then, this research does not rely on a single, narrow de�nition
of “privacy” for its inquiry. Further, as a methodological matter, foreclosing any
dispute on the de�nition or sense of privacy might lead to missing that same dispute
within the community or communities in question. How privacy is di�erently
de�ned by the engineers and other participants in technical standard-setting is
itself a research question. Existing work has looked at the models of privacy evident
in the work of computer scientists working in security and privacy (Danezis and
Gürses 2010) and in the nascent �eld of privacy engineering (Gürses and Alamo
2016).

Care is taken, as a matter of research method, not to “prime” or load a particular
meaning of the term “privacy” during interviews with participants.66 �is method
is more than contingently important, because one possibility to be explored is that,
because of the openness in response to technological change of values particularly
impacted by the Internet, what privacy is may not only be debated among engineers,
but materially constructed by them.

For the purpose of scoping my own inquiry, I focus on privacy as the family of
values related to norms and controls over �ows of information about people and
freedom from intrusions.

3.2 Relationship between privacy and security
Why consider privacy and security together? Aren’t these separate values that
need to be distinguished in order to determine the distinctive e�ects and factors
related to privacy?

�ere is some truth to the common cliché that “you can’t have privacy without
security.” �at is, systems that are vulnerable to attacks that break the properties
of con�dentiality or integrity typically can’t guarantee users control over how
information about them is collected, used or disclosed. �is is true in more than
the most naive sense in which security is necessary for a system to provide any other

66See interview guide in the appendix.
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value — if a system is not available, then it cannot provide any of its functionality; if
a system cannot provide integrity, then it could have been altered to counter some
other value for which it was designed. For example, any conception of privacy
that includes keeping some information secret or controlling access to a piece of
information will be undermined by violations of con�dentiality: if a system is
vulnerable to threats where an attacker can access information she is not intended
to be able to access, then the system is less likely to provide contextual integrity or
e�ective controls over information disclosure.

From the perspective of Internet architecture, security may be more relevant at
lower layers – e.g. establishing secure channels of application-agnostic communi-
cation – while privacy may be more signi�cant at higher layers – e.g. user controls
over information disclosure in particular applications.67 Braman identi�es privacy
as a topic of concern from the earliest days of Internet architecture design as
described in the �rst ten years of RFCs, with con�dentiality and access control of
particular importance for protecting information on hosts or transmitted through
the network (2012).

In addition to security as a pre-requisite for (or lower layer to) privacy, there are
also cases where privacy and security overlap. One common reason for con�ating
security and privacy is the assumption that privacy just is con�dentiality. It’s
popular to claim that this con�ation is simply erroneous; however, if we accept
that privacy is plural and essentially contested, it’s more di�cult to �atly discount
such a theory. What we can say is that most typical de�nitions or theories of privacy
include protections beyond con�dentiality. �at is, privacy-as-con�dentiality is
an uncommonly narrow conception of privacy. �at said, those same typical
de�nitions (including both control over personal information and contextual
integrity) would count many con�dentiality violations as prototypical violations
of privacy: many concepts of privacy include con�dentiality.

For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in
seeking to improve and systemize the engineering practices for privacy, has dra�ed
an evolving set of privacy engineering objectives, to serve a similar functional
purpose to the C-I-A triad. In initial dra�s, the list of objectives included con�-
dentiality (as de�ned in related security engineering documentation) to explicitly
mark an overlap between privacy and security (NIST 2014).68

67�is may be a common perspective, but I’m not sure whether it’s published or documented

as a design principle. I attribute it to presentations by Alissa Cooper.
68Partly in response to public comments, a subsequent dra� �nding uses “disassociability”

instead, with a de�nition distinct from con�dentiality, and more like “unlinkability” (NIST 2015).
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Distinct from the layer model (privacy on top of security) described above,
there might also be cases where a lack of privacy undermines security. Designs
for security that rely on trust in participants might have a vulnerability if the
personal privacy of an individual is compromised. For example, the con�dentiality
of classi�ed information depends on the reliability and lack of coercion of those
cleared to receive that information; if the intimate details of a person’s life are
accessed, a blackmailer may be able to obtain government secrets.69 Similarly, some
authentication mechanisms rely on limited �ows of information about a person;
if an attacker can unexpectedly easily determine your birthdate and addresses of
previous residences, they may be able to impersonate you to your bank.

While there are substantive connections between privacy and security in the
design of Internet protocols, an additional motivation to consider these values to-
gether is their integration in the practice of privacy and security engineering work.
As later sections will demonstrate, the work of identifying and mitigating privacy
concerns and security concerns share techniques (like threat modeling), expertise
and people. Even if values can be, conceptually, separately de�ned and considered,
if the engineering e�orts are themselves combined, then understanding and im-
proving the practice of privacy and security engineering requires exploring the
values together.

As an empirical matter, e�orts for coordinated security and privacy review
have become more integrated in recent years. One explanation is that, in addition
to the inherent connections between accepted security properties and common
conceptions of privacy, the historical context of a changing political and tech-
nological atmosphere has shi�ed privacy to depend more deeply on traditional
security objectives. �at openness is a piece of privacy’s essential contestedness. In
a historical review of privacy, we can note how privacy (at least in Western society)
was broadly conceived in the late 19th century as a freedom from harassment
or publicity – a response to photography and newspapers; and in the mid-20th
century as a concern about unfair or unaccountable analysis in newly-available
large, computerized databases. I believe we can see a similar shi� over shorter time-
frames in the conception of online privacy in the 21st century. When a plethora of
online tracking mechanisms and corresponding behavioral advertising companies
appeared in the early 2000s, the privacy concern of protection from corporate
pro�ling was heightened; a�er the Snowden revelations in 2013, a shi� in e�ort
and attention was made towards privacy from large-scale government surveillance
and securing infrastructure. �at a concern was heightened during a particular

69h/t Daniel Gri�n
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time doesn’t imply that it was absent otherwise; government surveillance was not
a wholly new concern a�er 2013 and online corporate data collection remains a
privacy issue (not just because the same infrastructure is relevant to government
access). Similarly, the privacy torts about unwanted publicity didn’t disappear a�er
the 20th century. But these historical shi�s and the competing concepts of privacy
they highlight are, I argue, re�ected in the work on engineering privacy on the
Internet and its increasing integration with security.

While this work focuses on privacy and security as fundamental values in
tension on the Internet, what we learn from the design for these values can inform,
and be informed by, research on the design of other values. In particular, there
is much to learn from experiences with accessibility and internationalization;
and I hope this research can contribute to work on diversity and freedom from
harassment.70

3.3 Cases in this work
Following these shi�s in the concept of privacy, let us look at two cases, with
di�erent conceptions of privacy and where there is a change, or potential change,
in the distribution of responsibility for protecting privacy. In each, we can see a
“hando� ” in the larger socio-technical system and the manner of these shi�s can
help us uncover what value is being supported and how.

First, I look at the movement to encrypt the Web, including designing, ad-
vocating for and deploying new security technology to maintain privacy from
network surveillance and intrusion; and, second, I consider Do Not Track, an
e�ort to develop a cooperative user choice mechanism for protecting privacy from
online behavioral tracking, which will be the topical focus of my empirical work.

70See Directions.
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3.4 Encrypting the Web, a “hando�”
3.4.1 Cafe Confusion You sit down at the little cafe on the corner, much like
the cafe where I’m sitting and writing this story. It’s a lazy a�ernoon, you order
a latte and while you’re waiting for it, you open your laptop and connect to the
only open network: FreeLittleCafeWiFi. Why not open your email and see if your
sister wrote you back? And before you even get to Yahoo! Mail, you think, actually,
you should check Facebook and see if there are any new pictures of the nephews,
and who’s coming to that party on Saturday night.

�ere’s a handful of other people in the cafe: a teenager probably from the
high school across the street, a man with glasses tapping away on the next great
American novel, a woman working on a presentation. Everyone is using a laptop.71

A�er a few minutes scrolling, scrolling, scrolling through the news feed, you
notice that there’s a new post: it says it’s from you, but you certainly didn’t write
a post of fart jokes. �e teenager across the room snickers as she closes up her
laptop and leaves the cafe.

Frustrated, you delete that post. What else did they see in your account? Hadn’t
you made sure to log in with the lock icon, and wasn’t that lock icon supposed to
protect you? Could people in the same cafe always see what you were doing online?
Who else could do that? Shouldn’t that be against the law? Shouldn’t people know
better? Did you do something wrong? Who or what was really responsible?

3.4.2 Hando�s �at uneasy question of responsibility arises from an unsettled
combination of technical, legal and social processes. �ere is an implicit distri-
bution among technical and non-technical means of assurance for a particular
value of interest within a sociotechnical system. How you are able to communicate
with friends and family over the Internet and whether those communications
are secured from prying eyes and tampering depends both on the architecture of
the Internet and the World Wide Web and on legal and normative protections of
privacy and security.

In the example above, the mischievous teenager in the cafe might have used a
small plugin called “Firesheep” that makes such eavesdropping and impersonation
a straightforward point-and-click measure. �e author of Firesheep, Eric Butler,
makes his case for who is responsible: companies operating these websites should
have implemented more widespread security with HTTPS for all connections and

71It’s 2010, say, and not quite everyone is using smartphones all the time yet.
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creating Firesheep was a way to expose this problem more clearly.72 �at position
is well-argued, but the question of normative responsibility doesn’t have singular
answers; the Web could also be designed such that legal, rather than technical,
protections were what disincentivized the attacker; or a technical system could
prioritize accountability and auditing over protection against an attack. Or, as the
argument is sometimes made from a certain reductionist perspective, the value of
privacy might simply not exist in a certain setting, caveat emptor.73

Collaborators have de�ned a hando� as the transfer of a function or the
responsibility for some value from one actor to another between two di�erent con-
�gurations of a system (Deirdre K. Mulligan and Nissenbaum 2020). A movement
towards encrypting the Web, more speci�cally to broadly increasing the fraction
of Web tra�c communicated over TLS-encrypted channels, is such a hando�,
shi�ing the responsibility for security from that unsteady combination of factors
to a deployed technical system of HTTPS in browsers and servers.

In this case, I detail the di�erent actors that make up the socio-technical sys-
tem that is the Web, its diversity of goals, and the hando� to a set of technical
guarantees for providing the value of security in online browsing. We can see how
the distribution of responsibility has changed, both a general shi� in paradigm
and a particular triggering event. How that hando� is being negotiated and imple-
mented shows how values can be conceived, debated and enacted in a complex,
distributed system.

3.4.2.1 System overview �e Web as a socio-technical system is complex in
both its makeup and function.74 Billions of end users use web browsers on per-
sonal smartphones, laptops, smart televisions, desktop computers at their local
library or Internet cafe. Web sites that those users visit are produced by newspa-
pers, governments, corporations, non-pro�ts, individual hobbyists; those sites are
hosted on servers ranging from tiny low-powered devices sitting on a bookshelf
to enormous server farms with distributed locations around the world. Intercon-
nection between those end users and those servers typically happens over the
Internet, itself an even larger system; communications typically hop from a local
WiFi network, to a commercial ISP, to some series of backbone providers, to a

72�e very directly titled presentation “Hey Web 2.0: Start protecting user privacy instead of

pretending to.”
73Perhaps, caveat usus, but I don’t have the ideal translation for “user.”
74A similar overview of the Web as a socio-technical system opens the Do Not Track hando�

case as well – these are written so that they can be read individually as discussion dra�s for the

hando�s model.

http://codebutler.github.io/firesheep/tc12/
http://codebutler.github.io/firesheep/tc12/
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commercial network provider, to a CDN or commercial server, and back again.
Depending on routing protocols, peering arrangements, server distribution and
local network infrastructure, those hops may cross many national boundaries
and may take many di�erent routes or all pass through a single undersea network
cable.

A incomplete summary of relevant (human) actors:

• end users
• Web site developers
• browser developers
• ISP administrators
• advertising network executives

Or considering other types of actors, we might also identify key pieces of
hardware or so�ware: network switches, Web browsers, �ber-optic cables. Or
institutional actors: diverse privacy laws in the US and EU, nation-state intelligence
agencies, commercial security companies, organized crime syndicates.

3.4.2.2 Diversity of goals Given the diverse users of the system and the broad
spectrum of actors that compose it, the Web also has a wide range of goals or
functions. Many people use the Web for personal communications: checking
their email accounts, posting messages to their social network accounts, reading
and writing blog posts. Commerce is a common set of functions: companies
provide services for sale; people buy both digital and physical products; online
advertising is widespread; media companies provide entertainment services. In
part because the Web and the Internet can be used for quick personal commu-
nication, intelligence agencies also use the network for surveillance of di�erent
kinds, to review the messages of particular targets, to map social networks based
on communications metadata, to detect new security threats.

For this case study, we will look at a single goal, or a related set of functions for
which the Web could be designed: securing the communications between people
and services.

Security is a broad, multi-faceted concept: consider the C-I-A triad (D. D.
Clark and Wilson 1987) and Japanese anshin (Okumura, Shiraishi, and Iwata 2013).
We identify security as a value. Con�dential and integral communications could
be considered the relevant goal, or the goal might simply be communicating with
others and the intended constraint is for those communications to be widely
available while being free from tampering or eavesdropping.
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3.4.2.3 Paradigmatic changes

3.4.2.3.1 Implicit trust in the network Securing communications on the
Web could potentially be accomplished through many di�erent con�gurations
of the socio-technical system. Historically (this is an overgeneralization, but stay
with us), Web tra�c was typically not encrypted between the endpoints. In order
to facilitate online commerce – as users were concerned about entering their
credit card numbers into such a new and less-understood system – transport-layer
security standards were developed and many sites implemented that security for
speci�c security-focused operations, like entering payment information or sending
passwords for logging in to accounts.

�is paradigm – occasional security with user con�rmation – presumes trust
in a range of network intermediaries. Assurance of the con�dentiality of commu-
nications with your email provider, say, depended on the discretion of the ISP and
other network backbone providers. Integrity of communications against modi�ca-
tion by intermediaries was simply not provided as a technical matter; occasionally
network providers would insert advertising or noti�cations for the subscriber.75
Laws, regulations, norms and market forces could provide an incentive for those
network intermediaries towards securing unencrypted communications against
unwanted disclosure or troublesome tampering. Because those companies were
typically regulated and within the jurisdiction of national governments, law en-
forcement or intelligence agencies had the technical and legal capability, at their
discretion, to intercept any particular Internet communication. Relying on norms
and legal backing, network operators, technical designers or expert users may
have expected that such discretionary activity would be abnormal in the United
States or other liberal democracies. Technical enforcement (transport-layer secu-
rity, based on a PKI of certi�cate authorities) was most o�en used for explicitly
sensitive data. Technical protection against downgrade attacks was limited or
absent. Implicitly or explicitly, users had the responsibility to con�rm through
browser UI that a connection was secure before entering credit card numbers,
passwords or sensitive information in order to obtain that technical support of
con�dentiality. Understanding error messages about the security of connections
was challenging and users are faced with various seals and lock iconography with
unclear implications (Sunshine et al. 2009).

75For example, Comcast has documented their noti�cation system that inserts Javascript into

web pages visited by the user (Chung et al. 2011).
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3.4.2.3.2 Surveillance revelations as trigger To identify a singular trigger
for the re-thinking and re-engineering of such a massive sociotechnical system,
even limited to this particular function of secure communications, would be
handwaving over a complex history. �e position that the whole web should use
HTTPS was common in certain communities before 2013, for various reasons
related to privacy and security.

However, there are indications of a turning point in rhetoric and a substantial
change in the momentum of action towards a new hando� con�guration that can
be related – in time and by explicitly-stated motivation – to the revelations in 2013
of widespread mass surveillance by the NSA and GCHQ.

Statements from engineers at the time indicate an acknowledgement of the
previous hando� between state and technical actors, as well as the shi�.76

3.4.2.3.3 A new paradigm: encrypted transport everywhere Driven by
evidence of tampering with web tra�c by ISPs and other intermediaries and
widespread passive surveillance by state actors, recommendations for Web security
moved towards encrypted transport (HTTPS) being ubiquitous or expected for
all (or most) kinds of Web usage. Rather than relying on the user to know when
HTTPS was appropriate or necessary and manually con�rm its use, servers were
provided with the means to suggest or force usage of secure communications.77 In
this paradigm – security for all Web tra�c, driven by server and browser, the user
is out of the loop; Web communications are to have con�dentiality, integrity and
authentication by default, without user intervention, or even user understanding.
In terms of threat modeling, the network is considered an attacker; widespread
passive surveillance is directly addressed and not just for commercial activity but
for personal information, various powerful Web capabilities, and for browsing
activity in general; active downgrade attacks are mitigated; active, targeted man-
in-the-middle attacks are made more observable.

3.4.2.4 Modalities of regulation during transition �e shi� described here –
from occasional security to encryption everywhere – is remarkable in the breadth
of re-engineering of technology and re-thinking of norms and practices in a large,
diverse and not centrally-controlled group. To give an explanation of that transition
might be to explain why, what motivated that change in paradigm, what upset the
existing hando� and directed the community towards a di�erent one. Identifying

76Dramatically: “we had a good thing / you messed it up [. . . ] never again” (�omson 2014).
77In short: UIR, HSTS, the preload list.
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the trigger (above) is an attempt at such an explanation. Comparing the paradigms
themselves and what actors are responsible for security in each is an explanation
of what the hando� consists in. But another kind of explanation is to describe how
a change is e�ected.

In using the hando� model, and as is common in analyses of tech policy, we
can refer to di�erent modes of action or di�erent modalities of regulation. For
example, from Lessig, we can refer to law, architecture, markets and norms as
distinct modalities to regulate behavior, with distinctive properties (1999).

During this transitional time of negotiated re-engineering, the di�erent groups
of actors identi�ed use di�erent modalities of regulation; their activities are nu-
merous and diverse. �e actors and the modalities they try to use are perhaps not
what we would initially assume.78

Modalities of regulation interact substantially; there are rarely sharp bound-
aries. I attempt to group the actions employed during this transition by the modal-
ity of regulation that is predominant in each situation. In each case, the action
is regulating in the sense that it in�uences the action of some other actor in our
system, separate even from the actions that regulate the ongoing activity within
our new or old hando� con�gurations.

3.4.2.4.1 Market Centralization in the technology �eld means that many
of the companies that compete in one market also play a role in others. Microso�
famously produces and sells operating systems (Windows), and is also a signi�cant
browser developer (Internet Explorer) and operates a search engine (Bing), web
sites (MSN) and online advertising. �at multiplicity means that a browser vendor
might use an alternative corporate role to in�uence a development of the Web.
Google announced (Bahajji and Illyes 2014) that sites served over HTTPS would
receive a boost in search results rankings.79 Given the commercial importance of
appearing high on a Google search results page (see: the SEO market), Web site
operators had a new incentive to adopt HTTPS, even if it might incur the cost of
purchasing certi�cates or upgrading hardware and so�ware.

Corporate actors weren’t the only ones to identify market incentives as im-
portant to this engineering change. �e Let’s Encrypt project was a collaboration

78Whether this assumption is obvious or common I’m not sure, but I think we could typify

government actors as using law, corporate actors as using market pressures, engineers as using

architecture, advocates as focusing on norms.
79If it weren’t so bene�cial for end users, we might expect that to fall under anti-trust scrutiny,

as when the Department of Justice investigated Microso� for using its OS monopoly to in�uence

the Web browser market.
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between key companies (browser vendors, CDNs) and non-pro�t advocates (EFF)
to establish a new certi�cate authority (CA), in many ways in direct competition
with commercial players. Most signi�cantly, Let’s Encrypt provides the certi�cates
necessary for authenticated HTTPS web sites at no cost. Where previously a small
web site developer might have had to pay on the order of $10 a year to purchase
and renew a certi�cate, Let’s Encrypt made the process free and mostly automated.
�is was no doubt an application of direct economic incentives, but it also played a
substantial rhetorical role in the larger process of convincing reluctant developers
to embrace adoption of a new technology.

3.4.2.4.2 Architecture One debate that illustrates the particular uses of
architectural features was the proposal to add “opportunistic encryption” to the
HTTP standard. Di�erent proposals might have operationalized that di�erently,
but the suggestion was for servers and browsers to negotiated an unauthenticated
encrypted channel even when a certi�cate wasn’t available. �e motivation was
to provide protection against passive surveillance (this would apply both to the
teenager in the cafe and the NSA, in most cases) but without the more substantial
guarantees from full HTTPS. In particular, that debate turned on whether Web
site operators would consider the opportunistic encryption mode “good enough”
and be disincentivized from providing additional security.80

Technical standardization proposals have also been used by parties opposed
to the spreading of end-to-end encryption. A number of companies provide
commercial services that depend upon inspecting and altering communications
between Internet users: for example, anti-virus vendors or providers of ex�ltration
detection and prevention. �ese “middleboxes” want the capability to intercept
these encrypted communications, decrypting them upon receipt, doing inspection
for malicious attacks or the departure of sensitive data, and then re-encrypting
them. While some end-to-end encryption proponents simply object to this model
at all (given the potential for abuse of employees and customers, or alternative
methods to achieve those security goals), some vendors have proposed standard
ways for explicitly including a proxy as a party to the encryption, breaking end-to-
end con�dentiality, but maintaining some level of transparency or integrity. As
implemented, these architectural means can allow for the continued operation of
certain middlebox business models; they also serve a persuasive purpose in trying

80Would users be given some UI feedback that the channel was encrypted? If they were, it

could more feasibly provide that disincentive for site operators. As some argued, even if users

never realized that there was some additional level of security, they could still bene�t from it.
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Figure 5: Screenshot of eventual treatment of HTTP in Google Chrome (Schechter 2016).

to promote alternatives that aren’t fully end-to-end encrypted, or to provide a
negotiating position that end-to-end encryption will be broken in various contexts.

Browser vendors can also use user interface design (which is typically explicitly
not standardized across browsers) as an incentive for site operators to adopt
security measures. �ese changes are typically made gradually, but Chrome has
also signaled that it will eventually treat Web pages loaded over HTTP as explicitly
“Not secure.”

�at red warning triangle might indicate to users something about the security
situation that has long been normal, that there was no technical guarantee. More
important for the purposes of this transition, it also provides a visual discriminator
that might encourage users who are comparing sites to be cautious or wary of sites
that are HTTP only. In that way, the code delivered to the many users of Google
Chrome (on in this case, the blog post announcing some future changes in code)
can a�ect market incentives.

3.4.2.4.3 Norms

�e IETF community’s technical assessment is that PM [pervasive
monitoring] is an attack on the privacy of Internet users and organisa-
tions. �e IETF community has expressed strong agreement that PM
is an attack that needs to be mitigated where possible, via the design
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of protocols that make PM signi�cantly more expensive or infeasible.
(Farrell and Tschofenig 2014)

�ese are strong, blunt statements from a technical standard-setting organi-
zation. While direct about the values implicated (privacy), the framing is also
limited in discussing “technical assessment” and denoting “attack” as a technical
term rather than a judgment of malice. Similarly, while this is a community call
for addressing surveillance in the design of standards, it is not as strict about
speci�c conclusions as it might be. (�ere have been discussions of a “no new
plaintext” document, but no such strict policy statements have been published.)
Recognizing a consensus and describing “strong agreement” among a group is one
way to document and encourage a change in norm.

3.4.2.4.4 Laws State actors notably have access to another mode of regula-
tion of action; they can pass laws, rules and regulations and use law enforcement
and penalties to encourage compliance. US intelligence agencies have repeatedly
called for laws that would more explicitly restrict use of encryption so that wire-
tapping of Internet communications for law enforcement investigations would
be easier. Legislative proposals from the FBI in May of 2013, for example, would
have added �nancial penalties of $25,000 a day for Internet companies that did
not successfully provide wiretap capabilities (Savage 2013).

�is is another phase of the “Crypto Wars,”81 a popular term used to describe
debates between law enforcement and Internet companies and civil liberties advo-
cates over the accessibility of encryption to the public. While these are debates
over potential legislation, we might also interpret the very public statements of
government o�cials as attempts to in�uence the norms of design of Internet
communications technology.

3.4.3 Using hando�s What do we gain from the hando�s model of analysis
for the shi� to encrypting Web tra�c?

Identifying the hando� in values provides some protection against the naive
assumption that a value simply didn’t exist or wasn’t provided prior to its technical
implementation. Con�dentiality of communications existed prior to TLS or to
HTTPS-everywhere, it was just an unsteady assurance, provided by a mix of legal,
social and market incentives. Identifying a trigger and a new paradigm provides

81Orperhaps, as newproposals are about the re-designing of technology altogether, the “Design

Wars” (Deirdre K. Mulligan and Doty 2016).
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a richer explanation of why this massive re-engineering of a system took place
rather than a purely technical one: that a value wasn’t present before, and now
suddenly was.

In some ways the hando� here is straightforward, and may be a model for
security features in many cases: discretion and responsibility is being removed
from the end user (or some uncertain assumptions about other participants) and
enforced cryptographically. To the end user, this might just appear like simple
progress: if only more responsibilities for security vulnerabilities could be taken
out of our hands (less constant vigilance about lock icons required, say) and instead
guaranteed technically.

But how the hando� is actually accomplished is more complex: it relies on
the coordination of many di�erent actors – Web server operators around the
world, notably, among others – and a combination of norms, market forces and
architectural changes developed the path to the new paradigm. We can look at
hando�s as shi�ing responsibility for a value, but also a triggering event and
actions not just within each static paradigm but the modalities that move the
socio-technical system between them.

When we apply the same model to Do Not Track,82 we’ll see a di�erent hando�
(not just human vigilance to security guarantee) but also a di�erent set of actions
within and between paradigms.

82See Do Not Track, a “hando�”.
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3.5 Do Not Track, a “hando�”
3.5.1 An ad that follows you Out to lunch with a friend, the conversation dri�s
to buying holiday presents. You have been struggling recently to come up with an
idea for a gi� that will surprise your spouse; your friend recommends a particular
brand of watch that you haven’t heard of before. You pull out your smartphone
and type the name into the search box; your friend taps the link to the appropriate
online store and shows you a couple of the colors he thinks your spouse might
like. Lunch arrives, and you put away your phone and put aside shopping plans
for now, there are still a few weeks before the holiday.

�at evening, you’re sitting on the couch next to your spouse, who mentions a
particular news item from the day. Pulling out your laptop, you load an article on
the topic and scroll through it; to your shock, you see an ad in the middle of the
article for the exact purple watch you were looking at over lunch. Hoping your
spouse hasn’t seen it, you quickly click “Back” and open another article instead,
and see the same ad. “Oh, were you thinking of getting me one of those?” So much
for that little surprise.

For days and days a�erward, you keep seeing those ads again and again, on
your phone, your laptop, the shared tablet that you keep in the kitchen. All the
more frustrating because you’ve chosen not to get that watch a�er all, once it
wasn’t going to be a surprise, but you still see it, in a series of colors, o�en multiple
times in a day. How was it that your phone talked to your laptop, or the watch
manufacturer to the di�erent news sites? Who knew you were looking at this
particular product and why was that disclosed to your partner? Who or what was
really responsible?

Could you have prevented this scenario? Probably, using existing technology.
If you’re aware of this problem and thinking ahead of that possible outcome, you
might open a “private browsing” tab on your phone before that �rst search; when
you’re done looking at di�erent watches, your browsing history is erased (along
with associated cookies) and that’s probably enough to prevent the “re-targeting”
that revealed your shopping plans. Or you could have installed an ad blocker on
your web browser at home so that you rarely see ads anyway. �ose individual
actions may be e�ective, but is that how we would determine responsibility here?
What if the company knew you didn’t want to see those ads everywhere and had
refrained from showing them? Or could some part of the system have limited the
ads so they only popped up on your phone? Could you tell the advertisers not to
customize ads in that way or otherwise control what you see?
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Figure 6: A diagrammatic representation of the Web. Source: CERN.

3.5.2 Hando�s

3.5.2.1 System overview �e Web as a socio-technical system is complex in
both its makeup and function. Billions of end users use web browsers on personal
smartphones, laptops, smart televisions, desktop computers at their local library
or Internet cafe. Web sites that those users visit are produced by newspapers,
governments, corporations, non-pro�ts, individual hobbyists.

In its simplest conception as a user-operated client requesting a Web site from
a single server operated by a host, the parties are clearly separable and easily
identi�ed. (See the Web client-server diagram.) But in understanding the typical
commercial arrangements used for hosting, caching, analytics, market research
and advertising, the picture is more complex. (See the display advertising diagram,
for one small portion of that detail.)

�is more complicated landscape of interactions can also be made somewhat
visible in the system of requests for resources that make up a Web page. What I

https://public-archive.web.cern.ch/public-archive/en/About/WebWork-en.html
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Figure 7: An overview landscape of companies involved in online display advertising;
one of a series of popular landscape images from LUMA.

have found to o�en be a surprise in presenting the technical architecture of the
Web to non-technical audiences, your Web browser typically makes a large number
of requests to load all the resources that make a modern, graphically-intensive
Web page. �at same infrastructure is used for many analytics and advertising-
related purposes; requests are made, behind the scenes, so to speak, to servers
operated by analytics and advertising companies, and those communications
include information about the user and about the page the user is visiting.

How we de�ne that complicated interconnected socio-technical system and
its scope is itself a challenge. Identifying the active stakeholders may be one guide:
open multistakeholder processes typically invite participation (or recruit partici-
pation) by groups that are likely to be impacted by changes in a particular design.
Engagement in political rhetoric or debate also provides an indication of scope.
While participants from ISPs were involved in Do Not Track standardization de-

https://www.lumapartners.com/luma-institute/lumascapes/display-ad-tech-lumascape/
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bates, we saw more involvement and focus on the higher layers of the Internet’s
design; this was a Web topic. Impact on the public, on a larger and less di�erenti-
ated group of users, of citizens, is harder to gauge this way; nonetheless, consumer
advocacy organizations and political �gures (including elected o�cials as well as
administrative agency leadership and sta�) became deeply involved in Do Not
Track e�orts.

�e actors that make up our socio-technical system then include both tech-
nical pieces (Web browsers, networks, servers), the organizational complexity
that arrange those operations (browser developers, advertising networks, analyt-
ics vendors), legal and regulatory regimes (the Federal Trade Commission, the
EU General Data Protection Regulation), as well as people (users of the Web,
individuals who participate in technical standard-setting).

3.5.2.2 Hando�s between actors Collaborators have de�ned a hando� as the
transfer of a function or the responsibility for some value from one actor to
another between two di�erent con�gurations of a system (Deirdre K. Mulligan
and Nissenbaum 2020). Exploring that shi� in responsibility can provide some
insight into the political and societal consequences that are too o�en considered
unforeseen or uncontrollable.

Within every con�guration of a socio-technical system, there are distributions
of responsibility and functionality – sometimes explicit, but mostly implicit and
o�en misunderstood – among di�erent actors. It can be tempting to think of
security in network communications as a value provided purely by technical
measures (encryption, say); however, deeper analysis would typically show that
security is provided in part by technical measures and in part by legal enforcement,
organizational practices, and community norms. In trying to locate responsibility
for privacy in our ad re-targeting example, we will come across those rough edges
between di�erent actors in the current system, and how the proposed and actual
re-con�gurations of the socio-technical system change how the responsibility for
that value is distributed. Understanding why those transfers occur is useful in
providing a full explanation of how technological changes a�ect society.

�e history of Do Not Track is so fascinating because we see an attempt to
make the distribution of responsibility between technical and legal regulation
explicit and because we see an attempt by activists to embody a value in a technical
design while explicitly not enforcing that value technologically. �ese potential
hando�s stand in stark contrast to the more unidimensional shi�s seen in the
high-level trends of automation or privacy-by-design. And seeing this as a hando�
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better captures the complexity beyond simple comparisons between technical and
legal regulation.

3.5.2.3 Diversity of goals As the functionality of this sociotechnical system
depends on the complicated interactions of many di�erent actors, the goals that
are implicated for the Web as a sociotechnical system also vary.

Many people use the Web for personal communications: checking their email,
posting messages to social networking sites, reading and writing blog posts. Com-
merce is a common set of uses that is especially relevant to this example: companies
provide services for sale; people buy both digital and physical products; online
advertising is widespread; media companies provide entertainment services. As
we might see more speci�cally looking at other illustrative examples, there might
be very di�erent goals in mind for parties like intelligence agencies or state actors,
that may be orthogonal to or in opposition to the goals of many individual users
of the system.

We could also identify goals from the stated purposes of designers of the system
and its components. �e �rst Web page (Berners-Lee 1992) sets out a succinct and
exciting goal for the project:

�e WorldWideWeb (W3) is a wide-area hypermedia information
retrieval initiative aiming to give universal access to a large universe
of documents.

Universal access to a large universe of documents gets at the goals of the
originators of sharing information, about ongoing scienti�c projects but also other
topics, that can be easily searched and browsed, and implying both retrieval but
also easy writing and publication. Berners-Lee even uses the language of the system
“aiming to” accomplish that singular goal. However in�uential that original stated
purpose might have been, or might still be among people intimately involved in
technical decision-making regarding the Web, it’s clear that this system is now
complex in a fundamentally di�erent way, that no single person or small group
of people has control over the function or the direction. �e multistakeholder
model of technical standard-setting – through which new functionality for the
Web is debated and agreed on – re�ects the variety of independent but connected
stakeholders that are a�ected by and jointly implement the Web.83

83For more, see Internet Standard-Setting and Multistakeholder Governance.
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�at the socio-technical system does not have a singular, agreed upon goal
is useful in understanding the tensions in how to distribute responsibility for a
particular function or what values (and what particular interpretation of those
values) should be designed for in di�erent con�gurations.

3.5.2.4 Paradigmatic changes How can we determine responsibility for pro-
viding privacy while browsing the Web, as in our initial motivating example? To
illustrate the di�erent distributions of how privacy protection is provided within a
system, I describe three di�erent system con�gurations representing three paradig-
matic approaches: �rst, a cumbersome self-regulatory opt-out regime combined
with a set of browser cookie controls; second, a proposed co-operative approach
with expressed and respected preferences; and third, an active arms-race of ad and
content blocking.

3.5.2.4.1 Traditional notice and choice Privacy concerns related to the pro-
�ling behind online behavioral advertising have been present as long as that busi-
ness model has been widespread. In the US, the Federal Trade Commission helped
negotiate privacy practices with industry self-regulatory bodies, as part of its initial
series of reports and actions on online privacy in the 1990s (Federal Trade Commis-
sion 1998; “‘Self-Regulation and Privacy Online,’ FTC Report to Congress” 1999).
�e notice and choice model was implemented, in part, through “opt-out cookies”
– using the same basic technology (HTTP cookies) typically used for tracking user
activity, an interested user could visit a page in their browser that would set opt-out
cookies for each of a potentially large number of online behavioral advertising
pro�lers and that cookie would be sent on subsequent interactions. Promises
were made by participating online advertising companies to comply with those
self-regulatory codes, including to limit the display of behaviorally-targeted ads.
�ese opt-out cookies have been criticized as cumbersome and ine�ective (Dixon
2007; Leon et al. 2012): the process of clearing cookies (which you might do for
privacy reasons) would e�ectively opt the user back into pro�ling and behavioral
advertising; cookies might be set to expire and the participating companies would
change over time, so users would need to regularly re-visit and re-install opt-out
cookies; and cookies were speci�c to a single browser, so the same process would
need to be applied repeatedly across browsers and across devices; �nally, the scope
of the privacy choice was unclear or unsatisfying, you might still have your brows-
ing information collected by the same parties using cookies and just not see the
targeted advertising until the opt-out cookie expired.
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Browsers typically provided a user interface for viewing and clearing cookies,
and some experimented with plugins to provide transparency into the di�erent
interactions with online services that could track user behavior. But determining
which cookies were required for functionality (for account logins and commenting
interfaces and shopping carts) and which might be for tracking browsing activity
across sites was typically infeasible for the user. User education e�orts suggested
clearing cookies on some regular basis, but doing so also implied the inconvenience
of logging out of sites. �ird parties developed browser plugins for blocking
trackers, or for blocking the display of advertising altogether. Techniques began
to be developed for “re-spawning” cookies; taking advantage of browser bugs,
browser plugins or con�guration details to maintain identi�ers of a user even
when cookies were cleared.

In this paradigm, user privacy (at least for the re-targeting example in the
anecdote above) is available to the user through cumbersome or uncertain actions
on their part, with the legal and normative backing of industry trade associations
and a regulatory body, or potentially through technical means, although those
means were already being outmaneuvered.

3.5.2.4.2 DNT While we might typically identify activists in the area of on-
line privacy as focused on technical solutions, Do Not Track was proposed as a so-
lution that used technology but did not rely on technological enforcement. Rather
than continuing an arms race of cookie-management/browser-�ngerprinting, an
extremely simple machine-readable signal was to be standardized. Browsers and
devices could communicate that signal to other parties online (including both the
web sites you visit and the additional parties involved in online advertising and
other services), who could comply with the user’s expressed preference not to be
tracked. Adoption by online parties is voluntary, or at least not enforced by the
technical protocols themselves.

In this proposed paradigm, privacy is available as a simple choice to the end
user, and that choice is expressed through their browser so�ware and enacted
through a similar mix of self-regulatory industry action and the potential for
regulatory enforcement. DNT’s technical mechanisms are designed speci�cally to
allow for enforcement of a user preference through a combination of consumer
regulation, industry self-regulation and so�ware changes. How those choices are
enacted, and whether the user understands whether their expressed preference
is respected is not technologically enforced, but le� up to that combination of
private organizational ordering, legal mechanisms and technical designs.
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3.5.2.4.3 A new arms race Currently, DNT standardization has been com-
pleted without widespread adoption by online services and major online adver-
tisers have indicated that they will not modify tracking behavior in response to a
user’s expressed preference. Industry trade associations and self-regulatory groups
have not further developed any alternative browser-based tools. Up to this point,
browser vendors have maintained a Do Not Track setting for users, but have also
developed more nuanced technical tools for blocking requests or cookies. �e use
of ad blockers has increased, in add-ons, modes and dedicated browsers. Some
publishers rely on vendors to detect ad or tracking blocking and impede or block
access to their published content.

While the focus of this analysis has been over distribution of responsibility
for the value of privacy, motivated by privacy concerns regarding collection of
browser history and disclosure in alternative contexts, this phase of ad-blocking
arms race notably involves other values. Ad and tracking blocking so�ware is
designed for and advertised as promoting a broader range of values – performance
improvements, better security or a less distracting reading experience – in addition
to, or instead of, the preservation of privacy.

In this paradigm, competing so�ware design changes – on the client-side and
the server-side – impact user privacy, but also security, performance, access to
content, and web site business models, with changing implications that are hard
for users to measure but may be more visible.

3.5.2.5 Modes of action In modeling hando�s between con�gurations, we
consider not only the modalities of regulation – markets, law, architecture and
norms – used by the various actors within our socio-technical system but also
other properties of their actions – whether they are visible or invisible, expressive
or coercive – which are described as the mode of action.

Of particular relevance here is that we can distinguish between the actions
within each of the three paradigms as well as actions used to negotiate or move
between those paradigms.

For each paradigm, what are the prominent actors and modes of action and
how do they interact?84

3.5.2.5.1 Modes of actionwithin traditional notice and choice Most promi-
nently featured in the traditional notice and choice paradigm (see Traditional no-

84We could also organize these by the modality of regulation – markets, law, architecture and

norms – as I’ve done in the Encrypting the Web hando� discussion.
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tice and choice, above) are the self-regulatory arrangements: negotiations between
the FTC and NAI and certi�cations and audits of online behavioral advertising or-
ganizations. �ese negotiations are typically private, don’t involve direct consumer
representation and may be unknown or invisible to the end user.

�is opt-out paradigm relies on certain technical arrangements as well. HTTP
cookies are re-used for organization-by-organization opt-out communications,
and a Web application both explains the opt-out process and allows for setting
those opt-out cookies. �ese are architectural measures that are implemented
and controlled by participating online advertising companies, using the existing
technology of cookies as it’s implemented by Web browsers; the cookies are expres-
sive signals (implementations typically didn’t delete other cookies the advertising
networks may have set) but the signal is both set and received by the same party.
Opt-out cookies are explained and con�gured through a web page operated by
self-regulatory industry groups, rather than a browser setting or control.

�e arms race over this tracking activity, especially in leading up to Do Not
Track discussions, features di�erent presentations of controls to users by di�erent
parties. Browsers provided cookie clearing as a user-initiated method for inhibit-
ing tracking and educational e�orts (a kind of norm-setting) suggested clearing
cookies as a part of digital hygiene. Optional add-ons for blocking tracking or
blocking ads saw some small levels of adoption. Cookie clearing and management
sees a technical response in techniques for correlating activity without relying on
the persistence of HTTP cookies, including browser �ngerprinting and cookie
respawning. While user controls have a direct e�ect (deleting records stored on
their local devices), the arms race makes the e�ects increasingly obscure and
uncertain.

Many technical measures are not self-enforcing mechanisms. Some tools
provide increased transparency (including the Lightbeam plugin, pictured) about
tracking connections between sites, or the numbers of trackers present. �at’s
an architectural modality of regulation, but it works primarily to persuade or
in�uence other actors, whether it’s end users, businesses or regulators.

3.5.2.5.2 Modes of action for DNT proposals Do Not Track combines
some of the properties of opt-out cookies and direct blocking tools. A DNT
header is expressive rather than coercive or self-enforcing: it merely communi-
cates to some other party that a user prefers not to be tracked. But it’s also a
communication mediated in a di�erent way than a trade-association-managed
opt-out cookie: users have the option to select DNT in their choice of browser
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Figure 8: �e Lightbeam (previously “Collusion”) plugin visualizes common third-party
connections from visiting multiple sites.

so�ware.
DNT as proposed relied on negotiations, if not formal agreements. �e stan-

dardization process attempts to �nd consensus among the di�erent parties that
might use the DNT header about its meaning and how to comply with it. �e
W3C standard-setting process is open to a larger and wider variety of stakeholders
and its discussions are publicly archived, but this is still largely invisible to the end
user.

Enforcement of DNT could happen through distinct means: legal requirements
may require or incentivize complying with user preferences in some jurisdictions;
statements of compliance may be enforced through trade regulations (for example,
FTC enforcement); self-regulatory groups could provide industry agreements
and trade associations or other groups could provide external audits of those
commitments. Some proposed tying blocking measures to assertions of DNT

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/lightbeam/
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compliance: tools that block cookies or other tracking mechanisms could refrain
from those blocking measures for parties that respond to an expressed preference.
�at may be a real-time negotiation on behalf of the user (“I’ll let you collect some
data, so long as you promise to respect my preference not to combine data about
me on di�erent sites”), but mediated through expressive signals sent by an online
service and client-side measures to block cookies.

3.5.2.5.3 Modes of action inblocking and counter-blocking As an implicit
or explicit response to the delays in standardization or the lack of server-side
adoption of Do Not Track, browser developers have integrated more sophisticated
technical responses to tracking. Attempts have been made to systematically block
or limit storage while minimizing breakage of popular embedded functionality.85
Machine learning and other heuristics are increasingly used, beyond the simpler
and more static allow and deny lists that were previously proposed. Heuristic,
learned and list-based approaches are less direct in the sense that a user-facing
control has more complex implications, but the semantic description and the
likely implications may at the same time be more comprehensible. “Block tracking
scripts” both implies something more complex but also more accessible than
deleting a cookie from a particular origin.

As publishers (especially news organizations) increasingly employ paywalls
– limits to the number or selection of articles that are available before a user is
prompted or required to subscribe – there has also been an increase in blocking
access to content for users who are detected as blocking online advertising or
tracking. �is uses both technical and market measures: the blocking can be
accomplished technically, but using pay subscription as an alternative provides a
�nancial incentive to allow advertising and tracking. Market incentives also apply
to the browser vendors: performance and privacy protection can be selling points
in the competition for users, while the possibility of sites blocking access with a
particular browser could cause users to switch.

While the technical means in the DNT paradigm are expressive, blocking and
counter-blocking attempt primarily to be self-enforcing or directly e�ective. �e
visibility and transparency of these actions is also di�erent: blocking technology
can be obscure or opaque (in much the way that tracking technology long has
been); paywall prompts are a more explicit, expressive message, and issued from

85For example: Firefox’s Tracking Protection and Safari’s Intelligent Tracking Prevention and

Storage Access API.
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Figure 9: A billboard in New York City advertises the Firefox browser based on outwitting
online tracking, November 2016.

the publisher to the user rather than from the third-party ad networks. �e e�ects
of this shi� in responsibility are discussed further below.

3.5.2.5.4 Actions that in�uence the movement between paradigms �e
previous sections identify the actors and properties of their actions within each of
three possible paradigms of our socio-technical system. But those con�gurations
don’t exist in parallel or come into being deterministically. We can also observe the
actions taken to in�uence the hando� between di�erent con�gurations of a system,
involving many of the same actors and a diversity of modalities of regulation and
modes of action.

One prominent potential starting point in the timeline for Do Not Track is a
report from the Federal Trade Commission sta� recommending development of a
standardized Do Not Track mechanism. �is is a notable instance of a government
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agency actor not using law or rules as its modality of regulation, but rather using
communication as a form of norm-setting. �roughout the DNT process, FTC
has used diplomacy and encouragement of stakeholder participation, rather than
rule-making or bringing enforcement actions.86

Participants describe Do Not Track debates as an especially political process,
both inside and outside “the room.” Lobbying and other kinds of in�uencing
are about setting or changing norms through direct or directed communications.
�at can involve closed-door lobbying of government o�cials, certainly, but also
public messaging, aimed at users, at companies in the industries involved, or
at administrative or legislative representatives. Participants cite references to
emails/videos regarding interpretations of a chair’s comment at a particular TPWG
meeting and a campaign to tie targeted advertising to saving kidnapped children.

Technical and architectural measures are used as means of in�uencing discus-
sions. Consider two so�ware patches87 introduced during particular moments
in DNT standardization debates: a proposed change to Firefox’s cookie-setting
policy to accept cookies only from visited sites; and a proposed change to Apache’s
default con�guration �le to ignore DNT headers sent by Microso� Internet Ex-
plorer. Ultimately, neither of these patches was accepted by the corresponding
open source so�ware project, but the demonstration of the technical approach
was an attempt to in�uence market forces. While these may not be unique in
the history of so�ware development, persuasive so�ware patches are certainly
idiosyncratic.88 �is form of communication is also limited in its accessibility:
it requires programming expertise, technical reputation or both to contribute
these changes, and indeed it takes some technical expertise and understanding
of open source so�ware development methods to understand (or translate) the
implications of such changes.

86�e FTC’s choice of regulatory actions depends in part on statutory restrictions, historical

limitations of administrative rule-making and an approach of engagement, topics covered in great

detail by other scholars (Hoofnagle 2016; Bamberger and Mulligan 2015).
87A patch is a self-contained proposed change to a piece of so�ware code and is the typical

method for introducing, discussing and adopting new changes to collaboratively developed

so�ware. �e name comes from the older practice of patching over punch cards or paper tape to

change a piece of so�ware that was already distributed.
88Another example might be the development of plans for 3-d printed �rearms: while some

might try to develop and use such weapons, it’s commonly accepted that their promotion is an

attempt to discourage gun control regulation (Manjoo 2013).
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3.5.3 Using hando�s What do we gain from the hando�s model of analysis for
the di�erent Do Not Track con�gurations? In identifying the complex set of actors
at di�erent scales; their choice and the mode of their actions; and, the variety of
shi�s in responsibility that are considered, we can see what is distinctive about Do
Not Track and the debate over user privacy of Web browsing activity.

3.5.3.1 A network of actors and actions Analyzing the socio-technical system
as a network of actors and their use of di�erent modalities of regulation can
uncover the potentially complicated tensions between various forces at play. �is
kind of analysis is more familiar in tech policy and science and technology studies
as in Actor-Network �eory (Latour 2007) and code-is-law (Lessig 1999). �is
is just a �rst step in describing hando�s, but identifying the actors and modal
properties of their actions – hard or so�, expressive or self-enforcing, transparent
or opaque – can make the implications more explicit for analysis.

An in-depth understanding of Web architecture shows not just the endpoints
(the abstract client and server) but also parties that are, abstractly, in the middle, or
lower-down: the Internet Service Provider used for connectivity by both the user
and the online service; middlebox vendors providing services within enterprises
or on in-home networks; the di�erent companies involved in developing and
maintaining the user’s device, operating system, Web browser and DNS resolution;
the parties involved in delivering the diversity of Web pages and their embedded
services, analytics, advertising, behavioral tracking and content delivery. Com-
panies are not easily separable into those categories, most notably because many
large technology companies compete in multiple areas: Apple sells hardware as
well as developing operating systems and a Web browser; Google has the most
popular Web browser but the vast majority of its revenue comes from online adver-
tising. Even within the category of online advertising there is diversity of positions:
there are di�erent sizes of online advertising networks and di�erent services that
di�erent companies provide, and those ad networks and ad technology vendors
are distinct from the advertiser itself, that is, a company that has paid in order to
show a text or graphical ad for their product or service.89 �at complex network
of organizations makes it harder to identify the “sides” in a debate – or even who

89It’s interesting in this DNT and online privacy context that people who refer to “advertisers”

o�enmean those who sell advertising, like Google and its AdSense network, and not organizations

that buy ads, like Coca Cola or car companies, say. Consider the di�erence between Clear

Channel, which might own the large billboard down the street, and Nike, whose ad featuring

Colin Kaepernick you might have seen on that billboard. Increasingly, tech companies like Apple

and Net�ix, are also prominent buyers of outdoor advertising like those billboards.
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can speak for or adequately represent what group – or create a simple mapping of
who wants what or where a compromise might be. Browser vendors and online
publishers might seem like natural mediating parties: browsers might have a closer
connection to users and publishers typically have legal agreements and technical
measures in place with embedded third parties providing advertising, analytics
and other services, but the level of visibility and control that each has is unclear,
and our paradigms haven’t previously put responsibility on those companies.

It can be tempting to identify categories of technology with the large companies
that sell or operate those systems, but in fact there are individual humans who
develop so�ware while employed by Google and individual humans who attend
meetings with the FTC or visit congressional o�ces. �ere may be studies where
identifying the individual backgrounds and experiences does not add signi�cantly
to an economic analysis of the market positions of the employing organizations, but
this is not such an area. Particularly in the Internet �eld, individuals move between
companies and take their experiences and positions with them. Individuals also
have multiple roles beyond just their primary professional employment, including
their roles in open source so�ware projects and in technical standard-setting
bodies. In DNT discussions, roles within companies (engineering vs. sales or
product, say) mark a distinct grouping separate from and sometimes orthogonal
to employing organization or industry.

�is example demonstrates not just a diversity of actors, but the somewhat
unusual actions (which vary in their modality of regulation and other modal di�er-
ences) from our cast of players. In our timeline, the Federal Trade Commission is
prominently cited, but not for taking an enforcement action or proposing rules, but
recommending a technical mechanism and encouraging standards development.
Consumer advocates engage not so much in political lobbying, but join in the
technical standard-setting process and provide technical expertise and proposals.
Members of Congress send a letter of comments to the World Wide Web Con-
sortium on a public mailing list. Microso�, a developer of operating systems, a
popular Web browser and engaged in online advertising and online publications,
makes a prominent default setting proposal. Advertising trade associations are
perhaps more conventional in engaging in political lobbying, but perhaps novel
terrain in public relations criticisms of non-pro�ts or Web browser businesses.

3.5.3.2 Shi�s in responsibility Speci�c to hando�s, describing the movement
and distribution of responsibility can better explain the impact of decisions and
changes that might otherwise be seen as value-free. In this case, we are considering
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how responsibility for privacy over how data about a user’s browsing is collected,
shared and disclosed and how that responsibility might be redistributed. �e
movement between the di�erent paradigms might not be confused for value-free,
given the controversy or impact of the di�erent con�gurations. But the shi�s of
capability and responsibility are signi�cant and perhaps distinctive in the arena
of tech policy. �e traditional notice and choice paradigm leaves responsibility
unallocated: neither technical guarantees nor regulated arrangements provide a
particular sense of con�dence about a value like privacy. Instead, as noted in the
opening vignette, the end user could execute control90 if they implemented a set
of uncommon technical changes or abstained from using the Web altogether. One
response to such a situation of identi�ed inadequate privacy or security protection
is to move the discretionary capability away from (or take the burden o� of) the end
user and instead to provide a technical assurance: for example, a technical system
that blocked all data collection that could be used for pro�ling and behaviorally-
targeted advertising. Another response is to set a norm (perhaps bolstered by
law, rules or self-regulatory arrangements) for some backstage actors to provide
enough of an assurance to the user that they don’t need to be concerned with a
technical arrangement that they don’t understand or can’t control: for example,
laws, rules and self-regulation could prohibit retention of user browsing data or
its use for targeting advertising.

Our story here di�ers from these typical paths. Advocacy and regulatory actors
called for a technical mechanism, but not for technical mechanisms that provide
guarantees, automatic enforcement and a human-free assurance. Instead, DNT
is a technical mechanism for communication of user preferences, rather than
traditional notice about business activities, between the user and a subset of other
parties. �is maintains the opt-out metaphor preferred by businesses and some
US policymakers, but with some fundamental di�erences. Browsers present the
choice and information about it to the end user, and can do so in a variety of
ways, and users have a new method for communicating with those embedded and
o�en invisible third parties. �is is a hando�, but not one that simply removes
both capability and assumed responsibility from the end user: instead, it increases

90�is example does not speak to the “notice” part of “notice and choice.” I don’t know

that any user has any such capability to understand the technical means behind how ads are

tracked and displayed; I’ve never seen a user successfully use self-regulatory notice icons for that

purpose, for example; meanwhile, rumors about how behavioral tracking works and are basically

incontrovertible, as anyone knows who has tried to explain to their friends that smartphone

microphones aren’t constantly listening to their in-person conversations in order to later target an

ad for display on Instagram.
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communication and makes a kind of shared sense of responsibility between users,
browsers (also known as user agents) and the plethora of analytics, advertising
and tracking partners.

�e new blocking arms race is perhaps more analogous to the security/encryption
case. �ere is still a new hando�, a shi� in responsibility: browsers are taking a
more direct role in blocking trackers, ads or other resources. �ese new approaches
are less mechanical and less user-directed than the less-widespread alternatives
discussed for previous paradigms: there’s mostly not a direct list, or a choice of
parties to block or unblock, and settings are more likely to be automatic or tied to
some other mode rather than user-initiated. Instead, browser developers provide
data and algorithms for ongoing identi�cation of tracking and blocking in ways
that aren’t anticipated to interfere with user-desired functionality. �e resulting
arms race situation does increase the visibility of the situation for the user, in the
case of paywall notices described within the main content of a Web page, and
requests for users to provide data explicitly, or become paying subscribers, or
to change their browser mode or preferences. Whether and how this situation
bene�ts or diminishes privacy depends on how we conceive of that value. Users
of these blocking tools might have less data collected about them but there’s little
predictability about what tracking is happening when as the di�erent parties try
to work around each other’s tools. Explicit negotiation with sites over privacy
and payment was one of the intended outcomes of Do Not Track as an opt-out
mechanism: it makes those tradeo�s more apparent to the user, but might also
contribute to di�erent parties collecting di�erent user data (like billing details).

3.5.4 Distinctiveness in hando�s In our initial example, we saw responsibility
for privacy as amorphous and uncertainly placed: who’s responsible for this ad that
follows you and what can be done about it? By considering di�erent paradigms
and the diverse, distinctive actions within and between them, we can evaluate
di�erent hando�s of that responsibility between a complex network of actors. Each
paradigm – notice and choice, Do Not Track, blocking and counter-blocking –
has distinct implications for the value of privacy: whether users have control or
rely on others and whether those controls are accessible, e�ective and enforced
technically or through some combination of policies.

�e hando� model also helps us analyze the particular properties of the actors
and actions within and between those con�gurations. Debates over DNT included
so�ware patches that were e�ectively persuasive rather than architectural. And Do
Not Track is distinctive in being a proposal for a technical mechanism to support
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user privacy that is expressive rather than self-enforcing and a system that relies
on broad multi-party cooperation.
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4 A Mixed-Methods Study of Internet
Standard-Setting

�is chapter describes the complexity of where, how and by whom Internet
standard-setting happens and how I seek to study it, as an active participant,
using semi-structured qualitative interviews and analysis of communications data.
My goal is for this explanation to be useful both in interpreting the results of this
research and in contributing to the research �eld of Internet governance.

For both participation and research, Internet standard-setting can at once be
both surprisingly open and frustratingly opaque.

• participation is encouraged by: open process, extensive archives, ethos of
individual participation

• participation is inhibited by: expertise, costs (time, money), history with a
group

Setting the scene provides context for this openness and opacity with an exam-
ple of the standard-setting work mode and its networked nature. �e openness
of participation and nonetheless the substantial barriers to it make for signi�cant
questions of the legitimacy of technical standard-setting as a model of governance
or regulation.91 For the researcher, access to the standard-setting community
re�ects the tension of those participation trends. We have a rich corpus of partici-
pants, conversation and design, done in a relatively open and well-documented way.
But there is also a maze of bureaucratic detail, technical jargon, pre-established
personal relationships and outside-the-room activity, spread across many groups
and hundreds of organizations in di�erent sectors and geographic areas.

Studying standard-setting at di�erent scales considers those properties of the
technical consensus standard-setting process and the combination of methods for
understanding the community and the implications for these multistakeholder
processes in addressing debates over values such as privacy. Each of those scales is
detailed in the following sections. To address that challenge, I have used my per-
sonal involvement and participation to inform my inquiries, interviewed a sample
of participants privately to gain an understanding of their diverse perspectives and
used automated analysis of mailing list archives to identify and measure broader

91See the earlier chapter Internet Standard-Setting and Multistakeholderism and Doty and

Mulligan (2013).
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trends across a larger community. Finally, I present the ethical framing of studying
up and the protections for research subjects.

4.1 Setting the scene
I recall the �rst standards meeting I attended, showing up in no o�cial capacity
and with no particular a�liation.92 Ten or ��een people sit around a U-shaped
table in a nondescript hotel conference room in Santa Clara, California; they are
mostly white men, engineers at di�erent tech companies. Someone at the front
of the room is the chair, and projects a list of items onto a screen that the rest
of the group faces. Other chairs are available, not at the table, around the edges
of the room, where people less committed to this particular meeting can sit in,
watch, maybe participate. I take one of these seats; at one of the breaks maybe I
introduce myself to a couple of people. Everyone in the room has their laptop open.
While there is a discussion happening in person, there is also an online chatroom –
known to all the participants, to some remote attendees who couldn’t make it in
person, to some people who have an interest in this group but are currently in
other conference rooms in the same hotel – with active discussion. At times, there
is relative quiet in the room while everyone is typing and reading what others are
typing. (Yes, this experience feels bizarre at �rst, but you get used to it.) Whenever
someone is talking in the room, someone else (the currently-designated “scribe”)
is taking notes on their statement, attributed to the speaker, in the IRC room.93

�e conversation is loosely organized around a list of issues (that projection
onto the screen in the room) related to the document being discussed:94 the chair
or editor asks a question about how something should be phrased or explained, and
people in the room provide brief opinions; some back-and-forth, some through an
organized person-by-person queue. �e meeting is small and fairly casual; as the
youngest, least experienced person in the room, I still feel comfortable chiming
in on occasional points. Some of the questions are answered right here – a�er a
brief back-and-forth, it seems like everyone is in agreement, the chair points that
out and summarizes, the issue is “closed” and the resolution is recorded in the

92A vignette of a typical scene is provided to help the reader grasp the basic structure of this

process; this is not based on �eld notes.
93�e minutes of this particular meeting are publicly available, recording most every statement,

including my own questions.
94In this particular case, it was the dra� speci�cation of the W3C Geolocation API, being

developed from 2008-2009 or so, that will enable web sites to ask to determine the user’s precise

latitude and longitude. Many W3C and IETF meetings follow a similar agenda pattern.

https://www.w3.org/2009/11/02-geolocation-minutes
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chatroom by the scribe. Someone else in the chatroom adds some notes with more
detail, or types out who is responsible for implementing the change. But in many
other cases, the question can’t be fully resolved right here and now: someone needs
to investigate a technical detail further, or an argument between two participants
needs more �eshing out, and so it’s noted that the conversation will be taken “to
the list.”

“the list” is the group’s mailing list; a group like this relies on this piece of
automated email-based infrastructure. �is is by formal organizational policy in
most cases: IETF and W3C create hosted mailing lists whenever they charter a
new Working Group (or indeed many of the less formal groups as well). Meetings
cannot be easily organized without such a broad, accessible communication chan-
nel, and a group without out-of-band asynchronous electronic communication
can’t do the discussion that makes up the work of a group made up of people
living in di�erent countries, working at di�erent companies and participating
either intensively or just occasionally. �e mailing list’s address is available on
a corresponding web page about the group and widely advertised for feedback
on any standards documents. Typically, the mailing list is public: anyone can
subscribe, anyone who can convince the system they aren’t a spammer can send a
new message that will be distributed to the full group, anyone (subscriber or not)
can read through a Web-hosted archive of every message ever sent to the list in
the past. Messages range from very short (“+1”) to thousands of words long. �ere
are, to anyone not familiar with this kind of work, a lot of them. Long threads
with very detailed arguments about any issue considered by the group, automated
or bureaucratic messages describing technical changes or distributing the minutes
of past meetings, casual personal conversation or complaints about some piece
of so�ware or another that are met with a reminder about the intended scope of
the mailing list. List conversation can be friendly and informal or, at least as o�en,
brusque and insulting. Prior to attending that conference room “face-to-face,” I’d
sent a few messages to the group’s list; some would receive responses from an
interested party or someone trying to gather support behind a particular idea,
others would be ignored.

But even looking at these two “sites,” distributed and wide-ranging as they
are, would be too blindered to understand all the points of conversation between
the formal participants of a standard-setting process, much less to capture: the
debates within organizations; the business and policy discussions between �rms
inside and outside the same �eld; the relationship of companies and regulators
in di�erent jurisdictions; or the e�ects of so�ware out in the world and how it’s
used. I recall describing this research project on privacy in standard-setting to
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an important policymaker (a non-participant stakeholder, in the terms of this
research) who asked me, pointedly, was I going to limit my investigation to the
standard-setting groups themselves? (Someone else in the room quietly shook
their head “no,” urging me to avoid my obvious blunder.) Trying to play the good
academic, I responded with something about focusing research on a limited scope
for the purposes of �nishing a dissertation; this was quietly received as a sign of
my apparent obliviousness.

In laying out the illustrative cases in this work, I have followed discussions
that formally take place in standard-setting fora, but also describe interviews with
participants and non-participant stakeholders and cite relevant press writing and
other announcements broader than just the working groups.

4.1.1 �e networked site While not traditional in the sense of historical an-
thropology, this is also not an entirely novel environment. For example, Coleman
has written about the free and open source so�ware movement by researching at
week-long conferences and reading extensive mailing list archives (Coleman 2012);
Some Internet ethnography has tried to focus on the properties of the virtual site
as a place (relying on metaphors of “cyberspace,” for example), the communities
that exist in that place and how to conduct research “in the �eld” in those set-
tings (see lists of citations in Davies 2012). But more relevant to the distributed,
wide-ranging and on-line/o�-line communication styles of standard-setting is
Burrell’s argument of a networked site with multiple entry points and connections
(2009), Kelty’s view of “distributed phenomena” (2008) and Hine’s ethnography of
mediated interactions and the “richness and complexity of the Internet” (2000).

Rather than marking a bright and arbitrary border around the site, I have tried
to follow the participation in the distributed Internet standard-setting process
where it happens – ranging from formal in-person meetings of groups with a
speci�c membership, as well as teleconferences and mailing lists – as well as who
is involved – from formal leadership to those non-participant stakeholders who
observe or in�uence without being in the room. At the same time, to focus my
inquiry, I have tried to focus on some core settings and then expand out to more
peripheral involvement to supplement that study. Following the cases described in
Privacy and Security: Values for the Internet above, I have set as a core group, the
Tracking Protection Working Group who debated Do Not Track standards at W3C.
While that group does have, in some ways, a formal membership list, meaningful
participation also expands out to people who joined teleconferences, in-person
meetings or mailing list conversations, those non-participant stakeholders who
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Figure 10: Sketch of core to periphery of stakeholder groups around Do Not Track,
showing “wedges” of participation.

followed the process or in�uenced it in some ways, and further out the casual
observers or even just the a�ected parties who had no awareness of it. By necessity,
di�erent stakeholders and sectoral groups will be larger outside the group than
they are internally, even where represented internally. In the DNT work, some
groups have deeper core participation (for example, advertising companies and
consumer advocates) while others (for example, policymakers) are more peripheral.
�ese wedges of depth of participation extend outwards: another way to picture
participation.
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�e debate over encrypting Web tra�c doesn’t have as singular a core standards
body locale. �e same debate was ongoing in speci�c working groups, security
area groups, in IETF plenaries and within and between companies involved in
implementations and deployments of so�ware at di�erent layers of the stack. Even
so, we can see conversations happening in Internet and Web standard-setting at the
center of a set of concentric circles that encompass �rms, advocates, policymakers
and users. �ere is overlap in the participants in standardization around Do Not
Track and standardization around Web encryption even though the technical
details of those projects are quite distinct.

�is diagramming is not intended to value the importance of one group or
one setting over another; as biased and interested in the impact of standards as
I am, I still wouldn’t call it the most important part of the development of the
Internet and the Web. Indeed, research subjects are explicit in denying the framing
of standard-setting as the most essential step and public writing from standards
experts also emphasizes that point, as described in Internet Standard-Setting and
Multistakeholder Governance. Instead, these diagrammatic maps of the standard-
setting process show how this study of technical standard-setting processes is
situated and how these distributed working groups are connected to others.

4.2 Studying standard-setting at di�erent scales
In studying Internet technical standard-setting, even scoped to Internet and Web
consensus standard-setting around the values of privacy and security, I am faced
with the challenge of grappling with this diverse, distributed, networked site.

In order both to validate �ndings from intensive qualitative investigations and
to identify the character and causes of apparent trends present in quantitative data,
this study takes a mixed methods approach to investigation. �is site involves, sig-
ni�cantly, individuals with their lived experiences, dynamic interactions between
people, and organizational structures that connect large industries. To encompass
those scales, this research also includes di�erent methods to gather insight at
di�erent scales of study. Di�erent research projects can contribute by including
just one of these methods, but my central argument focuses on the interaction
between individual participation and larger organizational settings and so this
work attempts to examine those di�erent components.
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Table 1: Applying di�erent methods to di�erent subjects and scales
of study

Methods Subject of study Scale

self-re�exive lived experiences micro
qualitative interpersonal dynamics micro/meso
quantitative organizational, high-level trends meso/macro

How can these di�erent methods at di�erent scales inform one another? Here
are three examples from my ongoing research:

identifying areas for closer investigation Quantitative analysis of a large dataset
like the full corpus of IETF mailing list archives allows measurement of social
network properties like closeness centrality to identify important �gures that
are highly connected to di�erent subgroups.95 Identifying central people or
groups in a large community can help identify key people to interview or
establish what organizational roles are worthy of more intensive observation
and inquiry.

validating and measuring disparities My personal experience at standards meet-
ings prompted the question of demographic imbalances in standard-setting
group participation, observing male-dominated in-person discussions or
apparent reticence of participants from East Asian countries. Quantitative
estimates of gender in participation on mailing lists provides a point of com-
parison (do computer-mediated communications have the same e�ects?), a
way to validate (does the disparity apply across multiple contexts?) and to
identify potential variables that might a�ect the distribution (do some work
areas show less demographic imbalance?).

explaining the e�ects of interventions Explaining interventions is an especially
challenging task for research. Quantitative analysis can provide comparabil-
ity, but su�ers from confounding factors or wide variations in interpretation.
Qualitative research can provide rich description, but shies away from causal
explanations or broad external validity. By using both quantitative analysis
of the trends across hundreds of documents and a qualitative understanding

95See this research notebook on IETF participation for the methods, data and initial conclu-

sions from calculating closeness centrality: https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-partic

ipation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb

https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
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of reading documents and talking to authors we can better explain and
contextualize the e�ect of mandates and guidance on the presence and
signi�cance of security considerations sections in standards (Doty 2015a).96

Subsequent sections of this chapter describe the speci�c methods and tools
used to gather and analyze data from di�erent sources, roughly grouped in the
same order of self-re�exive, qualitative and quantitative methods described here.
Integrating those methods as I suggest97 is an ongoing challenge for me, but one
where I hope to make a contribution.

4.3 Researcher position
As a participant as well as a researcher, I aim to use my own perspective, including
the challenges of working in a diverse multistakeholder setting. I have approached
privacy in standard-setting as an active participant myself — not a putative de-
tached observer — and that will inevitably be apparent in my work. Research
requires re�exivity (Watt 2007) about the research process, my own subjective
experience and the e�ects of my involvement. While “re�exivity” is used in many
di�erent ways, what I intend here is methodological re�exivity (M. Lynch 2000) —
awareness of my own beliefs and experiences (because they are unmediated) and
awareness of my multiple roles within the groups of study themselves.

Not unlike many subjects of this research, I have held many di�erent roles (at
di�erent times and simultaneously) with respect to development of the Internet
and World Wide Web. I have been a user of the Internet and the Web since I was
�rst given a one-hour tutorial at my local public library in small-town Virginia
(circa 1992) and managed to discover a Star Trek fan page. Like many in my
generation, my technical training was mostly self-taught; in middle school (the
mid-90s) I started a web design “business” with a classmate (we never had paying
clients, although he later founded an online community called Reddit), and learned
enough HTML and JavaScript to make images change on mouseover. While
computer science classes were accessible in high school and college, they never
covered Web technology; I taught myself PHP and explored the privacy violations
present by running tcpdump on miscon�gured switched networks. A�er a short

96While this has been a part of my research practice on standard-setting, as in the cited paper,

this dissertation work does not report on measurements of the e�ects of interventions.
97�is model of mutually-informing scales of study was also presented at the Protocol to the

People event at the Turing Institute (Doty 2018).
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stint in so�ware engineering at Microso�, I �rst encountered Web standards as a
Berkeley graduate student, following mailing lists and writing workshop position
papers and research reports regarding geolocation privacy. From 2011 through
2015, I was employed as part-time sta� at the World Wide Web Consortium (with
“Privacy,” rather than a job title, on my business cards), managing the Tracking
Protection Working Group (TPWG) and the Privacy Interest Group (PING),
work that ranged from being a job for one to two days each week up to entirely
consuming all my waking thoughts. As sta�, I recruited participants, handled
process and logistics, organized meetings and events, provided technical support
and responded to press inquiries, but also participated in the discussion, debate
and design work of the groups themselves. In 2013, I started editing a guidance
document for mitigating browser �ngerprinting (2019) and in 2014, I took on the
role of Editor for Tracking Compliance and Scope in DNT (2019), roles that I
continued as an unpaid volunteer a�er 2015.

�roughout these di�erent roles, I also identi�ed myself as an academic, a
researcher a�liated with UC Berkeley with an interest in privacy and technical
standards, and continued (where I could �nd the time) to publish research in
journals and workshops. Having those multiple, overlapping roles (user, ama-
teur Web developer, W3C Sta�, academic, Team Contact, Editor) complicates
my experiences and my position. But such role diversity is also not exceptional
among standard-setting participants themselves, who switch employers, job titles,
rhetorical positions and stakeholder groups while maintaining a connection to a
standard-setting body.

Having a stake in the outcome might seem like a violation of the neutrality
expected from:

a) a researcher,
b) someone writing a standard for compliance, or
c) the sta� of a standard-setting body.

In each case, I believe that purported detached neutrality is neither plausible
nor constructive to the aims of the commons.

A common point of confusion in explaining the standard-setting process
to press was the apparent contradiction between standards both regulating the
behavior of, and being debated and developed by, the implementers of those stan-
dards. “Isn’t it like the fox guarding the henhouse?” �is question arose most o�en
when noting that initial editors of DNT speci�cations included representatives of
Google and Adobe, but the question and confusion applies to the process of de-
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veloping speci�cations more generally, especially because editors do not typically
have ultimate decision-making authority. Consensus standards can function not
despite but only because they are developed by the impacted groups that are the
implementers.98 For practices to be voluntarily adopted and practically informed,
it is constructive to have stakeholders as authors and collaborators. Scholars have
argued that standard-setting is possible only because of the shared motivation
towards a common goal (Cargill 1989).

Standard-setting bodies vary in the roles of sta� and the di�erent kinds of
neutrality that they practice. W3C itself has a mission, the apt, if anodyne: “to lead
the World Wide Web to its full potential by developing protocols and guidelines
that ensure the long-term growth of the Web.” Sta� are expected to share that goal
and work towards that mission, which is explicitly non-neutral. But there is an
expectation that the Consortium is neutral with regard to the members, many of
which are direct market competitors. Sta� have very di�erent backgrounds and
participate to di�erent degrees in the groups they facilitate, but have considerable
discretion within the broad mission and can take vocal positions in standardization
discussions. �is is to some extent inevitable and to some extent a particularity or
historical tradition of Internet standard-setting: that individuals have perspectives
and express them in a way that is distinct from organizational priorities.99

Finally, as a researcher, deep involvement with a particular perspective seems
contrary to the traditional position of a detached observer as in the model of the
pith-helmet-wearing anthropologist documenting primitive tribes.100 �ere is
ongoing qualitative research on technical standard-setting communities using
participant observation and interviewing from researchers observing these groups;
I look forward to seeing their results. However, detachment can sometimes assume
an impartiality that does not exist, where re�exivity allows us to recognize our
positions as researchers (our personal perspectives, our e�ect on discussions,
how our methods respond to community dynamics). In terms of access, rapport

98See “�e Consensus Standard-Setting Model” in Internet Standard-Setting and Multistake-

holder Governance. �at some impacted groups are necessarily well-represented, however, does

not mean that all impacted groups are, which is a key question for the legitimacy of techno-policy

standards (Doty and Mulligan 2013).
99For more on the distinctive role of the individual in Internet standard-setting, see: “�e

Internet and Requests for Comment” in the chapter Internet Standard-Setting and Multistake-

holder Governance, “A network of actors and actions” in the case Do Not Track, a “hando�” and

Individuals vs. organizations in the �ndings.
100For some audiences in the area of qualitative research, the absence of a neutral detached

position is so widely accepted as to need no explanation, while for others this assumption may be

important to rule out.
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and nuanced understanding, I believe there are distinct advantages that my deep
personal involvement can bring. Mine is necessarily a unique perspective, and
one I hope can bring the reader more deeply into a complex setting.

My own subjective experience can be an advantage in connecting with sub-
jects in the community and understanding their lived experience (Sandelowski
1986, discussing the advantages of subjectivity for con�rmability). My �rst-hand
familiarity with the challenges of multistakeholder participation has been useful
in establishing rapport during interviews and in identifying (via experience) and
con�rming (via interviews and conversations) emotional responses present in the
community. However, because my own positions are clear to stakeholders, that
could inhibit candor where a participant chooses not to expose disagreements. In
addition, where stakeholders have identi�ed me as antagonistic, that may limit
access altogether. As a researcher working on privacy, my position that privacy is
an important value to be supported in the design of the Internet and the Web has
been well-known, and while that view might be common in the abstract, there are
surely other participants who identify me as too focused on the value of privacy,
or not focused enough, compared to other values.

I stay aware of the limits of relying on my own experiences, lest the study
become confessional.101 Personal experience can seem all too vivid, but lacks the
replicability or investigability of rigorous, systematic research. In studying these
multistakeholder groups, which almost by de�nition include people with very
di�erent backgrounds and perspectives, using my own experiences as canonical
would be a mistake. I have tried to use personal experience in the form of vignettes
or self-re�ection to illustrate a perspective and to illuminate settings that may
be unfamiliar, but rely on qualitative and quantitative methods to analyze the
community and processes. Noting the issue of re�exivity does not automatically
de�ect all concerns, but this awareness should exist throughout my presentation
of this research and in evaluation of my methodology.

4.4 Interviewing
Even where documentation is extensive and participation can be directly observed,
understanding the internal views of members of a community can be di�cult.

101“Here is just one example of the total wrongness of something I tend to be automatically sure

of: everything in my own immediate experience supports my deep belief that I am the absolute

center of the universe; the realest, most vivid and important person in existence.” — Wallace

(2005)
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To gather insight into that emic perspective, I have conducted semi-structured
interviews with various participants (and some non-participant stakeholders) in
Internet standard-setting.

�ese interviews were guided to gain insight into both the people and their
personal perspectives and the standard-setting process and how they perceived
it.102 I began interviews with questions about participants’ backgrounds and their
roles in their organization; I inquired into personal views on privacy – how they
de�ne it, what kinds of privacy concerns they identify; and then I asked them
about their experience with technical standard-setting, when privacy came up
in those conversations and how they saw their role. For those involved in the
Do Not Track process in particular, I asked about their particular goals for that
process, how they perceived debates that took place and how they viewed other
participants.

I conducted 27 interviews over the course of this project, not evenly spaced
between late 2012 and late 2019. �at distribution was largely driven by this
researcher’s varying time that could be dedicated to data collection as my direct
participation and employment took up less space. As a result, the interviews don’t
attempt to show a comparative assessment at a single snapshot in time, but include
both ongoing and retrospective viewpoints.

4.4.1 Dimensions for sampling Understanding the perspectives of a diverse
community, or a community that is at the intersection of various groups rather
than a single cohesive or homogenous setting, provides challenges for the sampling
process. While we cannot a priori know all the variety among our potential research
subjects, we can sample in a way informed by theoretical considerations. Among
those: multistakeholder groups speci�cally prompt the question of how di�erent
stakeholder groups are represented and operate in such a process.

Can we neatly divide the participants of, say, the Tracking Protection Working
Group into a clear faceted classi�cation of distinct stakeholder groups? No, but we
can nonetheless identify important apparent distinctions. Mapping di�erent and
overlapping stakeholder groups is feasible based on my working experiences with
Web standardization and analysis of membership lists. We might also pro�tably
use mailing list participation as a proxy to con�rm or expand the representation of
di�erent groups, to the extent that we can evaluate a�liation. Research subjects can
con�rm or reject that sampling frame. While I have access and understanding of

102�e full interview guide I used for privacy in the standards process is included in the

appendix.
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di�erent participant groups to sample from, I also ask participants to recommend
particular people to talk to as a form of “snowball sampling.” �is is done less
for convenience and more to get the participants’ own views of what groups or
perspectives might be missing; in order to maintain the privacy of participants
from other participants in the study, names are asked for without revealing who
has already been interviewed.

For W3C standardization as a whole, I have tried to represent in this diagram
the di�erent overlapping groups of stakeholders, their intersections of what they
represent and where they align and their levels of participation and in�uence in
W3C processes. �is working sketch is based on a review of W3C organizational
membership and my personal experience with W3C organization and working
groups; as such it is only one personal view out of potentially many di�erent ones,
but my hope is that it could give outsiders some idea of what sectors are present.

In addition to sampling di�erent stakeholder groups, demographic di�erences
in participants is important for our ethnographic study to explore the e�ects that
standard-setting process might have on demographic representation or the partic-
ipation of di�erent subgroups. �ere are many demographic dimensions that may
be relevant to questions of legitimacy over the design of Internet protocols. Be-
cause tech communities face prominent controversies over sexual harassment and
discrimination in employment contexts, gender is one such area of interest. Only
15% of my interview subjects were women: similar to the gender balance in tech
�rms and in Internet standard-setting groups, but still very far from proportional.

Because this is a theoretically-informed sample, we might also choose to
oversample certain groups of potential importance. As leadership was a theme
identi�ed early (from interviewees not in leadership positions), this research has
tried to particularly include those with formal or informal leadership roles.

While studying a particular standard-setting working group may allow for
a precisely-de�ned scope of membership, this study also seeks to include non-
participant stakeholders and peripheral participants. Peripheral participants –
sometimes involved and sometimes not, or attending meetings but not vocal –
might provide an outside perspective and insight on why people choose not to
participate.

Finally, sampling can be explicitly used to mitigate biases, either in the re-
searcher or in potential access. One such danger is that as a non-confrontational
person myself it might be especially easy to speak with a signi�cantly skewed sam-
ple of people who are generally agreeable or who share perspectives or goals with
me. Statistical representativeness is not a goal of this method, but not sampling at
all from entire subgroups with a particular, distinct perspective would harm the
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Figure 11: Mapping of overlapping stakeholder groups at W3C.

breadth of understanding.
�ere is a subtle but important distinction between being more-or-less friendly

to work with and being more-or-less supportive; indeed, these might be orthogonal
dimensions. For my own purposes in identifying this variety in stakeholders and
con�rming the intentional diversity of my sampling, I developed this two-by-two
matrix of Tracking Protection Working Group participants based on my own
experience. For this purpose, I believe using my own experience to be especially
apt, as I’m attempting to counter any internal preference for similar or agreeable
subjects.

For the dimensional axes: the vertical axis shows the spread from being
“friendly” (easy to work with, e.g.) to “di�cult” (more likely to have unpleas-
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ant interactions); the horizontal axis is between “supportive” (shared the basic
goals of the process) and “antagonistic” (opposed the existence of the process or
the stated goals). �ere are certainly people in the friendly/supportive quadrant:
people bought in to the process and happy to collaborate. And the direct opposite
quadrant is also easy to identify: people who were opposed to the Do Not Track
process in every way and who seemed to personally dislike me as well. �is group
may be di�cult to access. �at the dimensions are orthogonal (or at least substan-
tially distinct) is supported by the presence of people in the other quadrants. A
substantial group of people were regularly professional and nice, always happy
to talk about professional and personal topics but were nonetheless substantially
opposed to Do Not Track or to W3C processes. And while there may not be the
most extreme examples, there were also people known to be di�cult to work with
who were nonetheless signi�cantly supportive of, or potentially aligned with, the
standard-setting process. As reported in the Findings, interviewees con�rmed
these dimensions as orthogonal and even posited similar additional ones about
participating in good or bad faith.

Beyond those dimensions of diversity, I’ve attempted to collect data up to a
point of meaning saturation (Hennink, Kaiser, and Marconi 2017).

Regarding the saturation parameters, this work has weights on both sides of
the scale, as highlighted in the diagram. �e heterogeneous population; emerging,
conceptual codes; and theoretical interest all suggest a larger sample. But having
access to thick data (and other sources of data, although this mixed and multi-scale
method isn’t considered) and iterative sampling allow a relatively smaller sample
for saturation.

4.4.2 Coding, memoing and writing through Interviews with these partic-
ipants, who have been largely engaged and candid with their experiences and
expertise, provides an incredibly rich corpus, re�ected in the transcripts that pile
up in encrypted disk images. So much is covered, and there are so many threads
to pull at, that it can be overwhelming.

I’ve followed a practice of initial coding and focused coding (Strauss and
Corbin 1990; as cited by Lo�and et al. 2006) to identify common themes and
important contrasts from that larger corpus.

In addition to coding to capture the topics and terminology raised by partic-
ipants, I want to capture also the holistic perspectives that I hear from subjects.
To do this, I write brief (approximately 1-page) memos a�er completing coding
an interview, sometimes supplemented by the handwritten notes I took during
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Figure 13: A modi�cation of the Hennink, Kaiser, and Marconi (2017) parameters of
saturation diagram, highlighting the particular factors used in my study.

the interview, to describe the ideas that stood out to me – a particular motivating
argument or novel idea, say – as I reviewed the interview experience.

Without trying to replicate every point that the research subject is making,
memos provide a brief but more open-ended mechanism to collect key points
or insights that might not be easily represented as a single term or phrase for a
code. At this slightly higher level, I can write down perspectives that might not
be obvious in the interviewee’s words but still come through in my reading of the
conversation. �eoretical memos capture “momentary ideation” (Glaser 1978; as
cited by Lo�and et al. 2006) of my own thinking on reviewing an interview during
the coding process.

To draw important insights from the corpus of interviews and their associated
codes (hundreds a�er the multiple rounds of coding), I’ve identi�ed common
themes that appear in codes across multiple interviews and clusters of related
codes into key themes to drive deeper analysis and my write-up of �ndings. In
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reviewing the quotes from di�erent interviewees that touch on that same theme, I
can get a sense of the variation and pull out quotes that are illustrative of a typical
viewpoint (expressed several times by di�erent people) or a distinctive viewpoint
(one that sharply contrasts with other views).

As this methodology is qualitative, I don’t have the statistical backing to show
numerically that one view is most common or that some arguments are signi�cantly
more widely held than others. Instead, my goal is to show the existence of important
themes among the participants and non-participant stakeholders and then to use
the subjects’ own words to help describe that experience for the reader.

4.5 Analyzing communications
Internet standard-setting is rich with communications artifacts: mailing lists,
meeting notes, dra�s, revisions and published documents. In this work I have
focused on group mailing list archives for communications data that show group
discussion and interactions, but there is a real opportunity for our research �eld
to investigate these traces as a supplementary method more generally.103

4.5.1 Mailing list analysis More than any other single “place,” Internet standard-
setting has happened on mailing lists. While not contained in a single geographic
location, the mailing list functions in a place-like way, along the lines of what we
see in critical geography’s analysis of place as opposed to space – as Massey argues,
made up of social interrelations and �ows of people and communication (1994).

�ere are other places of interest – important decisions are made in face-
to-face meetings or persuasive conversations that happen in private settings at
an o�ce or bar – but the majority of argument, debate, discussion, positioning,
presentation and reasoning in these groups takes place in email fora.104 �ese
lists are places in the sense of containing and mediating these interactions, even
though the participants are geographically and temporally dispersed. �at these
mailing lists are typically publicly, permanently archived makes them rich sources
of retrospective study and analysis.

103See, for example, the concept of trace ethnography (Geiger and Ribes 2011).
104�is is a contingent, historical conclusion rather than a necessary or normative one. �ere

are some groups that use chatrooms for a larger fraction of discussion and recent use of GitHub

and so�ware-development lifecycle tools for issue tracking are becoming more common in Web

standards work.
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4.5.2 BigBang

BigBang is a toolkit for studying communications data from collabo-
rative projects.105

Collaborators at UC Berkeley, Article 19 and the University of Amsterdam
have developed BigBang as a collection of tools for analyzing traces from open
source so�ware and Internet governance groups; this collaboration is supported
by DATACTIVE, a research group focused on data and politics. Independent
researchers pursuing their own projects have collaborated on this tool because of
commonalities in the communications tools used by these so�ware development,
standards development or decision-making groups – all typically use archived
mailing lists to develop community and discuss their work. Identifying who
participates, how they participate and how the structure of these groups a�ects
their work is valuable to our group of social science researchers even though – or
perhaps especially because – di�erent collaborative communities use these online
communication tools in distinct ways.

BigBang has been used for collection and analysis of mailing list archives and
Git version control repository information. Functionality has been developed
for the following forms of analysis (with examples of speci�c measures or data
considered):

• tra�c analysis (messages over time)
• demographic analysis (gender, a�liation, country of origin, etc. of partici-

pants)
• social network analysis (centrality, connectedness, assortativity)
• content analysis (trends in word usage)

�ose di�erent forms of analysis allow for responsiveness to di�erent classes
of research questions. My hope is that we can learn from practice what kinds of
data is appropriate to what kinds of research questions and what the practical
challenges and feasible solutions are in studying mailing list data. �at kind of
work can set researchers up for a wider range of future projects along these lines.

Tra�c analysis can illustrate patterns of activity: that might include trends
across standard-setting fora altogether or the typical pattern of a working group.
�at activity can also show community responses to exogenous events, as I’ve

105https://github.com/datactive/bigbang

https://github.com/datactive/bigbang
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explored with privacy and security activity a�er especially relevant Snowden
disclosures about Internet surveillance (Doty 2015a).

Demographic analysis can provide evidence on who is participating, relative
levels of participation between di�erent subgroups and how demographic variation
changes over time. �ese analyses are especially useful in answering the prominent
questions about access to technical standard-setting fora and conversation, which
are important to establishing concepts of fairness and legitimacy when these
standards have values implications. I use a combination of email sender metadata
and manual annotation to estimate relative fractions of gender within and across
mailing lists and I believe similar techniques can (and are, and will) be used to
evaluate disparities in participation by sector of a�liation and region of origin.

Network analysis capabilities allow for testing of hypotheses of network forma-
tion, for example. Benthall determined that open source development communi-
ties did not show the kind of preferential attachment model – a “rich get richer”
form of social network development – that has been observed in several other
formations of links, as in between websites (2015). Where mailing lists provide
important settings for group communication and social network development,
we can use this functionality to measure and compare macro-level properties of
these groups. Network analysis can be useful in identifying individuals who play
leadership or connecting roles around particular topics or between particular
groups.

Content analysis di�ers from these other types in actually looking “inside the
envelope” at the text contents of email messages.106 Measuring how o�en words
arise can help us see trends in where and how concepts like privacy and security
are being discussed. And connecting content analysis with network, demographic
or tra�c analysis can provide evidence of who is bringing up particular values,
how concepts migrate across di�erent groups and when topics see more or less
attention.

BigBang developers use a mailing list for discussion, and git and GitHub
for sharing source code and coordinating work; it has gone through debates on
intellectual property and licensing very familiar to open source so�ware and
Internet standard-setting. Use of the tools under study and borrowing a working
model similar to the communities under study seems �tting, a scienti�c analog of
“recursive publics” (Kelty 2008).

106While I have explored some use of content analysis for detailing how terminology is getting

used or spreading across mailing lists over time, this dissertation does not report on that work or

make use of content analysis.
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4.6 Ethics
�is work examines people (participants in technical standard-setting, non-participant
stakeholders), processes (multistakeholder fora; government, civil society and
corporate decision-making; so�ware engineering practice) and architecture (the
Internet and World Wide Web). Ethical considerations guide how I have con-
ducted research at each of these scales including in how I direct my inquiry, in
protecting human subjects and in handling publicly accessible data.

4.6.1 Studying up �e literature of anthropology has in the past called for more
“studying up” — investigating those groups in society that are rich or politically
powerful and not, as had been a trend, focusing study on communities that are
vulnerable, historically marginalized or foreign in the sense of being from non-
Western cultures (Nader 1972). �e motivations for this shi� are both ethical and
scienti�c; ethical in the sense of not overly objectifying and limiting the scope of
inquiry of problems to those most vulnerable; scienti�c in the sense of not missing
an entire part of society as an object of study.

�e ethical impulse to study the culture of people who wield power, and specif-
ically that power held by technical expertise and exercised through the design of
in�uential and immovable technical artifacts, is an essential motivation for this
work. �e architecture of the Internet and the Web, like many so�ware constructs,
have implications for fundamental human values (Nissenbaum 1998); those seem-
ingly technical design decisions are inherently political (Winner 1980), and, like
the highway overpasses of Long Island that cast in concrete the impossibility for
public buses to reach recreational beaches, have simultaneously long-lasting but
hard-to-see impacts (Caro 1975); the processes used for protocol design decisions
have opportunities for governance, but also serious open questions for procedural
and substantive legitimacy (Doty and Mulligan 2013).

In the study of science and technology, studying up may mean studying the
designers: so�ware engineers, developers, user interface designers and “makers” of
all kinds, as opposed to studying the larger mass of users whom we typically identify
as having less control over these powerful technical decisions. And designers of
Internet protocols and Web standards may also constitute an “elite” (Marcus 1983):
with agency, some exclusivity and power as their decisions and market status will
o�en in�uence the decisions of other engineers and technology companies who
build on the Internet and the Web.
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4.6.2 Interviewing human subjects To the extent that this research studies
individual participants and stakeholders, it quali�es as human subjects research.
In particular, semi-structured interviews conducted with standard-setting partici-
pants and non-participant stakeholders are aimed not only at understanding the
implications of the standard-setting process but at learning about the perspectives,
backgrounds and motivations of those individuals.

�ese conversations are kept con�dential to encourage candor from the in-
terviewees and to limit any personal or professional harm that could come from
disclosing details of those individuals’ perspectives or participation. �e names
and organizational a�liations of participants is typically not disclosed in this work;
quotations are provided with context about the type of participant or organization,
but do not include details that could be used to directly identify an individual or
their a�liation. Some participants were willing to have quotes directly attributed
to them and provided speci�c consent for that point; their quotes are attributed
where I conclude that it provides useful context to the reader.

A research protocol for conducting these semi-structured interviews was re-
viewed by UC Berkeley’s Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (CPHS,
the local Institutional Review Board) and was considered exempt from further
review107 because of the minimal risk of harm in conducting con�dential inter-
views with a non-vulnerable population.108 A�er updating with a di�erent funding
source and project title, the protocol underwent a much more intensive review pro-
cess, which resulted in longer (but not more informative) consent forms, updated
practices for encrypting data at rest (which were applied to all previous interviews
as well), and longer data retention requirements (based on interpretation of federal
funding guidelines which I believe to be mistaken). �at protocol was approved
a�er “Expedited” review.109

4.6.3 Mailing lists Mailing list analysis also includes collecting and analyzing
the communications of human subjects. For this project, list analysis is used both
to study the participants and to study the processes and tools of these groups.
Because these mailing list archives are collected and publicly presented for the
purpose of review, and participants are typically directly informed of this before

107For UC Berkeley’s CPHS, “Exempt” does not mean that no review took place or that no

review is necessary, but that a research protocol as described contains minimal risk and so does

not need to be reviewed by a full IRB committee or yearly updates/reviews.
108CPHS Protocol #2011-11-3796.
109CPHS Protocol #2018-03-10819.
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sending a message to such public lists, Berkeley’s IRB provided guidance that no
human subjects research review is necessary for this collection and analysis. �is is
not reducible to an argument that no publicly-accessible data can have any ethical
implications for research (an argument which I do not support); these archives
are made publicly available speci�cally for the purpose of access and review by
others, including non-participants, and that status is typically well-understood by
participants.110

Out of politeness, mailing list crawlers were con�gured to access list archives at
no more than 1 request per second. Local analysis of list archives requires making
local copies of all the messages of those public archives; those copies may be shared
with other researchers in machine-readable form. While those copies are typically
identical to the publicly-available archives, we are not currently making those
archive copies themselves publicly available. In some rare instances, the hosts of
mailing list archives will remove messages from the archives even a�er they have
been publicly distributed.

110W3C mailing lists, for example, send an automated reply to any new sender to a publicly-

archivedmailing list explaining that status and require an explicit form approval by the user before

a message is distributed to the list.
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5 Findings
5.1 Connecting research questions to themes
�e initial chapters of this dissertation set out both a theoretical lens and a pair
of high-level research questions. First, what are the impacts of multistakeholder
techno-policy standards-setting processes on resolving public policy disputes for
the Internet? And second, how do the designers of Internet protocols view privacy
and how do their views ultimately a�ect the privacy of Internet users?

�e semi-structured interviews I conducted with participants and the quan-
titative social network analysis I have explored about technical standard-setting
bodies provide a plethora of themes of interest; it has been fascinating for me,
but not every interesting theme or �nding can be included here. Instead, I have
clustered themes together and elaborated on those most emphatic in the �ndings
that provide insight for the research questions. �ere may not be a sharp boundary
between those results that speak to the multistakeholder process and its impact on
privacy and those that speak to the ethical impacts of engineering and participants’
conceptions of privacy, so each section includes internal references to draw those
connections.

How standard-setting process accommodates, succeeds and fails explores
themes related to the multistakeholder, rough consensus process of technical
standard-setting itself. I lay out di�erent stages of a standard-setting process,
each of which can be an area of success or failure depending on one’s goals for
the process. �e argument in Chapter 1 described the potential for boundary
organizations to accommodate diverse perspectives in a productive way and this
section shows the challenge and importance of accommodating good and bad
faith behavior, antagonism and disputes among heterogeneous participants.

Anti-trust and competition in Do Not Track and setting standards for online
privacy elaborates on a particular incident identi�ed in several interviews and
supplemented by my own experiences and documents from that time where con-
cerns about competition disrupted a negotiated deal for Do Not Track. Procedural
matters are key for how standard-setting can support or inhibit competition and
this experience particularly elucidates the di�erent values transparency has and
the role policymakers can play in the course of techno-policy standardization.

Individuals vs organizations in standard-setting process recounts the tradition
of individual participation in technical standard-setting and illuminates competing
views of standard-setting as stakeholder-balancing or technocratic and the individ-
ual’s role as representative or expert. �is is informed by the engineering ethos and
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autonomous role of individual engineers laid out in Chapter 2 while responding
to the research question of Chapter 1 about how collaborative governance can be
inclusive and focus on solving problems.

Who participates and why it matters collects �ndings and analysis, both quali-
tative and quantitative, of who participates in technical standard-setting processes
in general and the Do Not Track standardization in particular. Participation speaks
to access and legitimacy of techno-policy standard-setting processes (as laid out
in Chapter 1) but also provides context to who the designers of Internet protocols
are and how their particular views will a�ect the implemented designs (as raised
in Chapter 2).

How participants see privacy collects what participants in technical standard-
setting processes think about privacy itself. Chapter 3 noted the ongoing and
productive contestation of the concept of privacy and this section details the
conceptions of privacy shared by participants along several di�erent dimensions.
�e research question raised in Chapter 2 asks how these individuals’ views of
privacy a�ect the privacy of Internet users. �is section explores how participants
think about diversity in others’ views and speci�c cases of considering the privacy
of di�erently situated others, from their own children to Internet users at large.

Based on these themes, I see opportunities and challenges for the larger project
of supporting privacy through multistakeholder technical standard-setting pro-
cesses. Towards integration makes those connections and describes an argument
for more nuanced integration of process, work and expertise.
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5.2 Howstandard-setting accommodates, succeeds and
fails

In considering the future of multistakeholderism for tech policy, I asked:111 What
are the impacts of techno-policy standards-setting processes on resolving public
policy disputes for the Internet? How can we establish relative success and failure
and what conditions a�ect those outcomes? Here I share some of how participants
in technical standard-setting and the standardization debate over Do Not Track
describe their experience with the process and what made it successful or not.

People I spoke with distinguished emphatically between participants acting in
good faith and bad faith, as well as participants who were more di�cult or easier
to work with, all of which are orthogonal from actually agreeing on substantive
issues. Interpersonal animosity has a signi�cant impact on participation and
interpretation of process, with its e�ects seen and felt in di�erent degrees. As a
result, open processes on questions of public policy values or on any questions
that handle disputed topics must accommodate diverse perspectives and a variety
of tactics from participants.

Success and factors for success can be examined in each of several stages
of a multistakeholder standard-setting process: in incentivizing; in convening,
communicating and learning; in agreeing; in implementing; and, in using. At each
stage, participants may have di�erent criteria for success and success and failure
may include impacts of the process in other policy settings, not just the room
where a standard is being debated.

5.2.1 Good faith vs bad faith Participants in standard-setting can identify good
faith disagreements, even on topics that were fairly controversial: over privacy,
permissions, etc..

I should say also that I don’t mean to paint anybody in a bad light. I
think that everybody in that debate was acting in good faith and had
good reasons for what they were thinking.

�ere are lots of people that sit on standards bodies and they all come
from di�erent points of view. I think they’re all doing good work and
I think they all have best intentions, but we represent the user and
the user agent, and ensuring that we have the �exibility to do what

111See Internet Standard-Setting and Multistakeholderism.
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we need, and I think we have a pretty good track record of ensuring
that we do do the right thing.

In contrast, an ad industry representative described industry participation in
the Do Not Track standards process and NTIA-led multistakeholder processes as
more calculating, using language emphasizing bad faith:

it was about as Machiavellian as you would think. It would be as
backroom, smoking-cigars-in-a-steakhouse as you would think [. . . ]
and this is true in Washington. �is happened with the multistake-
holder process – and it’s naive to think otherwise – that people agreed
beforehand who was going to be good cop, who would be bad cop,
who would raise what points so it wasn’t always one entity; companies
would agree. And so you were sitting in the room assuming good
faith and everyone’s there to share the same goal, and that was not
occurring.

While this is among the more vivid descriptions, this particular participant
actually identi�es bad faith behavior narrowly. Communicating elsewhere about
how to organize participation (who will say what) or not sharing all the same goals
might not be considered bad faith behavior by some participants. Concerns about
bad faith may go further, as described below.

Good faith is explicitly identi�ed as orthogonal to agreement on goals or
outcomes (because why else would you need to describe someone’s faith as good);
e.g. “did not agree a lot with what they did, but they were thoughtful and fair
and honest in the room.” �ere can be similar positive evaluations of not just
fair spiritedness but also taking reasonable or supported positions (which, again,
others may disagree with):

he had arguments why it’s expensive. And then you can argue whether
you say yes or no to the argument, but it was a substantiated concern.
It wasn’t just saying, “I don’t like it, and my business will go down the
drain, and I will go bankrupt, and whatever: the whole ecosystem will
collapse,” these kind of statements, but he usually had a sound argu-
ment why a certain proposal was not in the interest of his company.
And he could have basically just disrupted the process, and naturally
he fought for his views, which is perfectly �ne, but in a substantiated
matter. So that’s something I liked.
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�e value of honesty and the potential of an “honest broker” position is also
frequently raised by participants. While honesty is generally appreciated in order
to work out disagreements, an honest broker is identi�ed a little di�erently, o�en
as a neutral, external or go-between party (government actors are sometimes
described this way) who can talk to both sides112 or all sides in a dispute and give
honest assessments of what compromises are possible.

Descriptions of bad faith can be more diverse.
Sometimes it’s a question of the quality of argument or reasoning, making un-

founded statements without any expectation that they would be useful. Comments
and arguments are described as “absurd,” “completely clueless” or “ridiculous.”

Related is the criticism of “giving speeches,” a metaphor about speaking to
communicate commitment to a set of positions but not in an attempt to converse
with other people in the room. In some cases these are mismatches in audience –
a representative is instead signaling to people elsewhere that they are repeating
the approved position. In a notable case referred to by a couple very di�erent
participants I spoke with, an advertising trade association representative read por-
tions of a letter (and pasted sections of it into the minutes) about their categorical
opposition to Do Not Track and the W3C process, interspersed into a technical
discussion of unlinkability.113 Language like “grandstanding” or “talking points”
is used similarly.

And as long as we’re talking about advertising, I think there were
certain particular advocates who wanted to grandstand about the evils
of advertising as well as some industry people who also grandstanded
because they were late to the process perhaps. And given the amount
of travel required for those meetings, that tended to bother me because
I would feel like I have a bunch of needy family members thousands
of miles away, I didn’t necessarily come to hear you give this speech
for several hours, right? I think I may not have been the only person
who felt that way about either side, right? I think there were times
when we were working more e�ectively to try to get things done and
some of the speech making and the either anti- or pro-advertising
stu� was not helpful.

Distinct concerns are about those trying to be disruptive to conversation
altogether.

112See Stakeholder groups: counting sides in the section on participation.
113Minutes from October 2012 and press release re: open letter from DAA to W3C leadership.

https://www.w3.org/2012/10/03-dnt-minutes#item04
https://web.archive.org/web/20130308105831/https://www.aboutads.info/blog/press-release-daa-issues-open-letter-w3c-actions-working-group-threaten-ad-supported-internet
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And then what I found also interesting, there were people speci�cally
sent to disrupt the process [. . . ] Sometimes there are contentious
issues with di�erent opinions, and that’s something you can manage,
but it’s hard to manage people who just disrupt the room, shouting this
and that and you’re creating turmoil. �at’s an interesting challenge.

I think both sides have been, frankly, pretty ridiculous, just some of
the behavior. I mean, I think you were at Microso�, one of those
breakout sessions where literally people had to be pushed back, that
wasn’t the privacy advocates doing that. <laughs> I’m not naming
names anywhere, right, but that to me was just like, are you kidding
me? �is is like a New York thug here trying to, like, bounce on some
people? I was shocked at some of that.

Participants also describe behavior as subversive of the process without being
as directly disruptive, as in trying to delay decisions or discussions procedurally.

the endless delays, you know there were plenty of cases where it was
perfectly clear this was a delaying tactic and we were going to spend
three months handling a formal appeal or a formal objection or an ap-
peal of something, right, and the outcome was going to be predictably
that, no, this was a decently balanced decision by the working group
and the chairs and it should stand, meanwhile we’re three months later,
and they pulled that handle multiple times, it was getting frustrating,
you wanted to be able to say fuck it, guys, stop playing delaying tactics,
we’re just going with this decision, no, we’re not going to hear your
formal appeal, or your formal objection, or your appeal, but each time
we said, okay, �ne, we hear your formal objection

�is particular description of appeals in Do Not Track is interesting as I believe
the Formal Objection process, a W3C procedural step that can be applied to any
decision, was only actually completed once. But it could be participants recall
objections and appeals more generally, which were relatively numerous.

Others described slowing things down as an explicit and intentional goal that
they thought was just a bene�t to a more considered or acceptable outcome.

But I think over time, you’ve got to remember this was like a �ve-year
process, so I think your initial goal is do no harm, let’s get engaged,
let’s �gure out what’s going on here, let’s put the brakes on this so
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we can understand it, and then we can come back with considered
opinions on what some options may be that we could actually live up
to.

5.2.2 Animosity While sometimes aggression is identi�ed as intentional dis-
ruption done in bad faith, it’s also described as a separate phenomenon that arises
from heated con�ict. �is theme comes up with standard-setting in general, but
it’s especially prominent in the discussions of Do Not Track, which was notably
heated and antagonistic.

Animosity is typically de�ned as ill-will that involves taking action based
on that hostility. �at animosity arises is perhaps not a novel research �nding:
standardization of Do Not Track involved people with dramatically di�erent back-
grounds, representing con�icting interests and competing �nancial models, and
without long-term experience working together in a shared community. Longer-
term, regular participation and community development is described as one aid
to lessen con�ict in technical standard-setting more generally. While not unex-
pected, it is useful to note some of the e�ects that the level of acrimony had on
participation and on the process itself, and how those e�ects varied.

5.2.2.1 Di�cult people Participants being “di�cult” is o�en a property iden-
ti�ed about the people themselves, as separate from working in bad faith, pro-
ductivity, or supportiveness of the process or its goals. �at people in technical
standard-setting processes can be di�cult is generally known, as in this brief
description from Bray (2012), which I think rings true:

Standards-making is a boring, bureaucratic, unpleasant process, in-
fested by di�cult people and psychopathic institutions. Some “stan-
dards” turn out to be useful; most are ignored; some are actively
harmful. And looking at which organization the standard came from
turns out to not be very useful in predicting what’s going to happen.

�e idea of “di�cult people” comes up regularly among people I spoke with,
with language like “prickly,” “not terribly pleasant” or “di�cult to work with per-
sonally.” While di�cult-ness is not directly attributed by interviewees for negative
outcomes, it is sometimes considered a distraction or it’s noted that it “didn’t
always help.” While this study doesn’t have su�cient depth on this particular
point, it would be worth exploring how this commonly accepted quality among
some technical standard-setting participants may be discouraging or disruptive.
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Many of the behavioral characteristics described here appear to be gendered; the
people speci�cally identi�ed as di�cult were most o�en men. �roughout many
open source so�ware projects there has been a push towards codes of conduct
and W3C has had groups working on procedures for Positive Work Environment
since at least 2007;114 those e�orts have also faced pushback which has typically
demonstrated the presence of discouraging and antagonistic behavior and the
need for more welcoming environments.

5.2.2.2 Toxicity and personal attacks Beyond simple di�culty, some partici-
pants explicitly identify toxicity or personal hostility as discouraging participation
and leading formerly engaged participants to exit the group altogether.

Any one of the times [A] and [B] got into a screaming match on the
mailing list. How do you deal with that? Great, your standards body
has turned into a �ame war. I never had a good answer for how to
handle that, but I knew that it was highly destructive. It silenced some
of the members. We lost [C]. I mean, there were just wonderful people
who no longer wanted to be near this toxic environment and I couldn’t
blame them.
[. . . ]
I don’t know how to solve Gamergate. I don’t know how to solve
people deliberately being mean to other people to try to get their way.
�at may not be what you thought of, when we were asking about
fairness, but it was fundamentally unfair. It was silencing people by
being obnoxious, and it was e�ective.

�is participant in the DNT process identi�es a “toxic environment” as a par-
ticular issue of fairness, or of procedural legitimacy, that we might not traditionally
identify. Similarly, not maintaining civility is identi�ed as a failure from leadership
to protect a participant who described feeling pushed out.

you know, it did contribute to me leaving. Which, as I say, again, I
think like one of the responsibilities of a chair in a working group like
this, especially when it’s going to deal with tricky policy-esque issues
where there might not be consensus, it’s to a minimum keep the place

114Positive Work Environment statement of principles appears to date to June 2007 and a more

formal version was published this year Siegman, Li, and Cannon (2020).

https://www.w3.org/2007/06/PWET-statement-of-principles.html
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civil. Right? �at doesn’t seem like – these days I guess maybe that is
too much to ask, but at least at the time it didn’t seem like too much
to ask.115 And it really bothered me that the working group chairs
didn’t seem to view that as a priority.

I feel that part of this critique is directed towards me as helping to organize
and manage the Working Group, and I take it to heart as a valid and important
criticism. While we had some o�ine conversations with individuals about civility
and chairs of the group had occasional guidance on civil and constructive behavior
on calls and mailing lists, retrospectively I can see how little preparation there was
and how few controls were in force.

W3C and IETF have had policies in place to occasionally warn individuals
and restrict participation in egregious cases, but they were designed to be used
very infrequently, assuming a self-governing and mostly homogeneous set of
professionals in a tight-knit �eld. �ese policies seem woefully out-of-date today.
Both W3C and IETF have initiated some processes more recently to better handle
violations of professional conduct, but it’s still o�en a struggle and controversy
when they’re employed.

It may not be settled what conditions of civility are expected or what norms
from other settings should be used. While many identify antagonism, con�ict,
personal attacks and incivility as common and disruptive, people view the degree
and importance in widely di�erent ways. Some called it “no di�erent than in any
other workplace in a way” or that it was remarkably civil despite having con�icts
and disagreements. Some identi�ed strict process – about speaker queues, limiting
speaking and threatening to remove troublesome participants – as reasonably
successful at managing disruption.

It was a fair process. I thought given the task that we had, I thought
Aleecia did an outstanding job of just trying to keep it sane. We have
a ridiculous amount of con�ict in that group and it’s not like other
standards working groups where two competing implementations
might have di�erent ideas of how something might be done. �is is a
group where a signi�cant portion of the participants were suing each
other in court on di�erent cases and they’re on complete opposite
ends of the spectrum. No desire to compromise at all. And yet we still
had pretty civil meetings. So from that perspective it was �ne.

115Interview was in 2018, but this is referring primarily to 2011-2013.
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Reconciling this range of perspectives about con�ict and civility is challenging
for me. At �rst I thought it might just be an individual’s own behavior – if you’re
more direct or abrasive yourself, then you might not be a�ected by toxicity around
you – or about how personal the experience was – if you felt directly targeted, then
you’d care, but if it was directed at others it might not matter – but neither of those
heuristics fully explain the variations I see.116

Instead, it seems that some individuals (myself certainly included) tend to be
deeply a�ected by attacks, aggression or animosity in a way that chills, disturbs or
discourages participation; at another end of that spectrum, some other individuals
�nd that roughness to be a common or integral part of work or politics, maybe
it’s even enjoyable or seen as active and direct. �e source of that di�erence is
psychological, and well beyond the scope here. But process that accommodates
participation of the latter kind will tend to discourage or disrupt participation of
the former kind. Looking back, I could have stepped forward to encourage aggres-
sive – if manual and case-by-case – enforcement of basic rules for participation.
Looking forward, what would a process with a modern code of conduct, an active
commitment to maintaining constructive conversation and easy-to-use tools for
moderating and blocking participants be like?

5.2.3 “Here’s the process. Follow the process.” Several people I talked with em-
phasized the importance of a mechanical, regular application of decision-making
process to make progress, to settle questions and address objections, without
which there could be no end to any debate among entrenched parties. Partly this
comes up as a reaction to identi�ed tactics of delaying: that some would prefer
no progress to be made because of the potential e�ects on their business or the
external e�ects of the debate remaining ongoing. Partly it’s a reaction to how slow
standard-setting processes can be generally and a frustration with the time, cost
and delay involved. And �nally it’s described as a characteristic of fairness, a way
to ensure that all concerns are addressed without having to rely on either the good
faith or the impartiality of anyone in a contentious debate.

with advertisers saying that advertising is as American as apple pie
and they want the bug report submitted. Yeah, that’s back to your
fairness, right? “Oh, okay. You’d like to blow up the whole process?
You’d like to exempt all advertising? Great. Here’s how you �le an

116Several heuristics might still be partial explanations, though, including also gender, profes-

sional background and cultural attitudes.
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issue. �is is the process to do that. We’ll take it up in turn.” Just
straight up. “Here’s the process. Follow the process.”

I learned a lot about it as I went along, but over time I kind of – I
developed a lot of respect for Roy and his kind of approach to it, which
is very brass tacks, and here’s the process, and process in place for a
reason, and obviously everyone else is trying to hack on what they
had previously brought to the discussion to the process to subvert it.

we’re going to crank the handle, we’re going to record decisions, we’re
going to set deadlines, we’ve got somebody operating the process now,
that was the other thing I think really helped move things along.

Systematization may be an essential characteristic of process itself – if it’s not
systematic and consistently applied, then there may instead be a lack of process.
�e systematic administrative quality of a process is credited with fairness (to
procedural legitimacy, again) but also with other positive outcomes in terms of
reaching resolutions. And in all of these cases, participants have identi�ed the
systematic nature of the process as essential for working with a heterogeneous
group including those antagonistic to any outcome.

Others felt uncertain about the details of the process, and that uncertainty is
described by advertising industry participants as a reason for entrenchment or
objection.

But conceptions of authority, escalation, you know, ultimate decision
factors, those were quite – at least not with a degree con�dence, were
not well understood. [. . . ] we would just say, “Okay, do you under-
stand this?” And other people would like, “Well, I think I do, but not
really.” And if we ultimately disagree, what happens? �at’s where
people just did not [feel certain] [. . . ] It didn’t feel like we were falling
back on, “Hey, we’ve done this process for twenty years. �is is exactly
how it works.” It didn’t feel like we were in that situation. It felt more
like a, “Hey, we’ve never been in this contentious of a situation before,
so we’re kind of building this process on the �y.”

Rather than either supporting a set of procedures or objecting to them as
unfair, one can also be simply uncertain about a process or its e�ects. �at this
uncertainty is tied by this participant directly to questions of escalation is likely
relevant: W3C has documented process for escalation, appeals and objections to
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group decisions, but there is a sense that those procedures should be only rarely
invoked in a consensus process, which might contribute to a sense of uncertainty
about them. �at processes operate with both norms as well as formal rules is
not unusual, but it may be that contention generally causes a push past norms to
more formal rules when escalating objections. (�e function and dysfunction of
the US Senate in our state of political polarization seems one topical example.)
Uncertainty about the formal process and the informal norms may also be tied to
a lack of previous experience with technical standard-setting, which was common
in Do Not Track.117

Well, there were hundreds of proposals and amendments and, you
know, questions to be– I know there wasn’t really voting per se. I
know we joked about it sometimes, but, you know, we would hum
about proposals, whether we agreed with them or not, because it was
supposed to be consensus. And a quick aside, I think the process
was never actually clear to a lot of us. You know, to me consensus
means everybody agrees. We all say whether we agree or not. I think
there were a lot of questions about what consensus meant on certain
proposals. [. . . ] this is what I’ve always told my teams. We can all
disagree about substance. But when the process is broken, you can’t
defend that. And I think there were times when the process was
broken. And when the process is broken, the substance doesn’t matter.
If people don’t feel that the process is fair, then we all can’t agree that
water is wet. Somebody will disagree to that.

�is seems like a key point on the connection between fairness and agreement,
or between procedural and substantive legitimacy. Where there is a lack of trust
(again, whether that’s uncertainty or a particular concern about unfairness) in a
process, then disagreement on questions of substance is even more likely, even on
the simplest of questions.

While some describe the TPWG process as simple and systematic, others found
it unclear or uncertain. For both assessments, though, there seems an aligned
interest in clarity and systematization. Precision in a process might improve trust
in a contentious process, and it might also improve fairness and progress even
when groups remain highly contentious. Is process, then, just an unalloyed good?

117See “Standard-setting organizations as social networks” in the section on participation for

more on this topic.
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It can be commonplace to complain about bureaucracy, tedium or formality in
standard-setting processes, that it would be faster and easier if everything were just
informal and quick, like decisions made inside a company or on a so�ware project.
Surely there is some balance to be had there. But notably those complaints about
bureaucracy were not emphasized by the people I spoke with. While concerns
about the slowness and amount of time spent are raised – as questions both of
fairness and of e�ciency – those are more o�en concerns about not making
decisions, rather than having a process to systematically address concerns and
resolve decisions.

5.2.4 Di�erent areas for potential success or failure Most participants I spoke
with would say that the attempt to standardize Do Not Track was a failure, or at
least wasn’t the success they had hoped for. But at the same time, it’s very common
for participants to identify di�erent kinds of outcomes as successes or potential
successes, or moments where they believe a change was necessary for success by
their criteria.

Consider a kind of progressive timeline model for creating a technical standard.
First, there must be incentives in place for organizations to have reason to consider
a change or a problem that motivates a standard. Next, you have to actually get the
stakeholders, particularly the stakeholders who might use the standard one day,
into a room to work on the common project. �ey need to talk with one another,
and hopefully learn and understand their di�erent positions better than before.
Once they’re talking, success requires some level of agreement, involving compro-
mise or some form of consensus. Agreement is only a pre-condition, though, to
actually building something: implementing the standard in so�ware and services
and putting it out in the world. And �nally, use is also not deterministic, there
have to be people who use the implemented technology and some consideration
of whether that use addressed the initial motivated concern.

We might visualize it as similar to a so�ware development lifecycle model, as in
this diagram. �ere are some similar concepts: de�ning the requirements or needs
of a problem that needs to be addressed, settling on a solution, implementing and
using it or testing it out. A very traditional waterfall model would �t the initial
linear idea, though it’s probably even less realistic in the case of standards, where
implementation and use both drive and are driven by standardization, but it’s a
starting point.

�is model doesn’t identify any step as especially important or especially
challenging, but it helps us to understand the variations in what participants
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Figure 14: �e traditional waterfall model of the so�ware development lifecycle, with a
somewhat analogous set of steps for developing a technical standard.

identify as both successes and failures or the reasons to which they attribute
success or failure.

5.2.4.1 Incentivize For any technical standard, there needs to be a direct incen-
tive for participation, both for the development and ultimately in implementing
and adopting the new protocol. Incentives are necessary because there are signi�-
cant costs to each stage of the process: it costs time and money to follow, attend
meetings, negotiate alternatives, as well as to develop new or updated so�ware or
make procedural changes to meet a new standard.

For standards addressing integrated technology-policy concerns, incentives are
just as necessary, but we might identify a broader range of incentives beyond the
more typical direct market needs, like deferring or avoiding regulation, facilitating
compliance with regulation, and addressing social or political concerns.

Incentivization also has an in�uence throughout the lifecycle (in contrast to
the abstract waterfall diagram described in the overview): if there’s a threat of
regulation early on, that might be enough to bring companies to the table to
explore an alternative, but if external changes make legislation unlikely, that can
reduce pressure to continue participating (and continue paying those costs) or to
implement a completed standard.

look, once the Republicans took the house, I mean, that was a lot of
the momentum gone
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Incentives are o�en explicitly tied to the step of convening, of “people in the
room,” but also just as an analogy to moving forward with any step of a voluntary,
multistakeholder process.

It’s nice to put people in the room, but, I mean, unless there’s a reason
for them to be there, unless there’s a reason for a company to say, “Yes,
I am willing to make this change that will cost my company money,”
then why would they do that?

�at some form of a pressure is a necessity for multistakeholder success and
for privacy in particular was raised by some participants directly in connection to
the Obama administration’s proposals for multistakeholder processes convened
by NTIA – and, emphatically, that the multistakeholder process was supposed to
accompany privacy legislation which itself would be an incentive.

�ere were initiatives that the president pursued concerning global
interoperability of privacy frameworks. �ere were initiatives involv-
ing proposals for national legislation. �ere were initiatives involving
pulling more technologists and other smart folks into the federal
government to try to get greater privacy and technical expertise at
agencies like the Federal Trade Commission and the White House
and others. [. . . ] the multistakeholder engagements that the president
contemplated as being, one, potentially standalone initiatives and,
two, as being complementary to the idea of a national privacy leg-
islative strategy that would provide incentives for folks to participate
in those sort of engagements and for those engagements to be more
worthwhile.

Some participants in the Do Not Track process who were less familiar or had
less background in policy identi�ed regulatory pressure as important, but only “in
hindsight,” recognizing its importance a�er the process had stopped or waned.

While identifying legislation or regulatory movement is commonly identi�ed
as an incentive for industry participation in self-regulation or in multistakeholder
negotiations more generally, it is not the only relevant kind of pressure. Many
participants identify blocking – of cookies, of tracking, of advertising, of various
kinds – as relevant incentives that moved or could move negotiations forward.

�ere’s a huge di�erence in life between a threat and a credible threat
so there would be a theoretical threat that the browsers could do this
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but there was momentum behind the idea that spring. Going into the
Apple meeting, there was enough solidarity among the browsers that
I thought we had a really good chance of doing it and the third-party
people were treating it much more seriously than they had previously.

As described in the hando� analysis of Do Not Track, technical measures (or
the credible threat thereof) can be actions taken to create a hando�, a shi� between
di�erent paradigms. �e threat of more extensive blocking measures of online
tracking mechanisms by browser vendors was used as an incentive to shi� from
traditional notice and choice towards a cooperative Do Not Track agreement.

Some identify more interest in Do Not Track now118 than during its time of
development and discussion because of recent increases in both legal pressure
and technical mechanisms. �e European General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), which puts stricter and more consistent requirements on companies
handling personal data of European residents, puts added pressure on gathering
a�rmative consent for many kinds of data collection and DNT has been sug-
gested as a way to more e�ciently communicate that consent (O’Neill 2018). �e
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) provides California residents with the
right to opt out of sale of information collected about them, which may include
browser-based tools like a Do Not Track setting. Browser blocking mechanisms,
including blocking or limiting access to cookies or blocking requests altogether,
have continued to develop over time, as part of the new arms race paradigm.
Legal requirements and technical measures both may exert the kind of pressure
described as an incentive for participation.

5.2.4.2 Convene One view of standard-setting is that it is essentially about
gathering people together. �is is sometimes epitomized by the language of those
most long-term involved with standard-setting, and it was much of my experience
being employed as sta� in a standard-setting body. Under this view, there is a
value and a chance of success just in getting the di�erent relevant parties involved
talking about a well-scoped issue. It also implies a certain sense of neutrality in that
convening is a priority in the sense of getting participants to identify the particular
outcomes themselves through the convened process. �e restaurant-with-tables
perspective is one relevant metaphor.119 Convening has also been a key tool of

118Circa 2020.
119As described in the chapter on Internet Standard-Setting and Multistakeholder Governance,

citing Bruant (2013) and a description of W3C.
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FTC and other agencies in pursuing new governance approaches rather than more
traditional, formal rule-making.120

Convening is inherently tied to the questions (discussed above) of incentivizing
participation.

And I can’t get anything done if nobody feels any pressure. I mean, I
can get something done, but people aren’t necessarily going to commit
to it or aren’t going to put a lot of time into it. We still may do it,
because we might think it’s useful as guidance and it’ll be useful when
people are ready for it. But it may not have as much impact. It may be
an interesting thought piece. And we do that. I think lots of groups
primarily do that. [. . . ] what W3C does when things are hitting on
all cylinders is engage people who see a need any time for various
reasons. �ey want legislation, they don’t want legislation. �ey need
a standard, they need something to work, to build, to solve a problem,
whatever the complicated motivations are, people are ready to show up
and then it’s a matter of choosing the right stakeholders who credibly
represent, but are ready to work and getting them in a room. And
when you do that, smart people come up with good stu�. �ey’re
incentived [sic] to get to an end point.

�ere is a wonderful optimism (that honestly, I share) in a motto of “smart
people come up with good stu� ” that exempli�es this convening mindset. But I
include the longer quote here to show the necessary pre-condition of incentives.

At the same time, convening itself is sometimes attributed with making subse-
quent agreement more challenging: getting too many diverse perspectives may
encourage more opposition or otherwise make it di�cult to settle on a particular
solution: “it’s much harder for making a deal.” What some identify as success in
convening disparate parties is identi�ed by others as a roadblock to successful
agreements.

Getting the parties to talk is o�en cited as having its own bene�ts, even separate
from whether they agree upon a standard. Learning about di�erent stakeholder
positions can be bene�cial to better understand underlying con�icts, understand-
ing detailed questions can lead to more fruitful conversations, and developing
working relationships with other parties can promote improved handling of future
con�icts.

120See, for example, Cohen (2012) and Bamberger and Mulligan (2010).
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Learning is identi�ed as helpful both for advocates to understand business
and technical practices and for people within industry to recognize consumer or
civil society concerns in more detail. (�ere are many, many more of these quotes
than I’ll include here. Maybe it’s mentioned so o�en and at such length because
it’s a feel-good conclusion in an area that otherwise sounds so contentious. Or
maybe it’s because it’s a genuinely distinct and important bene�t that many people
identi�ed during and a�er the fact.)

I think I’ve gotten a better understanding of di�erent people’s perspec-
tives and what it is that they think is important. I think in the job
that I have, which largely is bringing input from outside the company
into the company so that it’s a part of our decision-making process,
I think being a part of the working group and hearing the way that
people talk about di�erent issues has been really helpful. I think it
gives me a good sense, and by extension gives our company a good
sense, of the way that people address issues and the things that people
are going to be concerned about and those sorts of things. [. . . ] what
are the big picture priorities for somebody that’s a privacy advocate in
our group? What are the things that they are worried about us doing?
What are the things that they are not worried about us doing? One of
the things that I think is the case is I think we see a narrowing under-
standing gap on both sides. So, I think one function of the working
group, which is not necessarily the core thing that we’re all gathered
to do, but I think it’s at a consequence, is letting me understand what
their priorities are and also hopefully giving other folks in the group
a better understanding of the way that we approach privacy and the
way that we approach information.

I was very concerned that the policymakers fundamentally didn’t
understand the issues. Now, it turns out the technologists in a lot of
cases didn’t either. I think one of the real plusses to the Do Not Track
process was that a number of people learned a lot of stu� from one
another. So people in industry might have a glimpse of their particular
part of the picture but not understand the rest of the ecosystem, and
so even for the people writing code that did stu�, they got surprised.
And I thought that [. . . ] if the goal of DNT had been a fact-�nding
mission, that is actually useful. �at part was good. But I was con-
cerned that people were going to write laws without understanding
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the underlying technology and would write things that were either
technically impossible or just stupid.

�at participants from all sectors identi�ed learning about other stakeholders
or technical details as helpful and frequently cited them as successes doesn’t mean
that communication or information was always easily distributed. Several people I
spoke with identi�ed “information asymmetry” as an ongoing challenge for those
outside the ad tech industry; at times during the DNT process consumer advocates
would request internal details on industry operations that would not be ful�lled.

5.2.4.3 Agree Getting to agreement, consensus or compromise depends on
success in the previous questions on incentivizing and convening. Multiple people
I spoke with referred to the concept of the best alternative to a negotiated agree-
ment (BATNA (Fisher, Ury, and Patton 2011)) and how organizations (whether ad
industry or consumer advocacy) would be in�uenced by what they believed they
could ‘get’ outside the process. And free and productive conversation is identi�ed
as necessary to help �nd the set of compromises that would be acceptable, the zone
of possible agreement, or ZOPA,121 (although some interviewees use alternative
terms of art for this concept). But there are other challenges in reaching agreement
when parties or individuals are entrenched or in �nding a rough consensus from
a larger group.

5.2.4.3.1 Barriers and getting to some consensus Barriers to consensus or
compromise that are proposed by participants are diverse and interesting, if also
speculative. Peer pressure within a group (say, of advertising industry executives, or
civil society advocates) is cited as discouraging reaching out or making concessions
towards a compromise. Discussions in public, or decisions that could be quickly
reported by media, might “make people very cautious.” Some individuals might
have less personal incentive to make a compromise compared to what would
bene�t their employer or members,122 and it may be particularly challenging
to run a consensus process where many are either opposed to any agreement
or more focused on delay or uncertain about how the process does or should
function. Entrenchment, or even the perceived entrenchment of others, could
make individuals less likely to approach the process as a collaboration.

121See Sebenius (1983/ed) for one relevant description.
122See Individuals vs organizations.
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How consensus is de�ned and identi�ed is distinctive and important for
decision-making in standard-setting processes. Under some political de�nitions,
consensus is unanimous agreement (or lack of any objection), and standard-setting
bodies have typically pursued a “rough consensus” approach given the challenges
of letting a single person veto any decision. For the Tracking Protection Working
Group, that included a model of a “Call for Objections” when further discussion
seemed unfruitful, where each option could be considered and participants were
polled on what their objections were to each option and the chairs of the group
would identify the option with the least strong substantiated objection to it. While
the details of that process are not very frequently mentioned by participants I spoke
with, it is sometimes referred to as a “forced consensus” or like “adjudication.”

So what we did in the [Tracking Protection] working group, we forced
consensus. We had a process saying, okay, we put all the options on
the table. People can raise concerns. And then [chairs of the WG]
basically took the option which had the least substantiated concerns,
which sort of is a way to force consensus. And then what happened is
basically– so on the technical side, everything converged. We have a
standard. It’s sort of, in theory, successful.

I think we tried to look at the HTML experience as we were modeling
the new way, we were doing consensus through written texts.

�at contentious decisions are made is not uncommon in the standard-setting
space, as in this reference to the HTML Working Group. But there is some idea
that for a voluntary standard, contentious decisions have to be made and recorded
even if the outcome won’t be acceptable to everyone, but enough people still have
to be willing that a standard could be meaningfully voluntarily adopted.

Eventually you land on consensus of a self-selecting subset of your
stakeholders that for some reason sticks to their own process. And you
then �nd out whether that subset overlaps with your implementers.

As this long-time standards participant notes, for a model of standards as suc-
cessful if implemented, the �nal “subset” must contain enough implementers. For
legitimacy evaluated through other means, it’s less clear or at least less de�ned what
enough of a subset would be: if unanimity is unavailable, how much agreement
must there be among how many of the interested parties to declare a consensus
process successful?
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5.2.4.3.2 Deal-making Many contrast to other types of negotiation and
in particular, there are both positive and negative comparisons to “Washington
deal-making.” Trust (or lack thereof) among participants and the relative ease of
smaller groups in closed door settings are raised, and connected to the anti-trust
and transparency discussions in Competition and standard-setting.

Contrasts are drawn to negotiations from the federal legislative process, where,
for example, groups with power, interest, expertise or diverging opinions have:

the ability to come to the table with one or a couple of speakers– one
or a couple of representatives, and then hammering it out. And being
able, then, hopefully, to deliver for their group. So that’s how things
tend to work in Congress, when it’s a hard negotiation.

But some are explicit about the incompatibility of that approach with a con-
sensus process, because of the lack of transparency and the lack of trust.

It doesn’t work like that, and I think that was really a period where
we wasted a lot of valuable time in terms of solving the problem. It
also put the whole Do Not Track process at risk, because the real
Washington deal-making was not done in the room. It was done in a
parallel process in a table with four or �ve individuals. Nobody knew
what’s really happening there. I got some [. . . ] output, but I didn’t get
input, and it was also based on a very loose promise. �ere was not a
lot of trust.

Transparency and participation in how deals are made may have e�ects (posi-
tive or negative) on the likelihood of reaching an agreement and can separately
have an e�ect on the success of an agreement having su�cient legitimacy or
stability.

5.2.4.4 Implement In contrast (again) to the idealized waterfall model, setting
technical standards is typically driven in part by implementations: implementation
experience is a necessity and there’s o�en no incentive to standardize until there
are some rough implementations to talk about. In the case of Do Not Track,
implementation by browsers came early as a way of kick-starting the idea of a user
preference about online tracking, but implementations by large online trackers
was lagging and uncommon.

Early implementation of sending a Do Not Track via a user preference is
identi�ed as an encouraging sign:
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I feel like I was hopeful at the beginning of the process. I mean, the
companies had all agreed to put the browser instruction in the browser.
So, that was a good sign, and it seemed likely that something had to
happen because of that. Not just that it just might sit there forever
being useless. So, I think I was hopeful.

Voluntary implementation by companies in online advertising was a particular
barrier given the potential revenue impacts, and several people I spoke with
identi�ed that as a basic control that ad industry had.

all the stu� that people really care about happens in the back engine
room, and so ultimately doing something without the servers sort of
being part of it from the beginning is gonna be di�cult. �ey have
the ultimate leverage, right, until law tells them to do otherwise or
until there’s a harm so gross that they as human beings have to do it,
right? �at’s the challenge on this one.

Implementability can also be identi�ed as an indicator of substantive legitimacy
or success in identifying the right solution:

making sure that companies are actually able to implement this. I
think there’s one vision of the right result that – and I’m sure people
have said this, “if companies go out of business because of Do Not
Track, that’s okay.” I don’t subscribe to that view. I think there should
be a way to do this without putting people out of business, without
fundamentally changing the ecosystem. And so, maybe it depends – I
think part of what the right result is something that people are going
to voluntarily do.

O�en going hand in hand with the perspective of implementations as impact
(and therefore as ultimate success criterion), is a sense that there has to be some
analogous kind of adoption to a�rm the legitimacy of the outcome.

Yeah, people were kind of focused on who can practically implement,
who can use their voice to make sure that this is credible, and then
there were other considerations there too, but I think those two things
are pretty important things.

Some describe it as the overlap between something that is built but also helpful
or valuable:
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get people to agree on a core set of things that maybe could work
and then hopefully build something that is in the intersection of what
people are doing and are willing to implement on the one hand and
what actually makes a useful di�erence for users on the other and
that the more privacy-leaning parts of the parties in the conversation
could actually agree to.

Implementations can also have impacts without standardization, and can
provide experience for other implementations in other areas.

Hey, look, it ended up leading to the mobile OS systems developing
their Do-Not-Track-like tools, which, again, probably wouldn’t have
happened. Almost certainly wouldn’t have happened. Other platforms
have the same things. When I looked at Smart TVs, a lot of them
had mobile OS-type of controls to limit third or I guess fourth-party,
however you want to look at it, data collection and using rotating
app identi�ers and so, I mean, it kind of just helped put pressure on
industry in various ways that I think was productive if nothing else.

�is participant notes that mobile operating systems have tracking limitation
user preferences, and the primary operating systems are developed by companies
which also develop prominent browsers. Changes to the operating system (what
we might identify as another platform, along with the Web) don’t require the same
level of cooperation from app developers, but these settings seem to be directly
in�uenced by the model of Do Not Track: a simple binary opt-out request that a
user makes in a central device location. Success through implementation could
happen inside or outside the direct standardization process.

5.2.4.5 Use Even technology that is developed – coded, tested, deployed, etc.
– makes little impact without users. Many describe the ultimate lack of success
of Do Not Track is that users don’t have any reliable functionality: you can’t �ip
a switch on your browser or device and opt out of online behavioral tracking
for advertising or other purposes. Despite the lack of server-side adoption and
meaningful functionality, sending the Do Not Track header from users’ browsers
was actually quite common (at times reported at over 10% or even over 20% of
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visitors)123. Failure for wide-scale adoption may even be attributed to use being
too high.

While di�erent participants described their success criteria di�erently, many
included a theme of having a DNT signal that a user could select and have a
meaningful outcome. Some were explicit in hoping it would be adopted by a small
portion of people, in the hope that that would make a signi�cant opt-out more
acceptable to sites and browsers that implemented it.

so my version of successful would have been 2 percent had enabled
DNT and there had been a standard published from W3C with adop-
tion by a handful of the top websites. So what we saw was user adop-
tion was way higher than my 2 percent hope. It’s like, 17, right? But
that adoption by companies was extraordinarily thin.

�at too many users might enable Do Not Track, or just the uncertainty, might
change the �nancial incentive passed through a company hierarchy:

And it’s the uncertainty that killed the adoption because people just
don’t know what they are going to do, you know. �ey don’t know
whether this is a feature that will result in, you know, a million dollars
bene�t to their customers in exchange for maybe a $2 million dollar
loss on the revenue side, yeah, that’s okay. You know, or is it going to
be a $50,000 dollar bene�t for the customers on a $5 billion dollar loss
on the revenue side, like, eh, that’s not going to happen, you know?
Because that ultimately is the discussion you have with the CEO when
you get to that frame when you’re going to deploy it internally.

One driver of high DNT usage statistics was a decision from Microso� to turn
on DNT by default (or within the bundle of settings that users could con�rm at
once) for their Internet Explorer browser. While participants I spoke with had
di�erent perceptions and explanations about Microso�’s decision, one common
thread about its impact is that it could or would make for usage numbers that
would be unacceptably high and therefore discourage adoption by industry.

Another kind of use, or re-use, is raised by some participants I spoke with:
the re-use of Do Not Track, the concept or the technology or the speci�cations

123Numbers that were collected and reported varied a lot, by browser, by site, etc.; one survey

run by privacy-focused DuckDuckGo reported 23% of US adults in 2018 said they had turned it

on (“�e ‘Do Not Track’ Setting Doesn’t Stop You from Being Tracked” 2019).
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or the discussion, in other settings for enabling user preferences. Most directly
might be the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), which I’m told was very
directly in�uenced by DNT speci�cations and mailing list discussions. And inter-
viewees later in my process mention the related ballot proposition, Proposition
24, apparently approved in the 2020 election as even more directly related, that
it “doubles down [. . . ] talks about plug-ins, web browser settings, and operating
system settings.” It seems likely that the newer proposition would more directly
support legal requirements for respecting standardized preferences for communi-
cating opting out of data sharing (Edelman 2020) and a proposed Global Privacy
Control closely follows previous DNT speci�cations.124

�is possibility of re-use of standards might again return us to the low �delity
of the waterfall model of so�ware development. Indeed, the use stage of develop-
ment may lead to testing, learning, and iteration on new cycles of incentivizing,
convening, agreeing and implementing, in the same venues or in entirely new
ones.

5.2.5 Conclusions for success throughout a process Success and failure can
be evaluated within providing incentives, convening the right stakeholders, getting
to agreement, implementing a standard and using it in the wild. But in each area,
participants also identify ways that a process can a�ect the results at other stages:
convening more broadly might make it harder to get agreement or convening
a smaller closed-door group might a�ect the legitimacy of an agreement. Im-
plementation and use might be pragmatic necessities for making an impact, but
their impacts can at times also discourage agreement or can seed the ideas for
future multistakeholder convenings. �ese factors a�ecting success can be seen in
more detail in a particular series of events related to competition and transparency
during the Do Not Track process, described in the next section.

124Uno�cial dra�: https://globalprivacycontrol.github.io/gpc-spec/

https://globalprivacycontrol.github.io/gpc-spec/
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5.3 Competition and standard-setting
Competition is a potential concern in any standard-setting project, because it
could be used for collusion of some players against others. �is concern comes up
with DNT and privacy in a few ways:

1) a concern that smaller players in the ad industry will be relatively harmed
compared to the larger players (or in web publishing, or between companies
that had �rst-party interactions vs those who were solely third-party, this
argument can be a little �uid);

2) a concern that browser vendors could have anti-competitive liability for
agreeing on some set of limitations on their privacy tools related to a DNT
compromise, and;

3) a concern that publishers or ad providers might inhibit competition by
approving or disapproving lists of browsers.

But some informants with standard-setting experience also explicitly note
standard-setting as valuable for competition: it lets them compete on other things
because there will be interoperability, rather than a browser-wars situation of
incompatibility.125 Procedural matters are especially emphasized here: due process,
transparency, dispute resolution. And in the case of an anti-trust concern arising
over a DNT compromise in the spring of 2013, we can get particular insight into
the di�erent roles that transparency may play in the e�ectiveness and legitimacy
of governance processes and how policymakers contribute.

Competition concerns and due process in standard-setting is historically es-
pecially related to intellectual property and patent encumbrance. �at comes up
remarkably infrequently in my interviews with standard-setting participants and
was rarely mentioned in the context of Do Not Track. �at was a surprise to me,
since I prompted interviewees regarding legal considerations and because there
was a documented issue of a patent that might inhibit use of expressed privacy
preferences in Do Not Track, where a separate patent group was formed to in-
vestigate and resolve the issue. We might take that as evidence that the patent
didn’t ultimately play a signi�cant role in DNT negotiations or implementations,

125See “�e Web, Recommendations and Living Standards” in Chapter 1 for a brief description

of the “browser wars” and incompatibility of features between browsers and websites.
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or simply that this study does not provide any further insight into the question of
patent encumbrance and the e�ect on standard-setting.

5.3.1 �e roomwhere it happens Open door versus closed door negotiating is
a common debate about multistakeholder e�orts in general and shows up regularly,
with di�erent positions, among my interviewees. Some who are more familiar
with self-regulation processes note explicit advantages of relatively closed door
processes, because it can encourage candor among participants or provide less
pressure of how particular negotiating positions may be reported in the press (or
otherwise) and because it can facilitate packages of negotiated compromises. W3C’s
standard-setting process, on the other hand, follows an increasingly open-door
process, with public minuting of every meeting and publicly archived emails of
conversations. �at openness is also cited with advantages from some interviewees:
there may be legitimacy advantages of open discussions in contrast to “smoke-
�lled back rooms” (some version of that cliche is used by people on both sides of
this particular mini-debate), it provides increased access to those who may not
otherwise be guaranteed a role in a smaller closed-door meeting.126

Attempting to combine the bene�ts of both such approaches, Peter Swire127
tried to both engage people in very regular and openly documented meetings
via teleconference and face-to-face meetings while also facilitating closed-door
negotiations among a smaller group, including senior players in the advertising
industry. �is is not entirely novel for W3C or other open standards processes in
the sense that side conversations (another notable theme among interviewees) are
not considered illegitimate or unexpected in a standard-setting process: of course
people are always having multiple conversations with di�erent individuals, groups
and subgroups; the goal of the openly documented process is that the ultimate
decisions will get reviewed, debated and made in that open venue, a�er much
discussion has already happened in various private and public fora. �at practice
is sometimes extended even to meetings that everyone can attend; for example,
IETF groups have a policy of con�rming on the list even decisions that seemed to

126Openness can refer both to access (who’s able to be in the room) and procedural transparency

(who can see the details of what happens in a room); these are o�en, but not always, aligned. Here,

“open door” will refer more to the transparency dimension.
127Swire, a well-known privacy scholar and former White House o�cial, was recruited as a

co-chair of the Tracking Protection Working Group in 2012, taking over from Aleecia McDonald.
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have consensus at a synchronous or face-to-face meeting, and that concept comes
up in other multistakeholder settings as well.

Swire and others believed that there was a workable compromise that emerged
from those private, high-level discussions, that could subsequently be discussed
and accepted by the larger Working Group involving advocates, policymakers
and various sectors of industry. �at negotiated proposal was documented in a
brief form prior to the May 2013 face-to-face meeting: it would involve the DAA
trade association making respecting user DNT signals as an advertising industry
self-regulation requirement, along with some e�orts by browsers to make it not
too easy to turn on a Do Not Track signal.128

Some interviewees found this negotiated agreement feasible for many parties –
the closest that the group had reached to that situation. But some thought it would
not receive acceptance from a larger swath of industry when more thoroughly
reviewed.

�e default is cookies will be set, you can be tracked. If you hit Do
Not Track, then it’s what we said. �at agreement would be collusion.
�at they could not agree on. I think any antitrust lawyer would have
told you they can’t sit in a room and agree to that. [. . . ] So if we could
have gotten to an agreement that it was o� by default and that the
X percent of consumers who wanted to not be tracked and exercise
choice, we could have gotten Do Not Track.

So I think we were real close. We were probably just a couple of weeks
away from having a vote within the working group on a proposal that
I know for sure I had said I would support [. . . ] And I believe the
industry would have supported it, but then it got pulled at the last
minute.

�ere was a short period there where I thought we had a deal. �e
browsers were going to be tough enough on the advertisers and the
privacy people were going to get enough of what they needed that I
thought we had a deal and then it fell apart, as deals sometimes do.

128�e six point “Dra� Framework” was documented in a short document in April: https:

//lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2013Apr/att-0298/one_pager_framework_as_dis

tributed.pdf

https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2013Apr/att-0298/one_pager_framework_as_distributed.pdf
https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2013Apr/att-0298/one_pager_framework_as_distributed.pdf
https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2013Apr/att-0298/one_pager_framework_as_distributed.pdf
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my conclusion was [. . . ] some of the [advertising self-regulatory]
groups didn’t actually understand enough of what they were talking
about. So they could think they had agreed to something and then
their member companies would �nd out about it and be like, “no, we
can’t.” So that was my conclusion of how that was going to die, was
that as soon as it got to a wider audience.

It surprised me how o�en I heard that a widespread agreement on Do Not
Track was simply impossible (because of business model impacts, or lack of trust
among parties, or with the inadequacy of the forum for discussion) but also that
an agreement was basically settled on and would have been acceptable if not for
a single hurdle in the Spring of 2013. Sometimes a person has expressed both of
those views to me in a single conversation.

�e hurdle in this case was a concern expressed by (at least) representatives
of the Federal Trade Commission regarding the anti-trust implications of the
negotiated compromise. Concerns had been expressed prior to the May 2013
face-to-face meeting; in the publicly archived minutes, Swire explicitly notes that
he thinks anti-trust is not a concern with the proposal because of the general
improvement in consumer welfare and choice through the adoption of DNT.129
But a repetition of that issue in side conversations at the Sunnyvale meeting led to a
private huddle of some of those participants – while the rest of the Working Group
had an extended co�ee and snack break. I recall speaking to another Working
Group member during that break about a smaller technical matter (communicating
signals between servers and end users) and that member expressing skepticism
about the value of working out any such details when the real blocking issue was
being discussed elsewhere.

Having not been in that smaller side conversation, and not having any notes
from it, I �nd myself both as a participant and as a researcher frustrated and
unable to draw an express conclusion of what exactly was discussed. It seems that
some anti-trust concern had been expressed regarding an agreement from browser
vendors (key implementers of DNT and open to agreement with the DAA proposal
framework) to agree to some limits on what blocking they would engage in for
online services that complied with user’s expressed DNT signals – the concern
being that this would inhibit competition between browser vendors on privacy
features around cookie-blocking, tracker-blocking, ad-blocking, default settings
and how DNT signals were set by users or perhaps restrictions put in place by

129Minutes, May 6th

https://www.w3.org/2013/05/06-dnt-minutes
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browsers on the installation of extensions that would set DNT signals. �at I can’t
get more speci�c on what in particular was the concern is a side e�ect of the lack
of transparency and di�erent interpretations from di�erent people I spoke with.

However those details were discussed, Swire and others were not con�dent that
a deal could be announced or agreed upon with this expressed anti-trust concern
from the FTC, and the remainder of the Working Group meeting focused on a
smaller set of actions the group could take going forward130 but without any of
the larger deal resolution that had been hoped and planned for.

5.3.2 �e di�erent purposes of transparency A lack of transparency about
this particular conversation or controversy is frustrating for the researcher, sure,
but this example also illustrates some of the di�erent ways that transparency can
contribute to the legitimacy of a governance process.131 Transparency can: 1)
establish a record for later debate or review; 2) provide the opportunity to address
facts or issues during a deliberation; and, 3) better inform stakeholders about
in�uences or disruptions to a process.

�at transparency comes up in the context of anti-trust in a standard-setting
body is not unusual; indeed, transparency is a key procedural protection that
standard-setting bodies rely on to avoid the liability of potential anti-competitive
behavior for their participants. By having meetings, discussions and decisions
clearly documented, groups can have a record of their reasoning that can rebut
subsequent allegations of anti-competitive motives.

In this sense, transparency is building evidence for later arguments. �is is
one characteristic of transparency in legislative contexts, where, for example, the
Congressional record can build evidence for later judicial interpretation or review.
Standard-setting organizations like W3C also use this as a logistical cost-saver:
by having records publicly archived, responding to legal threats and steps like
discovery becomes trivial – counsel can provide a link to a mailing list rather
than exhaustively reviewing private records for relevance. In this case, though,
transparency is lacking not around a decision that might have implicated the
parties in collusion, but rather around the details of a concern about a decision
that was not made.

130See the full day’s meeting minutes Minutes, May 8th (messier) and the �nal deliverable

agreed on and published at the end of the meeting: Consensus Action Summary (deliverable from

May 2013 meeting).
131�is is a very limited subset of the potential uses of transparency for governance generally;

consider, for example, the four kinds described by Kosack and Fung (2014).

https://www.w3.org/2013/05/08-dnt-minutes
https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2013May/att-0049/Consensus_Action_Summary.pdf
https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2013May/att-0049/Consensus_Action_Summary.pdf
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It seems plausible that the anti-trust objection was misinformed or even simply
misunderstood; without having it publicly described, there was no further oppor-
tunity by the broader group to analyze or evaluate its signi�cance. Closed-door
conversations can be derailed in ways that might have been corrected in more
transparent settings. In this way, transparency is a bene�t for legitimacy not in
uncovering corrupt motives, but instead in allowing issues to be rebutted and
responses to be made. �is is characteristic of transparency in administrative
law, where rule-making procedures typically involve transparency about all data
and comments that went into a decision, so that impacted stakeholders have the
opportunity to respond.

However, it also seems feasible that the anti-trust objection may not have been
the ultimate problem, but rather that ad industry consensus was unstable and
couldn’t remain around the DAA “Dra� Framework” proposal. Under that analysis,
the main impact of the anti-trust concern would be procedural or disruptive – it
made it harder to get a simultaneous commitment from many stakeholders in
May 2013, which subsequently made it harder to implement a DAA and browser
agreement, even though anti-trust may not itself have been a large substantive
risk.

Taken in that procedural disruption way, it becomes more subjective how to
frame the impact: if you want to blame the FTC for the lack of DNT agreement,
you can do so; if you’d rather blame ad industry trade associations, you can do
that; if you want to blame some other group, you can – there will be little doc-
umentation to settle those disagreements ultimately now. �ere would always
be contemporary and retrospective debates about those questions, but it can be
qualitatively di�erent when points identi�ed as key by the participants lack trans-
parency. From a retrospective view in conducting research on this process, more
transparency might have provided more evidence regarding what would make
multistakeholder processes more or less likely to reach consensus outcomes, but
that kind of transparency may be di�erent from the transparency necessary to
support the legitimacy of a consensus agreement.

5.3.3 Lessons for the policymaker’s role What we might be able to take away
from a procedural disruption interpretation, though, are some re�ections on
policymaker participation in multistakeholder negotiation.

FTC representatives deliberately chose to employ a so� touch and communi-
cated with stakeholders more through side conversations and less as leading the
way within the process or setting out very particular goals. �at appears to be an
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intentional strategy to delegate not just technical implementation details but also
the political process of �nding an acceptable outcome to the stakeholders them-
selves through the multistakeholder group, rather than being the direct source
of the �nal outcome.132 Some participants retrospectively concluded that more
aggressive engagement could have moved things forward.

So, trying to get the FTC to be more aggressive in there. I mean, again,
it’s not the FTC’s instinct. I just think the instinct is to lay low, but
maybe it shouldn’t be.

Many also attribute FTC’s use of so� power as driving engagement with the
Do Not Track process or with work on DNT at all. �at these might be examples
of “so� power” doesn’t mean they’re similarly so� in touch in the sense of being
hands o� or indirect: Chairman Leibowitz could give quite prominent speeches
on the topic.

Whenever the FTC chairman gave a speech about problems in this
area or someone senior in the European Commission did, there
seemed like there was more interest in dealing

[industry] wanted to know if Leibowitz was going to make good on
his threats to take action, and so call it regulation by raised eyebrow
or whatever you want to call it.

But that combination of a loud supporter of the process and a quiet on-the-
sidelines participant may lead to challenges when the FTC has a concern or discour-
ages a negotiated agreement in process. Positions communicated by policymakers
in private fora can have a strong in�uence, and one that lacks the transparency
bene�ts of administrative law including activating stakeholders and providing a
possibility to respond.

132For concerns regarding legitimacy and accountability with strategies of delegation, see

“Drawing comparisons” in Internet Standard-Setting and Multistakeholder Governance. �is

distinction between technocratic and stakeholder-balancing or democratic views also arises in

questions over the individual’s role in the following section on Individuals vs organizations in

standard-setting process.
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5.3.4 Di�erent e�ects on competition Competition also comes up as a theme
not just in the speci�c sense of the collusion targeted by anti-trust law. One
perspective that some interviewees emphasize is that market competition is simply
a constant background motivation for corporate investment in participating in
technical standard-setting.

Standards are a competition, right? Standards are always a deliberate
act. [. . . ] People come to the table with vested interest. Everybody at
the table in a standards body has an objective that they’re working
towards, something that they see as an outcome, and there are winners
and losers in the standards process.

Regarding the DNT process in particular, interviewees refer to these competi-
tion issues, sometimes with aggressive language.

Everyone was using it as a way to get a competitive advantage to screw
the other group

I don’t always agree with this privacy advocate, but we o�en can have
a discussion, but at least I know where they’re coming from. �ey’re
not trying to steal my customers or kill my products so they can sell
more of their products. But when it’s a competitor, you know that
they are trying to steal your customers and to kill your product to sell
more of their product.

In many cases, the “competitor” is, implicitly, a competitor in a slightly di�erent
�eld (or that entire �eld or business model), rather than a more direct competing
company. So, a third-party advertising network might identify the competitor
as the browser vendor whose changes in functionality may a�ect their business
model (rather than another third-party advertising network with a similar business
model directly competing for the same customers on a similar basis), or a company
with a large �rst-party presence might be able to siphon advertiser customers from
third-parties.

�ese particular arguments are interesting to me because they seem to put a
normative preference for the status quo, a kind of entitlement to current infras-
tructure. It’s ‘uncompetitive’ in this sense to change the technical infrastructure
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that another company’s business model currently relies on, but it’s not implied that
there was some obligation to build the technical infrastructure to be that way in
the �rst place.

Large shi�s in technology don’t seem to have the same entitlement e�ect, and
so, for example mobile device operating systems don’t have to provide all the
same tracking features that desktop Web browsers previously had. For example,
references to the “post-cookie world” are commonplace in the online advertising
trade literature – the terminology can refer to many things, but o�en includes
“mobile” (referring either to mobile operating systems not providing the same
cookie functionality or the relative popularity of iOS and Safari which has had
stricter cookie limitations), device proliferation or, especially recently, increased
cookie blocking from browsers.

Once a system has been around for a while though, making changes leads to
calls of anti-competitive practices, although usually between companies that aren’t
direct competitors. In a way, this becomes a version of backwards compatibility and
avoiding deprecation of features: advertisers will regularly lobby Apple or Google
to slow down their publicized plans to limit access to IDFA (the iOS identi�er for
advertising) or third-party cookies.

�ere is similar sentiment from those who don’t identify it as an explicit
attack or attempt to undermine others: “it’s sort of an interesting shi� in power
because it would only constrain everybody else.” Or, related, that the di�erences
in compliance costs could have disparate impacts based on company size even
if a technical and regulatory architecture required consistent application by all
competitors:

�e cost of implementing things is more easily borne if you are a
major corporation. If you are tiny and you suddenly have all of these
compliance things to worry about, you can’t even get o� the ground,
right?

�ese are considerations that are familiar to public policy experts, although
in some cases they’re being expressed (sometimes with a sense of novelty) by
individuals with more engineering-focused backgrounds. Concerns about the
impacts of consolidation among tech �rms or among �rms involved in de�ning
the prominent platforms or protocols for the Internet are widespread beyond this
study of privacy in standard-setting. Corporate consolidation and in�uence in
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Internet standard-setting may be described in part through more quantitative
analysis of participation patterns.133

But standard-setting is also explicitly identi�ed as a pro-competitive process
by some interviewees, and the cooperation between direct competitors is common
and notable.

Relationships can become convivial and informal between representatives of
directly competing companies:

it’s not just they’re in their own little world and I’m in my own little
world, and the only time we meet on the battle�eld is at the W3C, but
I’ll pick up the phone and call [redacted] and say, “Hey, what are you
doing about this?” And it’s a very comfortable thing, so I don’t have
the write an email and proof the email and make sure that it comes
from the right point of view.

And that extends beyond the interpersonal level: “it’s friendly competition.”
�is comes up in the sense of collaborative development of a platform, e.g. “the
Web platform,” by competitors – either among browser vendors or of the Web �eld
more broadly. �at standard-setting is a competitive act or e�ects the competitive
market between companies doesn’t negate that standard-setting for the Internet
and the Web is a cooperative act that enables a range of commercial and non-
commercial activity. As we will see, that shared perspective among the individuals
who conduct that work, but also work for employers competing for customers,
helps de�ne the ultimate and o�en policy-related e�ects of these processes that
bridge diverse and competing organizations.

133See the section on Who participates and why it matters, but also ongoing research work,

within the Bigbang project or in the work of Niels ten Oever, including: ten Oever and Beraldo

(2018) and Arkko et al. (2019).
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5.4 Individuals vs organizations in standard-setting
process

5.4.1 “the theory” of individual participation

Individuals who participate in the process are the fundamental unit
of the IETF organization and the IETF’s work. �e IETF has found
that the process works best when focused around people, rather than
around organizations, companies, governments or interest groups.
�at is not to say that these other entities are uninteresting - but they
are not what constitutes the IETF.
– A Mission Statement for the IETF (Alvestrand 2004)

�e procedural principle of individual a�liation is frequently cited and dis-
cussed by participants in IETF standard-setting, as well as in its documentation
and by its leadership. Individual a�liation takes on a sort of mythical status: every-
one knows and talks about it, and knows that it isn’t quite true, but also that it has
some weight and history behind it. According to my interviewees with substantial
experience at IETF, it’s a “narrative” or a “story” or a “theory”:

there is the theory that all people at the IETF are participating in
their individual capacity and are not representing their employer. I
say that is a theory because of course in reality most people there are
acting consistently with the interests of their employer, but, I mean,
especially in the early days of the IETF kind of back into the ’80s
and ’90s [..] engineers who were there [. . . ] their employers were
forward-looking enough to assign them to essentially go contribute
to the IETF and to not be heavily pursuing a corporate agenda.

Participants note examples (sometimes very speci�c, sometimes general) where
an employee will take a di�erent position from their employer’s direct interest,
both at IETF and W3C, or where they themselves handle the tension of aligned
but not identical goals for their work. �ese separations are attributed to a few
factors:

• “conscience” from an individual doing the right thing counter to their em-
ployer’s interest,

• autonomy and �exibility that an employee may be granted perhaps related
to seniority,
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• credibility of reputation developed by individuals who participate while
employed by multiple organizations over time

Sometimes you see someone who does something that’s clearly not
in their employer’s interest and you just think, “wow, that’s amazing.”
And sometimes there are really serious experts who are distinguished
enough that they have a lot of freedom in their job, or they work in
research or a lab or something and they’re not constricted by the fact
that they already have features built into a product.

�at was [Company’s] goal. Yeah. It’s not my goal. My goal was to not
break the Internet. It’s most of what I do, is not break the Internet.

Employees at times have this latitude because of an interest from their employer
in supporting standards development work: sometimes that’s because the company
has a particular product or business goal dependent on improving standards in
an area, but also it can be because a company wants “insight into what was going
on” (or similarly “active awareness”) or “visibility” by having their employee in a
prominent role with “active involvement.”134 �ere are signi�cant similarities here
to the boundary organization collaboration of open source so�ware foundations
(O’Mahony and Bechky 2008): where companies can fund employees to work on
“areas of convergent interest” in an open source project, while allowing that project
to maintain its own practices.135

5.4.1.1 E�ects on behavior �e examples above of individual participation
share a sense that an individual’s role in the larger Internet community has, some-
times, a priority over their role as an employee or representative. Long-time
standard setting participants note that this experience can in�uence or moderate
how an individual behaves because of their longer-term, cross-company interest.

Most people don’t stick to a single company forever. And so, that
colors behavior. �at works as long as you are within what is typically
called a community or within an industry in the broadest sense.

134�ese quotes in passing are from two di�erent interviewees.
135�is connection has been detailed previously in Doty and Mulligan (2013), and there are

particular connections here since there is overlap between those open source projects and standard-

setting organizations.
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Engagement in the collaborative process of developing the infrastructure that
is the Internet requires or at least bene�ts from this long-term and larger-scale com-
mitment. �ese situations in technical standard-setting seem especially relevant
for engineering professionals, rather than others in business, product development
or legal teams, where �nancial considerations or the client’s position are more
primary to the job. And it coincides with technical standard-setting organizations
being an arena where engineers are o�en given latitude to take public positions
without requiring more extensive sign-o� from the rest of their organization.

�e closest analog that I heard outside of engineering was from ad industry
participants who sometimes refer to the future direction of the industry as a whole.
In particular, this seemed to be attributed to leadership, in the sense of senior
executives of large companies or leadership of industry trade associations, rather
than a perspective of typical participants or employees of member companies.

And so you can cut through sort of, you know, junior-level perceptions
of what they feel their goal is, and by moving it to that board level, they
truly do care about the ecosystem, right? �ey want all businesses to
�ourish.

A focus on ecosystem or platform or more than a single company or interest
can be compatible with this sense of forward-looking planning and more collab-
orative behavior. In the case of high-level �rm leadership or technical seniority,
it might in both cases be motivated by the possibility of moving between �rms
and organizations and having an interest in positive relationships and reputation.
Consider the trends described in Regional Advantage (Saxenian 1996) and the
Silicon Valley culture of employees easily moving, and cross-pollinating ideas,
between competing chipmakers.

However, a more cynical explanation for an individual’s divergence from an
organization’s interest comes up in the context of Do Not Track:

there’s a class of kind of advocates, mostly on the industry side, proba-
bly entirely on the industry side, at least from my point of view, who
have a vested interest in gumming things up and in friction when it
comes to e�cient government action, and, honestly, a lot of times
they’re not doing it, I think, even in the best interests of their clients
or particular companies. �ey’re doing it because it makes them more
important. It raises their pro�le, makes them more essential. It makes
them the kind of main roadblock, which makes them the main broker
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that you have to pay attention to, and of course it leads into billable
hours. And so I feel like there’s this class of D.C. advocate, D.C. lob-
byist who �ts that bill, and I think I felt like the Do Not Track room
was full of enough of those people that it derailed a lot. I know I’m
making a lot of assumptions here that probably other people would
disagree with, but that was kind of my take.

�at is, while we might identify cases where an individual will diverge from
an employer’s direct interests because of a community interest, there may also be
cases where an individual may diverge in order to bene�t themselves directly, in
terms of power or �nancial interest. In that case, divergences can lead to more
obstructive behavior, relative to what the client might prefer, or relative to what
the broader community may need.

5.4.1.2 Individuals representing an organization And in the context of nego-
tiations over Do Not Track, there are also objections to these divergences or a
preference or respect for direct representation of an employer’s or client’s interests.
Respect for representing a client or a position is tied to the idea of being a good
faith and principled participant who believed what they were saying or advocated
for a genuine interest, even when the speaker disagrees with the identi�ed person.

two or three people in the Do Not Track process, who were on the
other side of me on every issue, who were not terribly pleasant to
work with, but at the same time I think were basing their opinions
strongly on ideals or strongly on what they thought one particular
company wanted or needed

We almost never agreed substantively on the issues, and [he] might
skewer me about half a dozen things in the press or on Capitol Hill.
[He] and I have testi�ed on the same panels in front of Congress. [. . . ]
We had a job to do. We both believed in what we were doing, and I
think we both did a really good job.

�ese are positive evaluations of behavior not just because someone’s state-
ment might be reasonable or principled, but because they were advocating for a
company’s or an organization’s interest and that was their “job to do.”

(See also: good faith vs bad faith and participant antagonism, as detailed in
the earlier section on process.)
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Under the perspective that employees should represent their employers faith-
fully, there are also cases where a lack of internal coordination can create a situation
where a representative doesn’t know what other decisions may have been made
internal to a �rm. �is can cause a change in position in a standard-setting negoti-
ation or even con�icting statements from individuals in di�erent teams who are
employed by the same company. While this doesn’t get described in the same way
as bad faith, it can lead to practical frustration.

People in the room have views di�erent than their companies. [. . . ]
the people who were representing Microso� at DNT did not know
that Microso� was about to change its position [re: default settings].

Or, describing inconsistent positions and a lack of shared information from
experience (this quote refers to employees from a di�erent tech company):

he was pretty down on the lack of speci�city of the API and I was
kind of like, you work with the person who edited this thing, right,
really? [. . . ] honestly, what are you doing here? Can you guys go in
the corner and strategize for a little bit before you get up and say this?
[. . . ] Your coworker over there who’s actually building the product
thinks the exact opposite of you.

�is phenomenon is common in standard-setting, though it’s ironic to hear
Microso� as one example, as the informal reputation I had seen built up was that
Microso� was more likely to discuss and agree on something internally before
taking a position at a standards body, where Google was more likely to have
di�erent teams that didn’t coordinate about their products and employees might
take opposite positions at the standards body and resolve them a�er the fact. People
have preferences in either direction – where the lack of internal coordination can be
frustrating, it can also be appraised for speed or transparency – but organizational
cultures di�er on how much coordination happens internally and separately from
the more public standard-setting process.

Some have positioned themselves as fundamentally opposed to companies that
do not su�ciently coordinate employee actions. Regarding potential changes to
cookie functionality in Firefox, the Interactive Advertising Bureau CEO Randall
Rothenberg described Mozilla in a trade press interview (Ebbert 2013):136

136�is quote is not from a research interview and is not similar in style to a research interview

discussion; incendiary statements of this kind are part of active campaigning, and not uncommon

from Rothenberg.
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Mozilla is obviously a very factionalized organization. It’s like mob
rule. It’s very di�cult if you’re a rational player. [. . . ] It’s not really
clear if there is a Mozilla itself, other than the radical players who
seem to have the ability to control what does or does not go into the
browser.

�is “mob rule” reference is perhaps frustration regarding the model of open
source so�ware development or the ability of non-employee developers (here called
“radical players”) to contribute code to the Firefox browser. Perhaps analogous
is similar frustration expressed (again, with caveats, in the press (DePillis 2013),
from an advertising industry lawyer) about the input of developers and developer
associations in a NTIA-convened multistakeholder process about mobile app
transparency: “Developers are the people we hire to do so�ware coding. �at’s
like saying the painter of a retail store makes decisions about the paint.”

�at engineers or developers may contribute to decision-making about so�-
ware, and may have the ability to do so without the hierarchical approval more
common in other industries, may contribute to some of the surprise or mismatch
of expectations here. As described in �e Ethics of Engineering, previously, engi-
neering is inherently ethically-laden and there is an impulse towards integration of
larger concerns into the practice of engineering. If engineering is inherently about
deciding on and bringing into being the good life, then the choices of engineering
will be signi�cant in a way that isn’t simply the direction of their employer.

5.4.1.3 Challenges to the equality of individuals In addition to a concern over
individuals not acting in concert with their organizations, some participants seem
to consider the equivalent status of individuals as an a�ront, or impractical, because
of its informality or the lack of appropriate representation.

And so you had somebody there representing a 100-billion-dollar
industry and you’ve got Jonathan Mayer who was what, 22 at the
time? And very smart. But the idea that he was going to show you, it
was just . . . it was really – there were so many dynamic issues at play.

It can at times, as in this case, be di�cult for participants to put directly
into words this mismatch feeling. It may also be related to discontent (this same
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participant calls it “absurd”) with the informality of procedural steps like a “hum”
to gather a sense of the room.137

Lower barriers to participation may be preferable for the idea of access, a
potential boon for legitimacy. But low barriers may also prove frustrating because
of who may choose to participate.

one thing that’s very odd, is who’s on the call and who’s not on the call,
right? So, if an individual in some country decides to show up every
week, they get to speak. And there’s a sort of formal equality to their
participation with the participation of people who’ve invested a billion
dollars in a particular thing. Or, the same as one of the public interest
groups that’s invested years and years of e�ort in the space, and then
some loud-mouth, who just like feels like showing up, gets the same
formal role in the process as the dedicated group that’s well-sta�ed
and very thoughtful. So, one way to say it is, you don’t have to have
skin in the game to be on those calls

“skin in the game” is an especially evocative description of this challenge, as it
provides a similar metaphor to “stakeholder,” that some commitment, investment
or ownership is a reason itself for legitimacy in participation. Individuals may
not have the same ability to demonstrate that weight that someone a�liated with
an organization can. �is is a sharp contrast to the legitimacy concerns raised
about implementers (and especially market leaders) having too great a power in
an interoperability-focused consensus process.

5.4.2 Di�erent views of individuals inmultistakeholder processes: representa-
tional vs collaborative One view of governance is that of balancing the interests
of stakeholders: what makes a decision legitimate and valuable is the positions of
important sub-groups that have a signi�cant stake in the outcome. Distinct, and
o�en quite di�erent, is a process where legitimacy and value comes from e�cient
and e�ective analysis of arguments’ validity by the key experts in the area – we
might call this the technocratic view.138 Internet standard-setting has typically
taken a part of both approaches through its interoperability focus: implementer

137Mentioned in brief in a popular press piece about the Do Not Track process: “‘Do Not Track’

Web System Stuck In Limbo” (2012).
138Sunstein describes the tension, which applies to all public law but especially administrative

law, as between the technocratic and democratic view, of expertise and accountability to the public

will (2014).
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weight is especially important in determining acceptable outcomes but insight is
valued for �nding and evaluating technical feasibility.139

�at individuals participate in a process rather than organizations is on one
level obvious: it’s people who are in the room or on the calls who are talking and
debating. Companies and organizations don’t take actions like that, although
it’s very common to anthropomorphize them in our language, perhaps based on
a mental model of �rm hierarchical decision-making.140 �at individuals are
a�ected by their a�liation with organizations, in�uenced by corporate priorities
even if distinct in their own goals and how they interpret them is also clear. What’s
of interest, though, is how those individuals within (or perhaps mediated by)
organizations build relationships, collaborate, compete and come to decisions in a
consensus standard-setting process.

�e representational view of individuals in a multistakeholder process mini-
mizes their personal perspectives, expertise or interests: the role of a representative
is to accurately represent the positions she has received from the represented group
and to argue most e�ectively for the represented group’s interests. And for the
stakeholder-balancing view of multistakeholder process and its legitimacy, repre-
sentation is a natural �t for what’s expected from each participant.

But a collaborative view of individuals in a multistakeholder process maximizes
their expertise in a problem-solving orientation, where they have a high-level
goal based on (or at least aligned with) their organization’s priorities and have
autonomy to use their own perspective to navigate towards a practical outcome.
For a technocratic view of processes where quality of argument is key, encouraging
individuals to collaborate with their own expertise seems most �tting.

I argue that the Internet standard-setting process attempts to accommodate
both the stakeholder-balancing and the technocratic view of the process and both

139�at it might be possible to bridge these procedural and substantive views of legitimacy, or

both rationality of argument and the material conditions of the world in making decisions, is not

novel. For example, Habermas’ view of discourse ethics maintains that under the right conditions

of autonomy and speech, procedural requirements can guarantee just outcomes, and Froomkin

argues that IETF standard-setting is a rare (unique!) example of this idealized practical discourse

within a particular community (2003). �is work is not focused on testing this hypothesis,

although there is plenty of evidence here about strategic action to counter that argument if others

are interested in it. Instead, I am simply trying to explain the di�erent approaches that people

have to a multistakeholder process and the sources of the con�icts for those who do not accept

a combined view and how they respond to individuals and their unclear relationships to larger

stakeholder organizations.
140See also the concept of “institutional synecdoche,” as described previously in Internet

Standard-Setting and Multistakeholder Governance.
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the representational and collaborative views of participation. �ere is audible frus-
tration from anyone expecting purity of either perspective. A representationalist
will be angry that an individual without su�cient stake needs to be addressed; a
collaborativist will be disappointed that crass concerns about someone’s business
model interfere with a more rational or bene�cial outcome. But the potential
bene�ts of using consensus multistakeholder technical standard-setting to make
progress on tech policy challenges rely on both the pragmatic feasibility of �nding
outcomes acceptable to key stakeholders and the potential innovation of problem
solving among a heterogeneous group of people with varied backgrounds and
expertise.

It is possible that to the extent that the architecture and implementation of the
Internet has been a success for liberal – in the sense of Postel, but also perhaps
Mill – outcomes, it is the combination of those views of a process for individuals
that has contributed to its success.

5.4.2.1 Individuals vs organizations �ere is an imperfect but apparently sub-
stantial alignment between organization-centered and individual-centered per-
spectives on process. Consider the following categories.

Table 2: Individual vs organizational views of multistakeholder
process

organization-centered individual-centered

unit of participation organization individual
scope of work policy technology
task decision-making implementation
purpose of a process balancing of stakeholder interests technocratic
form of process negotiation problem-solving
role for individual representation collaboration

Not all disagreements or con�icts described in the qualitative analysis above
line up with these categories. For example, some might agree with the individual’s
role as representational, but disagree about who should be represented (herself,
one’s employer, the larger cross-organizational community to which one belongs).
But the merging of these two categories does explain some regular confusion.
Some object to a technical standard-setting body as the wrong venue for making
policy decisions, preferring legislative or administrative governments for that
purpose; others object to the engineers being involved in decision-making rather
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than sticking to implementation.141 �e tension of impulses towards separating en-
gineering from ethics or policy and the impulse towards more directly integrating
it re�ects this distinction in the particular �eld of engineering.142

One approach is to explicitly recognize the di�erence between these categories
and that they’re both relevant and then try to divide them up. P3P designers tried
to make that explicit with vocabulary vs policy choices, and the Tracking Protec-
tion Working Group also divided deliverables into compliance and preference
expression syntax. Some involved in the DNT process and some that I spoke with
would have advocated to push that separation further, separating technology and
policy and enabling a tussle over which compliance policy would be chosen or
accepted.

What if, instead, we recognized not only the di�erences but also the increasing
blurring of these boundaries and embraced that merging? We might, as in the
case of DNT, see processes where stakeholders discussed and learned technical
details, business practices and policy implications in a combined setting and we
might see more people with combined technical and policy expertise, as discussed
in the following section on patterns of participation.

141�ere are also contrasting views of engineering as a profession and the relationship of the

individual engineer to her employer. Following that representational view, the engineer works

on behalf of the client, implementing to their exact speci�cations and setting aside any of her

own value judgments for the needs of the client (which might be the employer, or the end user).

Following the collaborative view, the engineer considers not only the needs of the client, but also

her own values and her insights into the design and how it will interact with others.
142Again, see, previously,�e Ethics of Engineering.
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5.5 Who participates and why it matters
In studying processes like technical standard-setting, I have been especially at-
tuned to who is participating. In order to evaluate multistakeholder processes for
developing techno-policy standards that can resolve public policy disputes, we
must consider access and meaningful participation – essential criteria for both
the legitimacy and the long-term success of these governance e�orts.

But who participates will be measured not just by personal characteristics,
but also by the political importance of the stakeholders who are represented in a
particular process. How the stakeholder groups are divided up and the number of
“sides” they represent is discussed below.

Participation is not a binary, in-or-out characteristic, so this section also looks
at the roles that participants play within technical standard-setting communi-
ties: who stands out as formal or informal leaders and how the social network is
structured.

Finally, I look at the expertise and experience of participants in developing
techno-policy standards and how participants call out the need for more integrated
backgrounds.

5.5.1 Why participation matters for legitimacy Informal and non-state pro-
cesses may have opportunities for more open doors and greater access by anyone
interested or a�ected – you don’t have to be elected or pay a large fee to show
up at a conference call or mailing list – but they also may (and o�en have) not.
In addition, voluntary standards aimed at interoperability have a certain kind of
legitimacy backstop: if the implementers aren’t in the room (a failure at the step
of convening143), then it’s likely none of the durable e�ects of a standard will be
implemented.

But the scale of those a�ected by the future design of the Internet is extremely
broad and not limited to the companies likely to implement any new standard.
As described previously, a consensus for interoperability may be meaningful, but
alone won’t settle concerns about legitimacy.144

�e diversity of stakeholders for the Internet and Web is enormous – including
governments and businesses of all kinds, as well as end users from around the
world. Who participates and the industry or organizations they represent may

143See the stages of success in standard-setting process.
144See Internet Standard-Setting and Multistakeholder Governance in the section “Legitimacy

and interoperability” and in Doty and Mulligan (2013).
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determine how technology is designed and what functionality and values the
larger socio-technical system provides. And for questions of direct public policy
importance, the legitimacy derived from participation may have a greater weight
than it is on matters that appear to be more simply technical or functional.

5.5.2 Demographic representation in technical standard-setting �at the ex-
perts participating in the detailed technical standard-setting processes – including
ones speci�c to key issues of online privacy – are not representative of the world,
or the United States or the users of the Web is well-known and widely accepted.
Feng, for example, asks “where are the users?” and argues that serious limitations
arise from end users not being able to e�ectively participate and not necessarily
being either well-understood or well-represented (2006). Froomkin (2003), even
in arguing that IETF practice is a form of ideal discourse, raises the question
of, “where are the women?”145 Froomkin accepts that the IETF is dominated by
English-speaking men, but hints that diversity may be improving because of a
woman in a position of leadership; no quanti�cation is present.

One limitation noted by these two particular authors but encountered when-
ever the problem is raised is that e�ective participation in standard-setting fora
covering these detailed technical topics requires extensive expertise, as well as
time and money. As noted previously,146 while formal barriers may not prohibit
anyone from reading mailing lists or joining teleconferences and while fees may
not generally be prohibitive, the time involved to read every email message, the
money to spend those hours and to travel to in-person meetings in order to be
most e�ective and best connected to all other participants and the training neces-
sary to understand the implications of proposals or to recommend alternatives
are all limiting to general participation.

However, some participants in the Do Not Track process also noted that ex-
pertise regarding Internet architecture would not be the only or appropriate kind,
in part just because of the lack of demographic diversity. �at missing expertise
might include not only particular disciplinary training in ethical, legal or policy
issues but also cultural or personal understanding of lived experience.

I don’t even know how to frame that debate [over what is ethically
acceptable re: privacy], and I think having technologists try to work

145In this case, quoting and citing feminist scholars who are critical of Habermasian discourse

theory.
146See Doty and Mulligan (2013) and Internet Standard-Setting and Multistakeholder Gover-

nance.
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out the answer to that kind of question is horrible. We need ethicists
and lawyers and sociologists and so on, people who understand social
debate and policy and norms to have that debate. I also think that
technologists having that discussion will be culturally insensitive; the
bulk of the technologists are Anglo males, perhaps not the bulk of the
world’s population are a�ected by this debate.

�is perspective may seem familiar; there is an argument that the profession
of engineering may rely on a higher ranking of “poets, philosophers, politicians”
to settle fundamental questions of values and that there is a separation of con-
cerns between engineering and analysis of ethical values.147 Our correspondent,
a technologist in their own framing, distinguishes that issue of policy expertise
from cultural sensitivity and demographic representativeness, but the ideas are
intertwined.

�is was echoed by another participant who tied the speci�c lack of gender
diversity in meetings to a concern that Do Not Track or related privacy work
involves policy goals, despite being a technical standard. While there are signi�cant
reasons to be concerned about the lack of gender and demographic diversity in
engineering communities in general,148 diversity of participation is identi�ed as
especially important for questions of policy or ethical values.

5.5.2.1 Semi-automated estimates of gender andparticipation �ere are many
demographic dimensions that may be relevant to questions of legitimacy over
the design of Internet protocols. Because these tech communities face prominent
controversies over sexual harassment and discrimination in employment contexts,
gender has been one such area of interest. Gender is: 1) highlighted by some
interviewees as an important demographic characteristic with a marked disparity,
and, 2) an area where we may be able to use quantitative data to validate and

147Ortega y Gasset and Miller (1962), as detailed previously in “Separation vs. Integration” in

�e Ethics of Engineering.
148Namely, at least, the following:

1. Equality of access to opportunity in engineering careers

2. Quality of heterogeneous teams

3. Relevance of personal experience and knowledge in engineering

4. Inherent and essentially ethically laden nature of all engineering (as described previously

in�e Ethics of Engineering.)
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explore the disparity at a di�erent scale. As such, it’s a �tting particular case to
explore with a mix of methods.

5.5.2.1.1 Methods, questions and caveats Mailing list conversation repre-
sents a primary discussion forum for IETF and W3C standard-setting conversa-
tions, including the Tracking Protection Working Group, and these mailing lists
are publicly and permanently archived. Using those mailing list archives, we may
begin to gather data on questions such as:

1. What is the gender distribution of participants in Internet and Web technical
standard-setting?

2. How do gender distributions vary between di�erent groups?
3. And, in terms of evaluating the practicality of this methodology: to what

extent can fully automated or semi-automated methods be used to provide
estimates of gender distribution on large, computer-mediated communica-
tions fora?

�ese are relevant and important questions for the larger project’s attempt to
understand patterns of participation and what conclusions we can draw about
representation and legitimacy of decision-making. For the utility of metrics for
demographic diversity in large data sets, the caveats and ethical considerations in
conducting that analysis and in the automated methods for doing so, I have tried
to build on the work of J. Nathan Matias (2014).

Like all methods, there are substantial limitations in using quantitative, au-
tomated tools. Signi�cant caveats must accompany the use of these tools for
measuring the demographics of participation.

• Identifying individuals in computer-mediated fora is di�cult. �ere are few
restrictions on the names or email addresses that participants use, people
may use multiple email addresses at once or change them over time or share
them.

• Inferring gender, through automated or manual means, is known to be
imperfect. Neither automatic inferences nor human annotation will always
accurately identify someone’s gender.

• Gender is neither perfectly stable nor ultimately externally observable. �e
presented gender of a participant may change over time and may not be
known by other participants or an outside observer.
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• Cues for gender vary across cultures. While names, pronouns or other
language use may be speci�cally gendered in some languages or nations of
origin, that may not apply in all cultures.

�ese caveats provide context for the interpretation of results. In particular,
this method is not a reliable way of determining a particular person’s gender. While
intermediate data �les will include an inferred gender for many people, individual
values are not presented in results and should not typically be used. In addition,
population-level results may be skewed based on how people choose to present
themselves in these online technical discussion fora or based on limitations of
either automated or manual methodology.

If the caveats are so signi�cant, is this work still worth doing? I believe that it
is, for these purposes:

• descriptively evaluating the demographics and representation of decision-
making groups where participation is considered important for legitimacy;

• generating trends or identifying anomalies that would bene�t from further
investigation; and,

• evaluating the utility of automated and semi-automated methods for estimat-
ing gender and other demographic characteristics in computer-mediated
fora such as mailing lists.

To estimate the proportion of gender of participants on standard-setting mail-
ing lists, this work uses BigBang149 to crawl, parse and consolidate mailing list
archives. �e automated analysis here makes use of Gender Detector,150 a library
which makes estimates based on historical birth records, as described by Matias
(2014). Gender Detector is con�gured to return an estimate only when those birth
records show a very high correlation that a person with that name is assigned that
gender.

5.5.2.1.2 Initial results on gender disproportion Further analysis of semi-
automated methods and di�erent levels of manual resolution will be addressed in
future work. But for this initial investigation, we can review initial results from
the automated process, for some insight into the three questions above.

149https://github.com/datactive/bigbang and see the Methods chapter for more description.
150https://github.com/malev/gender-detector

https://github.com/datactive/bigbang
https://github.com/malev/gender-detector
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Figure 15: Gender fractions by Working Group or Interest Group

For a corpus of all active W3C Working Groups and Interest Groups as of
2017,151 we can estimate the fraction of male and female gender among participants
who sent at least one message to those mailing lists. �ose results are presented in
the table, Figure 1.

As we would expect, most groups seem to have mostly participants inferred
to be men. While many participants’ genders can’t e�ectively be estimated this
way, nonetheless the average fraction of participants that are identi�ed as men in
one of these working or interest groups is over half, while on average only 8% are
identi�ed as women. �ese averages may provide a useful baseline and a point of
comparison for future automated or semi-automated estimates. Diversity reports
published by several major tech companies, all of whom participate to some degree
in Internet and Web standard-setting, provide one point of comparison. In data
from 2015, the percentage of technology jobs held by women ranged from 13% at
Twitter to 24% at eBay (Molla and Lightner 2016). And while larger W3C surveys
are not currently available, there are reports on the demographic breakdown of
some leadership groups: as of 2018, the Technical Architecture Group was made
up of 10% women, although the Advisory Board was closer to parity (Ja�e 2018).

151While we could also run this on more recent or larger datasets, this one is of interest for my

purposes as it includes the Tracking Protection Working Group and the other focused groups at

W3C only that were active around the same time.
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Of the dozen groups with the largest fraction of participation from women
(these are the above average groups in this dataset), the dominant topics are: acces-
sibility, publishing and privacy.152 Even prior to any further manual annotation,
this data suggests that standard-setting around Web accessibility in particular may
be less male-dominated than other Web standards topics. �at the privacy topics
(the TPWG and PING, the Privacy Interest Group) also see relatively higher partic-
ipation from women in initial analysis might be a prompt to explore whether the
gender diversity is more signi�cant in an especially policy-relevant area. Further
qualitative work to investigate this demographic di�erence in particular groups
could be rewarding.

Finally, in every group there is a signi�cant fraction of the participants where
we can’t automatically estimate the gender. In particular, groups that discuss
internationalization or for other reasons have higher participation from Asia are
especially di�cult to estimate, as the automated system is con�gured based on
US-based birth records. �is limitation was known prior to any data analysis,
but it’s notable that because di�erent groups may have substantially di�erent
makeup by countries of origin, estimating gender based on name may be di�cult
to compare. If further automated or semi-automated methods like this will be
used, it might be worth exploring combining datasets that could detect gender
equally across multiple countries of origin rather than assuming that Western data
will be dominant.

5.5.3 Stakeholder groups: counting sides Another way to answer the question
of who is participating in a standard-setting process is to identify the particular
stakeholder groups they represent. As I sketched out previously,153 stakeholder
groups in standard-setting bodies overlap, and individuals can be a�liated with
di�erent sectors over time. People I spoke with who participated in the Tracking
Protection Working Group or were involved with Do Not Track more generally
were sampled from these di�erent stakeholder groups, but I also prompted them
to discuss the other stakeholders they were interacting or negotiating with.

Of particular interest, was the idea that there were two sides in the debate over
Do Not Track, a theme that arose during conversation with several participants
despite it not being one of my prompts.

152Also in this selection: a group that discusses life science research, a group that discusses

technology for “second screens,” and a group that discusses XML stylesheets.
153AMixed-Methods Study of Internet Standard-Setting, in particular “�e networked site” and

“Dimensions for sampling” although the ideas come up throughout the methodological overview.
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�e biggest problem with DNT is it was set up as trying to �nd a
compromise between [. . . ] privacy researchers and privacy advocates
on one side, and advertisers on the other. Privacy researchers have no
incentive to let companies gather information about their customers.
None at all. No reason for them to. �e advertising industry has no
incentive to take care of the customer or reduce the amount of data
that it collects. No incentive at all.

�is participant identi�es the two-sides framing as more extreme participants,
with, as a result, “no incentive” to compromise. Even among more positive assess-
ments, there is a similar view of sides: “I think on the positive side there’s been a
tremendous amount of progress made just from a high level in terms of getting
both sides to talk.”

However, what the two sides consisted of was not always consistent. Consider
two narratives. In the �rst, Do Not Track is a struggle between privacy advocates
and the online advertising industry. Advocates want to promote a new consumer
choice tool (or, based on your perspective, want to undermine or destroy the
business practices of online behavioral advertising or market research) and compel
advertising services to respect it; the ad industry wants to protect existing business
models and the economic bene�ts of ad-supported online content. Obviously any
brief description like this is going to oversimplify, but notably this doesn’t mention
web browsers (who build the so�ware that sends DNT headers) or web sites (who
operate servers that receive DNT headers, and who sell advertising). In the second
narrative, browser vendors are building and promoting DNT as a privacy feature
for their users (or, depending on your perspective, an anti-competitive move
to prioritize their business models over targeted advertising), in opposition to
the online advertising industry (that funds much of the revenue of the browser
vendor �rms). In this telling, consumer advocates are sidelined, policymakers are
unimportant and web sites remain uninvolved.

While the former perspective is probably more commonly ascribed in my
interviews, the latter perspective is also signi�cant, and gives a very di�erent tenor
to the negotiation.

we allowed the debate to polarize like that which I think was not
helpful, you know it ended up indeed o�en with the browser vendors
on one side of the table and the ad industry on the other, and the
consumer advocates being ignored.
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Some explicitly chose to identify a more diverse set of stakeholder groupings
as an attempt to unblock negotiations. Peter Swire, in particular, describes �ve
“camps”: “the privacy groups, the browsers, the �rst parties, the third parties and
the regulators.”154 Some of those terms of art may be opaque: “�rst parties” refers
to web sites, web publishers, online platforms – the New York Times, or Wikipedia,
or, o�en, Facebook are prominent �rst parties – organizations who operate web
services that a user will directly visit; “third parties” – an analytics service, the
online ad network that chooses the ad to show beneath a blog post, or Facebook
when it shows up as a like button on an article – are embedded observers of such
a visit, who collect data about a user’s visit and insert relevant advertising or other
content into a web page.

Notably, viewpoints of two sides also come up from multistakeholder process
participants I spoke with who weren’t involved with Do Not Track at all, for
example: “the business side or [. . . ] the privacy side,” or distinguishing between
implementers (especially browser vendors) and user advocates in a W3C context.

5.5.3.1 Relevance of stakeholder group analysis Is the level of granularity re-
ally so important?155 A two-sides perspective can in�uence:

1. the practical e�ects of attempting to �nd consensus;
2. our retrospective understanding of the di�erent viewpoints and dynamics

of participants; and,
3. future attempts to design similar privacy controls.

Regarding the process itself, a two-sides perspective encourages entrenchment
of participants and seeing the process as contentious. Participants describe a
“polarized” environment, and a lack of incentive to compromise or disagree with
others in one’s “side” even where there were signi�cant disagreements within
industry or advocacy, say. (For more, see �ndings on process, regarding animosity
and agreement.)

Regarding research on the Do Not Track process, a more granular description
of stakeholder groups is important for purposive sampling.156 For example, assum-

154�is is attributed because it is representative of his public approach to chairing and other

interviewees also recognize his identi�cation of a larger number of groups, although they might

refer to three rather than �ve.
155It’s possible to carve up any large group into di�erent numbers and sizes of subgroups, with

no essential preference beyond what’s pragmatic for analysis (Quine 1951).
156Again, see methods chapter.
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ing industry (or even, ad industry) as a singular group would have given me a very
di�erent set of perspectives if I had only interviewed advertising trade association
participants or only browser vendor employees. Beyond sampling, it’s useful for
research both to recognize variations within these larger categories and also the
tendency to agglomerate into two-sides perspective.

Regarding future designs, authors of the Global Privacy Control (which follows
a very similar design to the Do Not Track HTTP header) identify �rst-party
publishers as the recipients of the user’s expressed preference (one spec editor
is a representative of the New York Times) and more explicitly ties the design
to speci�c state legislation. Whether that e�ort is more likely to be successfully
adopted isn’t yet clear, but the di�erences rely on the debate not being as simple
as industry-vs-advocacy. Recognizing the multi-party nature and the relative
subtleties may help organizers of future multistakeholder process identify distinct
and promising opportunities for cooperative e�ort.

�at two-sides narratives also arise between implementers and privacy-advocate
non-implementers provides a cautionary tale about the e�cacy or legitimacy of
these multistakeholder processes. If privacy advocates cannot identify allies among
implementers of technical designs, then technical standard-setting processes or
other multistakeholder processes where technology is the primary implementa-
tion are likely to be disappointing. If organizers of multistakeholder process want
the potential legitimacy that comes from consensus standard-setting, expanding
beyond reluctant implementers and non-implementing advocates may provide
better results.

5.5.4 Roles within communities To understand participation, we have to see
not just who is and isn’t present, but something of the roles and connections they
have within the technical standard-setting process.

5.5.4.1 Leadership One “founding belief ” of the IETF, for example, is the lack
of formal governance structure: “we reject kings, presidents and voting; we believe
in rough consensus and running code.”157 While kings and presidents may not be
present, people I spoke with consistently highlighted the importance of leaders,
formal or informal, in directing work and ensuring key values.

157�is is prominently described in the Tao of IETF (“�e Tao of IETF: A Novice’s Guide to the

Internet Engineering Task Force” 2018), quoting David Clark.
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For example, some identify the seniority of Area Directors and the process
of IESG approval as essential to security and privacy considerations in Internet
standards:

the security area directors are like a force to be reckoned with at this
point.

IETF leadership have also used the ability to put conditions on the creation of
new groups to make sure privacy is considered early on (rather than just at the
stage of approving the �nal output).

the leadership of the IETF in a somewhat unusual move said, “no,
you cannot charter a working group to address location unless you
address privacy”

A few of the people I spoke with speci�cally cited the geopriv working group
that directly considered privacy, as well as formats for communicating location data.
Geolocation is also cited as a key privacy-related datatype in part because of the
relatively early development of the technology in Internet and Web standards.158

Leadership is also o�en referred to in chairing any particular group, whether a
Working Group at IETF or W3C, or multistakeholder processes in other settings.
While some participants with experience in such roles describe a necessity for neu-
trality about both the participants and the outcome, some also explicitly balance
that with needing a particular direction or motivation to be pushed forward. �is
description was given in the particular context of an ad industry trade association
process, but applied more broadly, and there are similar phrasings from other
multistakeholder process participants I spoke with:

you must have a strong leader with a vision, a goal and an agenda to
make any kind of multi-stakeholder process work. In the absence of
that it’s not gonna have an outcome that I would suggest is bene�cial.
People may or may not disagree, but I have never seen a sort of multi-
stakeholder kumbaya thing produce something without a very, very
strong vision and leader who said “�is is where we want to get to
and try and get there,” understanding you may not get everything you
want but set an agenda.

158�is is discussed further in How participants see privacy.
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Statements from quasi-leadership organizations and prominent individual
contributors have been signi�cant in responding to Snowden revelations about
the exploitation of security vulnerabilities in Internet and Web standards.159

5.5.4.2 Standard-setting organizations as social networks Because IETF is
a long-running e�ort and involves many distinct but connected areas of work,
conversation and debate, it’s also possible to identify the roles of individuals and
the connections between groups as a social network.

To continue with the idea of leadership, a bipartite graph of the participants
and the di�erent working groups at IETF makes it possible to calculate measure-
ments like centrality (L. C. Freeman 1978). �e people with the highest closeness
centrality are the ones that have the most co-a�liation with every other person,
or the shortest path to every other person. Automated accounts are, as we might
expect, extremely high on this measure – they’re used to send announcements
of publications and do so to basically every group. �e individual people high-
est ranked on this measure include Stephen Farrell, Jari Arkko, Ben Campbell,
long-time participants with leadership roles. �e highest ranked woman is Alissa
Cooper, current Chair of the IETF.160

�is graph of working group mailing lists and frequent senders can also demon-
strate the structure and interconnectedness of these groups, based on the partici-
pants who bridge them.

Further work is needed to quantify the relative level of interconnection (what
is the appropriate null hypothesis to contrast with?), but the visualization shows
that most groups and most participants are tied together by these overlapping
participants, with just a few more isolated individuals who frequently participate
but only on a single topic. In many cases, a multistakeholder process convened
to address a new topic or new idea may not have that consistent, multi-venue
interaction. Many of the people I spoke with who participated in the Tracking
Protection Working Group and the standardization of Do Not Track described
it as their �rst experience with standard-setting or W3C at all, and longer time
participants described that as an unusual experience:

159�is is described in more detail in previous work, looking at the responses to Snowden

revelations to illustrate how the IETF reacts to exogenous events and how that’s visible in mailing

list tra�c patterns and published documents: Doty (2015a).
160Annotated code available in this notebook, which also evaluates some other participation

metrics for IETF: https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participati

on/IETF%20Participants.ipynb

https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
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Figure 16: Colorized bipartite graphs of mailing lists for IETF Working Groups and
frequent senders.
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So that was a little strange. We spent a lot of time talking about what
we could and could not do as a working group, which you don’t usually
have to do.

Uncertainty about the process and how it works is one area (as this participant
is describing), and professionalism and empathy in relationships is another (see
previous section on e�ects on behavior). But the ability to build ongoing work-
ing relationships has also been identi�ed as an important success criterion and
condition for long-term success of the coordination we would hope to �nd from
techno-policy standards.161

5.5.5 Expertise and experience A �nal way to answer the question of who is
participating is to describe the expertise and experience of participants – that is,
not just who you are in some sense, or who you represent in some sense, but what
you know or how you work.

Described as of particular value are those individuals with both technical and
policy expertise: because of the tightly intertwined technical details and policy
implications of what we have described as techno-policy standards. We have
recognized some prominent participation in Do Not Track as having technical
and policy experience and described the growth of a community of practice with
interdisciplinary expertise around privacy (Doty and Mulligan 2013). Where
individuals don’t have that cross-disciplinary background, it might take some
close teamwork.

I think that when I participated in P3P, I had an engineer sitting with
me. I hired away [. . . ] from a product team a guy who, you know,
helped me and I helped him and we were hopefully e�ective together.
But it o�en requires people with a combination of both, you know, law,
policy and technical chops and there’s not a lot of people who have
both those [. . . ] so it may require a team, you know, unless you’re a
kind of a standards person who has kind of got a mix of those things.

It was not uncommon162 for a participant that I spoke with to describe their
previous experience with engineering or technology despite working as a lawyer, or
vice versa. �at additional expertise was o�en considered a competitive advantage
or a way to have more e�ective input on the discussion.

161Emerson et al. (2009), as described in Doty and Mulligan (2013).
162Indeed, it sometimes surprised me, despite the hypothesis in our previous work on this topic.
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While participants with combined technical and policy expertise were iden-
ti�ed as more common in this process, multiple people I spoke with also noted
that this may not have been evenly distributed; while industry organizations may
have generally been more resourced for participation, technical expertise and
familiarity was more likely to be present among privacy advocates and among the
more traditional Web standards participants.

In addition to individuals who bridged technical, legal or business exper-
tise, Do Not Track and other multistakeholder processes have o�en brought to-
gether people with disparate educational and professional backgrounds. My inter-
views are peppered with the informal comparisons that business executives make
about technical people, or that engineers make about lawyers, etc. While these
(over)generalizations may be interesting, I’m not certain how valuable they are
to report here. More relevant to questions of participation and what determines
success in multistakeholder process, though, is the challenge and importance of
communication between people with very di�erent career backgrounds. For exam-
ple, see the success criterion of learning as part of convening in the standard-setting
process.

5.5.6 Conclusions for legitimacy and e�cacy Participants in technical standard-
setting processes for developing Internet and Web protocols are certainly not
demographically representative, of the world, of the user population or even of
high-income Western countries. To the extent that relatively easy access to par-
ticipation could provide procedural legitimacy, multistakeholder processes may
have some advantages, but these standard-setting bodies still fall far short of sta-
tistical representation. However, it’s possible that certain policy-relevant areas,
including accessibility and perhaps also privacy, may have more parity on one
demographic dimension (gender) – this is worth further study, but may indicate
either that especially values-oriented topics are more likely to attract a broader
range of participants or that some sub-�elds have more proactively welcomed
broader participation, perhaps because the legitimacy of diverse participation is
recognized as important.

Beyond demographics, we o�en see legitimacy of a process by how stakehold-
ers participate in decisions that may a�ect them. How stakeholders are de�ned
may in�uence how these multistakeholder processes function and the “two sides,”
industry/advocacy, implementer/non-implementer perspective is commonly held,
and either a symptom or a contributing cause of entrenchment. Recognizing the
complex, multi-sided arrangements of Internet and Web services may help in
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identifying promising techno-policy standards work.
Finally, participants are, we must remember, individuals, not just represen-

tatives of organizations, and the roles, backgrounds and relationships they have
in�uence how multistakeholder processes operate. Leadership, not mere mod-
eration, in formal or informal ways from prominent and invested participants
can be a driving force and has been especially signi�cant for security and privacy.
Where technical standards have particular impacts or interactions with public
policy, there is a value for individuals who have both technical and legal expertise,
and an apparent trend towards participation by those multi-disciplinary profes-
sionals. While that may be a shi� in the background of participants, nonetheless
many involved in Do Not Track had little or no previous experience with technical
standard-setting or the rest of that community. Cross-boundary communication
and collaboration is a potential boon of techno-policy standards, but the lack of
close connected ties present in existing technical standard-setting communities
also demonstrates the challenge of building e�ective working relationships.
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5.6 How participants see privacy
In my conversations with standard-setting participants, I asked about their own
views on privacy: how they considered it as part of their work, in their lives
personally and for users of the Internet. Given the important decisions these
engineers, protocol designers, lawyers and executives make regarding online
privacy, it’s important to understand their own perspectives. It also served as a
useful introduction into more speci�c questions about Do Not Track or experiences
with particular technical standards that might have privacy impacts.

As described previously,163 privacy and security are values of special relevance
to the Internet and the Web. But though they are distinctly relevant, security and
especially privacy are still complex and contested ideas and their application to
the Internet or to so�ware engineering in general is not settled.

Here I will show the range of views of privacy as a concept to assist in under-
standing how those mental models a�ect decisions about privacy on the Internet.
Next, I look at some common touchstones that drive motivating examples for
technical standard-setting participants, including particular sensitive datatypes
and their implications. One touchstone in particular – how one thinks about
privacy for one’s own children – helps illuminate the ways that participants think
about privacy for others. Finally, tied to these di�erent concepts of privacy and
thinking about privacy for others, participants speak about the actual work of
privacy in technical and legal settings.

5.6.1 Views on privacy di�er It’s common to talk about privacy, a notoriously
complex, challenging and challenged concept, through some narrower property,
goal or sense. With the people I talked to, it o�en seemed that someone would
start talking about privacy-as-something – and even for people who explicitly
recognized variations in their own views on privacy and variation in the views
others hold (see below), it would frequently be useful to talk about one particular
sense or part of privacy at a time. Privacy-as-x can include a wide variety of
concepts: the privacy analytic from Mulligan and Koopman identi�es 14 distinct
dimensions for classifying claims of privacy (Deirdre K. Mulligan, Koopman, and
Doty 2016), which I’ll refer to regularly.

5.6.1.1 Privacy-as-con�dentiality An easily accessible example is privacy-as-
con�dentiality: a sense of privacy as keeping certain facts secret from others. �is

163See Privacy and Security: Values for the Internet.
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is brought up occasionally by interviewees, o�en as a contrasting concept, to say
that others used to see privacy in this narrow way, but they realize that it’s more
than that.

Here privacy is described as protection against the threat of violating con�den-
tiality:

privacy would be something related [to security] but a little bit di�er-
ent. It’d be more of like [. . . ] trying to discover something that the
user thought was hidden but is really not.

But con�dentiality can also be invoked as a historical contrast:

So 20 years ago when we thought about privacy it was really secrecy,
right. It was, “Don’t tell anybody anything about me”

Researchers have also noted this distinction, that privacy-as-con�dentiality
may have been an early attempt at privacy to engineering, as driven by applying
cryptographic functionality from security engineering (Danezis and Gürses 2010).

5.6.1.2 Privacy-as-control More commonly accepted or invoked was some
sense of privacy-as-control, what I would categorize as either informational self-
determination (A. F. Westin 1967) or a sense of user understanding and capability
to e�ect a choice about information. In the privacy analytic, control over personal
information is the object of privacy, it’s what privacy gives you.

From a very so�ware engineering perspective, this gets described as permission,
consent and control over so�ware:

when you look at a lot of web APIs you have to make sure that you’re
keeping the user �rst, and I think that’s the mantra that we tend to
talk about, making sure that the person using our products is in a
position where they can make knowledgeable decisions about what
they want to do with so�ware.

To me, the most useful [de�nition of privacy] is the right of an in-
dividual to control what happened to his own information. And it
means that I may decide voluntarily to give certain information to
another party. [. . . ] I may decide voluntarily I’m willing to give it to
this party in exchange for whatever bene�ts I derive from it. I tell
Google my current location, it gives me a map of the area, the stores
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around me or something. I know why they want to bene�t from it but
I’m getting some bene�t too, so I will do it.

From a business perspective, control may be closely tied to transparency and
the availability of controls. We might see these either as distinctive views of
the concept of privacy (e.g. that privacy is the ability to see what information is
collected and what controls are available) or as combining both what privacy is
and what functionality has to be implemented for the value to be maintained.

Privacy for us was primarily the interaction with a consumer and how
information was either collected or what controls were provided to
them and what disclosures, transparency came along with that.

It’s clear that the di�erent models of privacy have overlaps and connections.
Transparency frequently comes up in the context of privacy-as-control because how
can someone meaningfully exercise control if they don’t know what’s happening?

We’re very clear about the information we get through [data source],
what we do with it, what we don’t do with it. We say what we don’t do
with it. And so, people can make that choice.

5.6.1.3 Privacy-as-protecting-data Related to privacy-as-control but with less
focus on the user interaction are senses of privacy regarding data handling or
how data about a person is used a�er it’s collected; these might be de�ned as the
target of privacy, the personal data that is being protected (Deirdre K. Mulligan,
Koopman, and Doty 2016). �at could be as simple as not publishing log �les or
more complex enterprise privacy management systems.

So usually, for me, privacy means you have personal data: it could
be IP addresses, it could be email, it could be whatever. And privacy
research is about how to best handle this data, protect the data, make
sure that the data is used according to consent.

I think there were certain types of activities that [Company] felt like
it would like to be able to do if it took reasonable steps to protect data.
And there were people at [Company], and many of them product or
engineering people, who were very, very cautious. �ey would call
up all the time, can I do this? I’ve put a �ag on this. I have this data
separate over here. �ere were a lot of people really taking care, but
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within the context of taking care and pseudonymizing data there were
also tremendous business pressures.

�ese senses of privacy in data handling o�en have some sense of responsibility,
stewardship or appropriateness about how data is stored or used. From a European
regulation perspective, these concepts might be more familiar as much privacy-
related law is speci�cally about data protection (typically, ensuring conditions for
processing of personal data), rather than privacy rights.

5.6.1.4 Privacy-as-context-sensitivity While less commonly raised than these
concepts of control or protecting data, other conceptions of privacy were signi�-
cantly identi�ed. Related to personal information but touching more on social
norms and appropriateness would be respect for context. Most interviewees are
not speci�cally referring to Nissenbaum’s theory of contextual integrity (2004),
but may be in�uenced by it; there are multiple sources of “context” as a source for
privacy in engineering, including ubiquitous computing (Benthall, Gürses, and
Nissenbaum 2017).

How one tech employee described context and appropriateness:

Another aspect I think that we miss is that we have personae in real
life, what I do at work and what I do in my hobbies and what I do
at home or what I do in voluntary work and for other people, these
are all distinct aspects of myself. If I volunteer, I’m going to pick an
obnoxious example, at a clinic for sexually abused children, right, I
do not need adverts about sexually abused children following me at
work, and so this happy way that the online services just mashes all
together, you know if my job at work is doing video quality assessment
of online videos and some of them are pornography that doesn’t mean
I’m interested in pornography at home. So that’s another aspect of
online privacy that I think we completely missed, that is it appropriate
now, is this contextually appropriate, and that’s privacy again.

In this quote and a few other conversations, there’s an identi�cation that some
information is speci�c to a particular situation or part of life and not appropriate
to come up elsewhere, what we might call the collapsing of contexts as in danah
boyd’s work (2008).

Distinct but related are some ideas of privacy-as-relevance, that your privacy
can be violated by “too much information” or information that you didn’t want to
come across about family or colleagues.
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5.6.1.5 Privacy as freedom from intrusion While still related to information
about people, privacy-as-relevance or privacy-as-context-appropriateness connect
to the privacy concept as freedom from intrusion. To connect to the privacy
literature, we would typically look further back, to Warren and Brandeis and ‘being
let alone’ (1890), a particular interest in the late 19th century when photography and
newspapers were technologies changing the basic assumptions about intrusions
into our daily activities.

Two participants particularly highlight this idea of being le� alone in the
context of targeted advertising, expressing feelings of annoyance.

And as long as they’re le� with the opinion that users don’t care
they’ll do whatever �ashy thing makes the most awesome user experi-
ence where, you know, you buy shoes online and they deliver special
shoelaces to you in the next day because they think you’re awesome
and they think that you want that. Some people do, <laughs> you
know. I don’t. <laughs> I want you to just go away. I don’t want to
have any interaction with these people. I just want the thing that I
ordered, you know.

I used to think that personalized advertising would be an improvement
over general advertising, but actually I �nd it hugely annoying and
intrusive, and it’s stupid in many cases, you know, I wasn’t looking
at that for myself, I was looking at that because my friend Nick was
in my o�ce and he said, “Maybe we could �nd a product online,” I
was looking for my son, I was looking for him, or I’ve already bought
the damn thing, have you not noticed I’ve already bought the damn
thing, and so the way it follows you around, it’s sort of like having
a terrier, it’s constantly going, yap, yap, yap, behind you all the time,
nipping at your heels, it’s just infuriating.

Analogies to the Do Not Call program in the US have been familiar in Do
Not Track discussions (where the Do Not Track name comes from), despite rather
large di�erences in design and implementation. Also, Do Not Call is more nar-
rowly targeted to privacy in the sense of intrusion (telemarketers ringing your
landline during dinner), although intrusion (in addition to concepts of control
over information) is also sometimes identi�ed as relevant to online advertising.
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Intrusion (for example, the physical intrusion of stalking) can also be a frus-
tration to maintaining one’s own autonomy, a value identi�ed as protected by
privacy.164

And I kind of never felt that autonomy even as an adult because I was
then growing up with the internet, and so as an example, I went to
my boss and said [. . . ] “Okay. You’re putting our work schedules up
where anybody can see them, and I have somebody showing up at
my place of work before I get there,” and it was “Well, too bad. We’re
not going to change what we do,” and they were online, and that’s just
how it was.

5.6.1.6 Recognizing the variety of views of privacy �e variety of senses of
privacy that get discussed also re�ect varying levels of concern among participants
about their own privacy. And that variety among the population is something
the participants themselves recognize about Internet users, which has important
implications for the design of Web technologies.

For one baseline characteristic metric of privacy concern, I surveyed inter-
viewees based on the Privacy Segmentation Index,165 which divides people into
the categories of privacy fundamentalists, privacy pragmatists and the privacy
unconcerned. �at index has been used to show general trends in the public: that
many (and a growing number) are pragmatic about privacy, while people who are
unconcerned about privacy shrinks as a proportion (perhaps because of increased
awareness) and privacy fundamentalism is a growing minority (Kumaraguru and
Cranor 2005). Among my interviewees, only a single one was classi�ed as uncon-
cerned, the majority (16) were pragmatists, and a substantial minority (8) were
fundamentalists. (It o�en was not obvious to me, even among people I know pro-
fessionally, what category an interviewee would fall into.) �is generally re�ects
the trend in the public index, but our group of technical experts, privacy lawyers
and advertising industry employees are especially unlikely to be unconcerned or
unaware of privacy.

And while personal and professional perspectives on privacy certainly vary
among my interviewees, participants also recognize or conclude explicitly that
views of privacy di�er among di�erent professions, cultures, age groups and
especially among the body of non-expert users of the Internet and the Web.

164Again following the privacy analytic, autonomy may be a justi�cation for privacy, a reason

that privacy is needed.
165Also described as the Core Privacy Orientation, see A. Westin (2001).
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I think most people are somewhere in the middle and they have,
you know, di�erent things that they post that want to go to di�erent
audiences or they want everything to go to a somewhat larger group
of friends. But I don’t think there’s a one-size-�ts-all. I mean, I think
about it much more in terms of letting people understand what’s going
on, letting them make choices that are right for them, rather than us
deciding, you know, everything has to be public or everything has to
be secret.

�at views of privacy di�er substantially among users is one core reason to
pursue user choice or preference expression mechanisms at all. Without such a
di�erence, added infrastructure to enable choices and communicate preferences
would be unnecessary intrusion: if tracking of online behavior is harmful or always
unwanted, then blocking it is more e�cient and bene�cial than letting users make
a choice about it; if tracking of online behavior isn’t a genuine privacy concern,
then letting users choose not to be tracked wouldn’t provide any advantages. �is
conclusion is a key motivation behind Do Not Track and other expressive privacy
features: regarding the di�erent paradigms possible,166 DNT provides the end user
with a variety of choices that are then communicated on to participating parties,
rather than relying on a singular view of privacy interests.

A more complete list of the privacy-as- concepts identi�ed in my corpus is
included as an appendix.

5.6.2 Touchstones for privacy and impacts on others How do participants in
technical standard-setting talk about privacy in their own lives or in designing
online services? Rather than falling back on abstract, philosophical language,
it was very common for people I talked with to jump to particular motivating
examples, whether it was speci�cs about their own life or hypotheticals. While
the range of those touchstones was wide, particular topics were o�en repeated,
especially sensitive datatypes (regarding location, sexual orientation or health)
and family members, especially their own children.

5.6.2.1 Sensitive datatypes and salient privacy topics One direct way to con-
ceive of privacy and explain its importance is to focus on the particular target

166See, previously, Do Not Track, a “hando�”.
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of privacy, on what it is that we think privacy is meant to protect (Deirdre K.
Mulligan, Koopman, and Doty 2016). While it was common for participants in
technical standard-setting to refer to views of privacy as control over information,
they also identi�ed the particular datatypes over which control were important,
either to them or to the users they think about.

Several participants in IETF and W3C technical standard-setting referred to
the privacy implications of geolocation functionality – that a device or online
service can determine (with sometimes uncanny precision) where you’re currently
physically located. Location has particular salience for privacy because of three
distinct properties of location data:167

1. it reveals other information (health conditions, employment, social connec-
tions, etc.) about people, based on where they go;

2. it’s o�en uniquely identifying;
3. it facilitates physical intrusion.

One engineer discussing the Geolocation API directly touches on (at least)
two of those factors:

We don’t want to give any information out that we don’t absolutely
have to. Location is a very sensitive one where if you travel from your
house to work every single day, the service provider is gonna have
a pretty good idea of where you live. In fact, if a service provider
sees you going to a 7- Eleven instead of a Peet’s Co�ee they can make
decisions about your lifestyle and what economic status you’re at

However, part of why geolocation privacy in particular is raised so frequently
when talking about technical standards is that at both IETF and W3C, de�ning
APIs for communicating precise geolocation information was one of the �rst
experiences with mobile device sensors, and the debate and architectural models
would become the basis for many subsequent technologies (camera, microphone,
light sensors, accelerometers, �ngerprint readers, and on and on). Interactive
user permissions on the Web started with Geolocation, and there were (relatively)
heated debates over sticky policies (user’s being able to specify machine-readable
permission about use and retention) between IETF and W3C.

167Alas, as an impatient scholar, I’ve been presenting this three-part framework since 2010

without formally publishing it. See slides (Doty 2010) and related report (Doty, Mulligan, and

Wilde 2010).
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Other sensitive datatypes cited include health information, or particular cat-
egories of health that seem especially sensitive. As someone in the ad industry
described it, advertising based on certain sensitive topics themselves seemed bad
for societal outcomes:168

it’s a little problematic because there’s no de�nition of “sensitive” [. . . ]
but what I was mostly concerned about, and it ties back to the other
one about chilling e�ects – mental health, for example. Companies
create very sensitive interest pro�les on mental health in ways that I
personally didn’t think was a great thing for industry or society, and
we decided that’s sensitive, right?

While it’s acknowledged that “sensitivity” of information is di�cult to describe
(perhaps in much the same ways that “privacy” is), a connection is made to chilling
e�ects – that knowing that sensitive information about you is collected and used
might discourage you from learning or discussing those topics that are sensitive to
you. Sexual orientation was raised by multiple participants as a sensitive datatype
regarding interpersonal relationships, but also in the context of a fear of inhibiting
discussion or chilling young people from learning more about sexuality.

5.6.2.2 Privacy impacts for others Privacy is a sensitive, personal, subjective,
contested value, which motivated my asking standard-setting participants – people
who debate and design protocols that implicate online privacy for Internet users –
for their personal views on privacy. But the participants in these interviews, and
the participants in technical standard-bodies worldwide, and the employees of
tech companies that build online services, are in many ways not similar to or
representative of the population of users of the Internet. Based on demographic
categories but also based on technical savvy or knowledge, the developers of
Internet protocols and so�ware are quite distinct from the median end user.169 It

168�e particular limitation here is on the use of these sensitive categories rather than their

collection, so it might be that the target of privacy is not speci�cally the data itself, but harms related

to targeted messages about people within those sensitive categories. However, the sensitivity of

use may also be related to potentially disclosing a sensitive health condition to others based on

the presence of targeted advertising on that person’s device, in which case we might say that the

target is the personal data about health conditions and the from-whom is friends, family or people

who might share a device with the individual. Having clear orthogonal dimensions can make it

easier to tease out these di�erences.
169See Who participates and why it matters.
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is perhaps as important then to consider what designers think about privacy for
other people as they think of privacy for themselves – the subject of privacy in
the analytic mapping (Deirdre K. Mulligan, Koopman, and Doty 2016). While I
included a prompt in my interview guide to uncover ideas about user thoughts on
privacy, it o�en came up unprompted, in three ways:

1. distinguishing that the speaker was not concerned about their own privacy,
or that the speaker recognized they were more concerned about their own
privacy than others might be;

2. noting the lack of understanding by users of the Web about how technologies
that a�ect online privacy work; and,

3. identifying family members as a particular and compelling case of concern
for the privacy of other people.

Why might these interviewees not be concerned about their own privacy de-
spite their knowledge and work in a privacy-relevant �eld? For one, because the
participants in the technical and legal �elds tend to have many advantages and priv-
ileges of class, race, educational background and (relatively) stable governance.170

�at’s just my personal interest. Because certainly those photos [of
drinking in college] would have existed, and probably do exist in
a Polaroid somewhere. But there’s not a lot of downside there. I
personally am not terribly worried about government data collection
about me. I understand why people are. And I tend to be more
trusting of certainly the U.S. government from – not because I think
that they’re adept at protecting privacy or data, I just don’t think that
they’re nefarious, and I don’t have much – I don’t really have anything
to hide. And so that doesn’t really worry me. So I think if they can
be subject to similar baseline requirements like data security, then it
doesn’t worry me that much.

�is form of explanation – the lack of risk (“downside”) and the lack of “any-
thing to hide”171 – emphasize how the lack of concern about personal privacy in

170�ese advantages and stabilities are described further in directly considering the ethical

implications of “studying up” around this population.
171Writing on “nothing to hide” as a fallacious argument is widespread and I wouldn’t be sure

who to cite on the rhetorical topic. I don’t take this individual’s passing remark as an endorsement

of a “nothing to hide” argument against privacy as a value of importance and I don’t include it as
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these certain threat models is contingent, and the speaker repeatedly interleaves
the explicit idea that these are personal calculations and will be di�erent for others.

Some interviewees are also less concerned about keeping things private specif-
ically because their own work is done in public or might involve some publicity.
�at can range from people who consider themselves public �gures to engineers
who just do more work online:

But for example, so I’m in a gym and we have lots of events and so
on there and when they send out emails, o�entimes they’ll send an
email and they’ll have like a long CC list and I always react, “�at’s
not really cool because some of these people might not have wanted
their email address shared.” I personally don’t care, I mean, my email
address is super easy to �nd and this is a pretty common way to react,
I don’t personally care about a lot of these things but I am very aware
I think about when people’s private information is shared.

Despite the relative privilege and advantages that people I spoke with share,
some also identify themselves as in some cases likely to be more concerned about
their own privacy than others.

So part of why I don’t use Facebook and Uber and LinkedIn is because
of their track record with what they do with information, and there’s
a real cost to your life, right? I was in [City] on Monday, and it took
me about a day to realize that’s a town that no longer really has a
functioning taxicab system. Apparently it was a weak system to begin
with, and it got just decimated by Uber and Ly�, and it was so bad
that I downloaded Ly� Monday night and used it to get around town
on Tuesday. �ey were my �rst and second Ly� rides ever, and this
is a�er three or four or �ve years of everyone in the world telling me
that, “You can’t function in human society without these apps.” So
that’s one example [of things that might seem unnecessarily paranoid
to others]. I mean, that’s justi�ed paranoia, but that’s one example.
[. . . ]

a criticism of that perspective. Indeed, one of the primary reasons that nothing-to-hide is a poor

argument against supporting privacy – that privacy is a value for protecting people who may have

less power or protecting society so that people can take unpopular positions – is demonstrated by

an individual distinguishing their personal fears from others’.
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Well, two billion Facebook users can’t be wrong, right? So I’m not
trying to make any super-nuanced points about empirical research
I’ve seen. I think I’m just re�ecting on an increasing feeling that my
choices are out of lockstep with just about everyone I know personally
and also with what I read in the press about what the world is doing.

“paranoia” can be a term suggested to describe being outside of a community’s
social norms, rather than its formal denotation about irrationality. And in contrast
to the privilege distinctions, these di�erent evaluations of privacy can be among
people who are similarly situated (“everyone I know personally”).

One theme that gets at that kind of distinction – where others might not
be concerned about themselves as subjects of privacy while others identify it as
a concern – is user understanding, or more o�en the lack thereof, about Web
technologies and their privacy implications. Some of these assessments are quite
blunt:

So I had done usability research, and I understood that people were
by and large clueless about where their data was going

Users don’t know what companies collect this information about them:

I was �red up about it. I still am. �e notion that a company I’ve never
heard of has a list of websites I’ve gone to is not awesome, and I think
folks – actually, I think there’s plenty of science showing folks don’t
like it and would like to be able to limit it, and so I was concerned
about it.

Users only understand when triggered by a particular event172 and user atten-
tion and understanding are hard to persist over time:

most of the time, of course, unless something happens like that, trig-
gering, what the fuck, you know, how do you know that I know these
40 people, unless there’s a triggering event like that, of course, most
users don’t notice, and it takes a disaster for them to notice, and, of
course, we don’t want to run the industry such that we run until we

172�ere’s a separate code in my dataset on “exogenous events” which I initially anticipated to

be about Snowden revelations, which do come up in that sense, but Cambridge Analytica is also

frequently cited.
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hit the iceberg and then we panic, we’d rather not hit the iceberg in
the �rst place, thank you very much, but I have a fear that we’re going
to hit the iceberg.

�at’s the problem with this stu�. Unless you are constantly reminded
of it, you forget about it, right? �at’s the general mass of people on
the web. �ey get pissed that Facebook put some complex thing to
read that they know is not improving their privacy but taking it away.
�ey get pissed for a day – whoosh – and they’re right back in their
normal life. �ey don’t change. �ey don’t jump out. �e problem is
the threat is not – what’s the word – acute, right? It’s gradual, and so
it’s going to get you later in life kind of like before. It’s not something
you react to in the present tense.

And that users’ lack of understanding or awareness or ability to control may
be an intentional design outcome:

you can articulate that you care, but you have so much going on that
it’s really hard for you to take steps, which is why I would hope that
the government would address the more signi�cant harms, because
people can’t possibly understand, and that’s intentional. I mean, that
is absolutely intentional. Industry doesn’t want them to understand.
It’s confusing. [. . . ] you understand, asymmetric information: you
can’t grasp it. Even as a parent now, I deal with parents all the time.
[. . . ] Parents have no concept of what’s going on.

In these quotes, interviewees connect the lack of understanding – because it’s
“confusing” or “gradual” – to the lack of taking action to prevent privacy harms (in
these cases, typically collection of information about them). �ere is an implicit
response here to the well-known “privacy paradox” – if users are concerned about
their own privacy, why don’t they alter their behavior more o�en to better protect
it? Experts identify a lack of understanding in users, which provides an explanation
of the lack of action.

5.6.2.3 Privacy for one’s children Most surprising for me173 in these interviews
was how frequently people I spoke with cited their own children in describing how

173Nota bene: I am not a parent.
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they thought about privacy in their own lives. In part this may be paternalism in its
original sense, that parents make decisions for their children because children may
not have the awareness, understanding or knowledge to decide about information
about themselves. But interviewees also recognize the lack of autonomy that
children may have when parents are making choices on sharing information about
them. It seemed that there was o�en more salience to the protection of children,
the risks for their future lives and their ability to decide, than for the (privileged)
parent themselves.

personally I think I am always aware of privacy-related issues when
using the Web, right, in di�erent contexts. So, for instance, if I were
going to share . . . I think everybody has rules about how they share
data and how they share things on social networks, for instance. I
don’t generally share pictures of my kids or use their names when
I’m writing stu� on Facebook, for instance. �at is a personal sort
of set of rules that I’ve hit upon. I know other people don’t abide by
those, and it kind of is a good example I think of how people have
di�erent views about privacy when they’re using social applications
in particular. To me the privacy issue isn’t so much my privacy. It’s
about that if I’m sharing information about my kids they’re not old
enough yet to be able to make that decision in an informed way, and I
don’t feel like I can make that decision for them, so therefore I’m not
sharing information about them.

Children and family may also be cited as a contrast, where you might not
care about limiting your own public image but of course wouldn’t make the same
decisions for children, again with the connection to making one’s own decisions:

By no means am I a private person. [. . . ] However, of course, there
are things that I don’t wish to share with the world, or maybe I wish to
share them certain audiences, but not others. My family is not as eager
to be, you know, super-visible, so, I keep them from– I don’t share a lot
of pictures about my kids. My wife never wants to be shared or tagged.
So, I look at a goal– and I don’t look at privacy– and I argue that for
most people privacy is not an absolute goal. We want autonomy. We
want freedom to make decisions.

Or a contrast in terms of generations and how younger people might not
appreciate the risks of sharing information:
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my personal view of privacy, it’s gonna make me sound like an old
man. I worry that people younger than me don’t realize how danger-
ous putting something up on Instagram is or putting something up
on Facebook is, and I think they’re probably – in society there are
probably lots of examples of, “oops, I shouldn’t have shared that” and
some of the rami�cations.

Considering one’s child’s privacy can also have an impact on how one thinks
about their own privacy, out of the same basic concept of protectiveness and
importance:

I just think, you know, it’s probably social pressure. My wife puts
pictures up of our kids, and so my kids are online, so why would I not
put myself – I mean I’m certainly not as important as my children,
right, so I think that may have had a large part to it.

�ere is a universal quality here about a parent’s responsibility for, protection
of and respecting the future choices of children.

5.6.3 �e work of privacy A distinct way to talk about privacy is to talk about
the work that “doing privacy” consists in.

5.6.3.1 Privacy-as-compliance Many interviewees (especially lawyers and less
o�en people in engineering) discussed privacy in their work as privacy-as-compliance:
less about the value itself and more about ensuring compliance with a privacy law
or with a set policy. Many privacy teams in tech companies report up to the general
counsel rather than through the product part of the organization. Or the privacy
team is the “keeper of the policy structure” including laws and other negotiated
agreements. �is can have a few distinct senses though (and interviewees will
o�en refer to more than one): where the goal of privacy work is to comply with
privacy regulation; where privacy work is about maintaining internal or external
accountability that policies and practices are being upheld; or, where privacy work
is managing risks, which could be security breaches, or more downstream, the
unwanted news coverage or regulation that privacy issues could spur.

So privacy is a great example where sovereign entities have laws and
regulations in place on the topic, but those laws and regulations tend
not to be written in such a way that they’re immediately obvious
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how one would implement those things. And frequently in order to
verify whether or not people are meeting those regulations, there’s a
desire to see certi�cation in some form of compliance that might be
ascribed to those behaviors. And so in order to do that you have to
have some kinds of controls that you put in place, as well as criteria
by which those controls would be executed. And so we focus on
coming to international agreements on those topics relative to large-
scale regulatory requirements, or to establish foundational concepts
in emerging areas, where we know that that type of activity is likely
to happen.

All of those [businesses] have completely di�erent perspectives on
this concept of privacy. Some people think of it as compliance to a
strict regulation, EU Safe Harbour or COPPA. Some people think of
it as compliance to best practices [. . . ].

5.6.3.2 “You have to sort ofmake it up as you go along” In addition to privacy
work as a legal e�ort to maintain compliance with some external law or require-
ment, there is a distinct e�ort in the legal work of making internal, organizational
policy to apply to some technical or business practice.

there are areas of grey, right, where we don’t have an established policy,
we’re looking at doing something new or novel, and therefore we can
provide guidance to the organization to say this is our policy area,
we don’t have a policy, let’s say, in your speci�c area, but here’s where
we would say the risk pro�le is for this particular area, and then we
would give our recommendation on where they want to go. In those
scenarios it’s more of an assistive role in the organization.

And there is frustration with the de facto perspective of privacy-as-compliance
in the professional sphere:

[Privacy is] about the ethical and responsible use of data about people.
I don’t view my job as compliance, which is the problem with privacy
today.

Some identify privacy as less focused on legal compliance and more on policy
development, in contrast to other legal work:
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I just thought it was interesting and in �ux, and it was clear that there
weren’t rules of the road yet in the US, so that’s basically what I thought
is that this is really interesting. And I was in a meeting where [other
privacy lawyer] said a year or two ago, “So with GDPR, are we just
going to become like other lawyers where we just follow the law?”
And I was like, “Oh, my god. How boring would that be?” Privacy is
not like that. <laughs> You have to sort of make it up as you go along
– at least that’s been the case in the past.

�e “in �ux” nature is attributed in part to the relevant youth of privacy in
law and regulation, at least in the Internet context. But as a result, it makes
the work of doing privacy as making it up, which might include lobbying, or
interpreting new law, or arguing for policy approaches, as opposed to systems that
just ensure compliance with more well-established regulation. �at requirement
for ongoing interpretation under broad or ambiguous regulation has been credited
with empowering the �eld of privacy and bringing outside groups in to debate the
privacy impacts of corporate actions (Bamberger and Mulligan 2015).

On the more technical side, there may also be a sense that the work of privacy
is about discovery rather than simple implementation. Richmond Wong (2019)
studies the �eld of human-computer interaction and explores how design practices
can be used to explore, critique and present alternatives to privacy problems, in
contrast to the perspective of privacy being a single �xed concept (like control)
with design and engineering as putting that concept into practice.

Whether the work of privacy should be about contesting a particular concept
of privacy is an open question. �e argument that privacy is essentially-contested
recommends that the “progressive competition” over the value is a bene�cial feature
that makes privacy more useful as a concept (Deirdre K. Mulligan, Koopman, and
Doty 2016). But it’s notable that in some cases the value or purpose of privacy
might be obscured in how it’s discussed or considered.

�e tension between whether privacy is settled elsewhere (like through formal
regulations) and then implemented vs. being contested in the same place that
it’s being realized recalls the tension between separation and integration in how
ethical concerns more generally should be a part of engineering practice.174 It also
connects to competing notions of organization-centered vs individual-centered
views of multistakeholder process.175

174See Separation vs. integration" in the earlier chapter on�e Ethics of Engineering.
175See the section of this chapter on Individuals vs. organizations.
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5.6.4 What to conclude from these diverse views of privacy Various privacy-
as-control views are well-understood and common among this population of
privacy experts and engineers developing technical standards that contribute to
�ows of information. �at’s no great surprise, but it should inform our under-
standing of the controls and mitigations that are likely to be considered in that
setting. Di�erent views of privacy, di�erent threat models and concerns, may not
get the same protection from additional transparency or data handling controls.
How well will these views of privacy and corresponding expertise and developed
tools and practices accommodate distinct privacy concerns: around fairness or
online harassment, say? Or, as others have pointed out (Kostova, Gürses, and
Troncoso 2020), how will views of privacy as control and control mechanisms
work as so�ware architectures change?

Recognizing di�erent views of privacy means more than anticipating gaps
during the engineering process. For compliance with privacy law and regulation,
legal counsel are considering how to comply for Internet services that cross ju-
risdictional lines; for attracting customers from di�erent countries and cultures,
product designers are considering how to appeal to people with di�erent cultural
attitudes towards privacy. As privacy continues to be contested, there is an im-
pulse to accommodate that ongoing debate with architectural designs that support
public policy values without �rst settling all questions about their exact scope.

Understanding, e�ective capability and power are explicitly identi�ed factors
that respond to the motivating question about responsibility within the socio-
technical system. Recall the vignette of “An ad that follows you”176 where it isn’t
clear who is responsible or what you the user could do di�erently.

While tempting, we don’t need to conclude that because experts in Internet
protocols, online advertising and privacy draw a connection about the privacy
interests of their children that privacy experts are advocating for a policy position
of online paternalism. Nor should we conclude that paternalism is the proper or
most e�ective approach we should pursue in looking at how to design for privacy
among a non-representative group of end users.

Some conclusions we can draw from the signi�cance of parenting as a theme,
though. First, experts and designers of Internet protocols and online services
may be attuned to thinking about the privacy interests of people di�erent from
themselves: many recognize the variation in preferences, levels of understanding
and values about di�erent conceptions of privacy. Second, there are mental models
readily at hand for considering the impacts to people who are less expert or less

176See Do Not Track, a “hando�” in the earlier chapter on Privacy and Security.
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capable of making their own decisions – people are familiar with the privacy
of other people and people who can’t decide for themselves from their intimate
lived experience in raising children. In addition to exploring inclusive processes,
participatory design approaches and user research grounding, we can also identify
that thinking about the impact on di�erently-situated others is an existing practice
in the technical �eld of Internet privacy.

Finally, competing views of privacy are complemented by competing views of
privacy work. When privacy is enacted in developing technical standards, is that
the work of debating the concept of privacy and the normative questions of what
we should protect or how responsibility should be distributed? Or is the work
a more technical matter of reifying policy that has been decided elsewhere into
concrete form?
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5.7 Towards integration
At the opening of this chapter, I outlined the two high-level research questions of
this project and the �ve clusters of themes from my empirical �ndings that speak to
those questions. �ose themes have touched in di�erent ways on the two research
questions. But they also recommend a challenge and an opportunity for the larger
justi�cation of my project: how to better support values such as privacy through
the techno-policy standard-setting process. Below I summarize the �ndings in
relation to my research questions and the opportunity and challenge they present.
In both cases, I see a common key, the deeper and more nuanced integration: of
values into engineering work, of di�erent kinds of expertise, of technocratic and
democratic process.

5.7.1 An opportunity and a challenge Regarding the impacts of multistake-
holder techno-policy standards-setting processes on resolving public policy dis-
putes for the Internet:

Consensus-based multistakeholder technical standard-setting process provides
a real opportunity for stable, cross-boundary collaborative solutions to disputes
over public policy values in socio-technical systems. �ose solutions, though,
would require overcoming di�culties at several stages in the standard-setting pro-
cess, under conditions where implementation and interoperability are well-aligned
with substantive protection of values and accommodation of ongoing contestation.
And under those conditions, we should still anticipate tension between representa-
tional vs collaborative views of the individual or democratic vs technocratic views
of the process and heated con�icts from diverse or antagonistic participants.

To take advantage of this opportunity, I argue, we must embrace the integra-
tion of those representational and collaborative views and design processes to
accommodate heterogeneous perspectives. As described in Chapter 1, collabora-
tive governance requires a problem-solving orientation and ongoing participation
from stakeholders; �ndings show both the promise and the deep challenges to
productive engagement among potentially antagonistic parties (5.2). As described
in Chapter 2, engineering is inherently ethically-laden and the engineering ethos
is individual, practical and engaged; individual participation has proven to enable
autonomy and principled contribution at the price of con�ict over who one repre-
sents (5.4). As described in Chapter 3, privacy is and will be contested and that
contestation can be productive; we have seen that participants evaluate communi-
cation and learning, especially across disciplines, as an important success (5.2).
Put together, opportunities to address values such as privacy in socio-technical
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systems need multistakeholder processes where engineers are actively engaged in
problem-solving, in learning and in negotiating with stakeholders.

Regarding standards-setting participants’ views of privacy and the resulting
impacts on Internet user privacy:

Findings on participation (5.5) emphasize the relevance of this inquiry into
views of privacy from those who are designing Internet protocols and negotiating
Internet standards. Standard-setting participants are not generally representative –
in demographics, in level of expert knowledge, or otherwise – of the population
of Internet users. Lack of representation presents a substantial challenge to the
legitimacy and responsiveness of techno-policy standards in addressing privacy.

But a substantial challenge is not a lost cause. Privacy, accessibility and other
areas of public policy interest may already attract relatively more diverse participa-
tion. Furthermore, we should proactively seek better ways to support privacy from
our current systems of design and governance based on what we have learned about
current participants. Standard-setting participants have widely varying views on
the conception of privacy and directly acknowledge that views and priorities di�er.
Even more intimately, the parent-child relationship or other views of family present
a touchpoint for considering privacy (and other values) for di�erently-situated
others, and not just in the sense of paternalism but also in valuing the autonomy
of others. �e work of privacy is seen as simultaneously continuing to �gure out
privacy as well as realizing or stewarding it.

As described in Chapter 1, both procedural and substantive legitimacy are
important for governance and focus on interoperability and rough consensus
will not be enough to assuage all concerns, particularly given non-implementer
stakeholders (5.5). As described in Chapter 2, the numerous detailed decisions of
engineers can have a large impact on the deployed technology of the Internet and
the Web and as we’ve seen (5.4), engineers have remarkable independence even
from their employer in the positions they take in technical standard-setting. As
described in Chapter 3, privacy is essentially-contested and so debates over privacy
will not be settled and should be considered both in concrete user needs and in
high-level goals and technical architecture; in the �ndings, we have seen (5.6)
that privacy views vary and are recognized as diverse and that interdisciplinary
expertise – involving policy, ethics and technology – is especially valuable. To re-
spond to the challenge of representation and the need for legitimacy in governance,
addressing privacy, a value inherent to the social use of the Internet, will require
increasingly interdisciplinary work – involving policy, ethics and technology.
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5.7.2 Integration is key Key to the answers to both research questions is inte-
gration: of values into engineering, of di�erent kinds of expertise, of technocratic
and democratic process.

�at integration is key, or that integration is worth pursuing as an opportunity,
does not imply that the result is simple. �ese �ndings do not support a simplistic
integration of the form of embedding or hard-coding an unchangeable value in
a permanent, unquestionable or unaccountable piece of architecture. Similarly,
they don’t guarantee that multistakeholderism is a panacea that will guarantee
integration of every diverse interest or perspective.

Rather, this suggests integrating the debate over values along with expert eval-
uation of technical design and integrating training and collaboration to encourage
more professionals with tech, policy and ethical expertise. �at integrated work
and training can prepare us for the more holistic project of technology and the
good life. But this nuanced integration should also accommodate diverse, con�ict-
ing participants and the impulse for separation and �exibility. Indeed, this is a
hallmark of Internet standard-setting and the Internet’s architecture: a contentious
but collaborative development that supports common goals while maintaining
diverse and �exible uses.

Hando�s are a theoretical tool for this more nuanced view of integration:
hando�s are shi�s in distribution of multi-actor responsibility in the context of a
larger socio-technical system. Looking at Do Not Track as a potential hando�,177
a new distribution is possible where a value of privacy is both integrated into a
technical design but also enforced through a distinctive distribution of technology,
regulations and norms. Values are o�en going to be integrated or embodied in
technical designs one way or another, but we can choose how to intentionally enact
the values we care about and design the form of their distributions.

In looking to future directions, I will, �nally, consider some possible direct
interventions related to this promise of nuanced integration and suggest how to
recognize future hando�s.

177See Do Not Track, a “hando�”.
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6 Directions for future work
What this leaves for the future is the question, or rather, the challenge, of what
practices we could use in technical standard-setting to more e�ectively enact
privacy and security for the Internet and the Web.

6.1 A triad for interventions
�roughout this research project and throughout my personal and professional
e�orts to support privacy on the Web, I have seen how potential improvements
can involve three distinct but connected areas:

1. the people involved in the development of the technology;
2. the processes used in organizing its creation; and,
3. the tools used for design and implementation.

�ese might conceivably apply to questions of values in the design of tech-
nology generally, but I have observed them explicitly in the collaborative, rough
consensus standard-setting process in particular.

6.1.1 People Leaders have played a substantial role in the support of security
and privacy in Internet and Web protocols, perhaps especially because the standard-
setting process doesn’t rely on a single �rm’s hierarchical model but instead pushes
for interoperability and collaboration between disparate and competing organiza-
tions. Leaders have provided both a backstop and a motivation for security and
privacy to be considered more directly in the design of the Internet and the Web.

In recognizing the inherently ethically-laden nature of engineering, a shi�
towards integration of values in design and engineering and the potential for
techno-policy standards that explicitly involve values such as privacy, particular
combinations of expertise are increasingly useful. �ose with both technical and
legal backgrounds may be able to recognize and evaluate possible socio-technical
con�gurations. While it may not be a rapid intervention, education can help meet
this need. Schools of Information pursue an interdisciplinary approach, typically
combining computer science topics with social science, law and policy and user-
centered design.178 Technology & Delegation, a seminar class, a lab class and a set

178What an iSchool is remains an open question welcoming constant re�nement and de�nition,

but see for example the iSchools organization: https://ischools.org/About.

https://ischools.org/About
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of curricular resources,179 has been an explicit project to encourage students with
varying backgrounds to confront direct intersections of technology and policy
and how they interact.

�e need for technologists engaged in public interest work and helping civil
society and philanthropy has been described as a “pivotal moment” (Freedman et al.
2016). Scholars, foundations and practitioners have sought to develop a new �eld
of public interest technology (Eaves et al. 2020), not unlike our earlier de�nition
of a “citizen technologist” (Doty and Panger 2015). A network of universities is
committed to “growing a new generation of civic-minded technologists” – an
urgent and important goal.180 Clinics provide students with experiential learning
while fellowships directly integrate technologists into traditional policymaking
spaces.181

6.1.2 Process While motivated individuals or community leaders have made
a signi�cant di�erence, organizational processes can bring broader and more
systematic considerations of privacy, security and other values to the Internet
standard-setting process. Rotating assignments in a Security Directorate at IETF is
credited with improving the consistency of security reviews in Internet protocols,
and similar attempts have been made with triggering wide review, including privacy
reviews and architectural design reviews, at W3C.182 Procedural requirements can
also be a hook for interested individuals to provide feedback on features that a�ect
important values like privacy.

Clear and systematic process also provides an opportunity for more con�dence
in how consensus technical standard-setting can apply to policy-related topics.
Removing uncertainty could remove confusion or even encourage cooperation.
Along the same lines, we might ask for clearer roles from policymakers in their
participation in consensus techno-policy standardization – how invested they are
and what they aim to contribute, whether that’s requirements, some democratic
legitimacy, incentives to participate or the power to enforce standards.

Finally, process implies or perhaps even requires continual application. Sys-
tematization, clarity, establishing roles – these would all bene�t from repeated,
ongoing processes that proceed to address the next tech policy and continually

179Most recently taught in Fall 2019, with a wiki of Techdel resources.
180https://www.newamerica.org/pit/university-network/about/
181See, for example, TechCongress: https://www.techcongress.io/
182�is themewas highlighted inDoty (2015a) and I believe systematization has slowly increased

since.

https://courses.ischool.berkeley.edu/i290-tpl/wiki/Technology_and_Delegation,_Fall_2019
https://courses.ischool.berkeley.edu/i290-tpl/wiki/Main_Page
https://www.newamerica.org/pit/university-network/about/
https://www.techcongress.io/
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review and revise existing systems. Periodic events, or development lifecycles that
follow a linear waterfall model, don’t provide the same opportunities for building
relationships and e�ective institutions.

6.1.3 Tools Technologists must not forget the tools that in�uence tool-building.
Tools here can range from simple, automated checks to comprehensive high-
level design principles. Regarding security and privacy considerations in Internet
standards, automated prompts can ensure that speci�cation authors are at least
aware of the need to directly address those values in new protocols. But simple,
blunt requirements alone will also prove to be insu�cient (Doty 2015a). Detailed
guidance might prove fruitful, perhaps especially for those interdisciplinary or
values-minded individuals who want to directly address privacy or security details
in their domain of interest. I’ve tried to contribute for my part guidance on
mitigating browser �ngerprinting (Doty 2019), because it is a detailed privacy
topic that accumulates across di�erent features and could bene�t from some
coordinated and comprehensive response.

Tools may be most e�ective, though, when they work in concert with people
and processes. Questionnaires, for example, allow experts close to a particular
domain area but not necessarily trained on privacy or policy issues in general
to help in identifying potential areas that may need further review183 and collect
details that a privacy expert who isn’t intimately familiar with the domain can
use in evaluating implications. W3C now sees widespread use of a self-review
questionnaire for both security and privacy (“Self-Review Questionnaire: Security
and Privacy” 2020) and a similar questionnaire is included in IETF’s privacy
considerations guidance (Hansen et al. 2013).

In the longer term, though, support for privacy, security and other values could
be more e�ciently maintained if they were designed in from the beginning, rather
than spotted as potential problems along the way. Higher level design principles
could be tools for these more fundamental changes, but privacy-by-design can
be di�cult to put into practice, even for those engineers who may already share
the ethical commitment to it. Design patterns are documentation tools to codify
and communicate abstract solutions to common engineering problems. Privacy
design patterns, then, may:184

• standardize language for privacy-preserving technologies,
183�is is sometimes called “issue spotting,” inspired by the term from legal practice.
184�ese project goals are taken directly from the collaborative privacypatterns.org project:

https://privacypatterns.org/about/.

https://privacypatterns.org/about/
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• document common solutions to privacy problems, and,
• help designers identify and address privacy concerns.

As a tool for communication, privacy design patterns can also facilitate commu-
nication of detailed engineering practice to lawyers or policymakers. Anti-patterns
can help to classify the misapplication of a technique or warn of its unintended
consequences (Doty and Gupta 2013) or to document the common problems that
lead to a lack of privacy in Web standards (Snyder 2019).

6.2 Recognizing future hando�s
I have argued that privacy and security are values of distinctive salience to the
Internet and the Web. But those concepts are complex, contested and likely to
involve new senses over time. Even in the course of writing this dissertation, the
distinctive, topical senses of privacy have changed. Fairness was a new privacy-
relevant topic, with the idea that privacy might be the protection against unfair,
society-wide inferences about oneself or one’s community. Or perhaps privacy
is freedom from the harassment and abuse that trolling and dog-piling on social
media have made so easy. More recently still, the trend toward toxic disinformation
uses those same social network channels to target not just an individual, but an
entire society’s sense of what is real or reliable.

Seen through the hando�s model, there are likely to be many more shi�s in
how values are maintained (or not) in di�erent socio-technical con�gurations and
how responsibility is distributed. Some paradigmatic shi�s around security may
be linear trends away from discretion or false reliance on assumptions of goodwill
or end user expertise – like the ongoing march toward encrypting the Web. But
there will also be the possibility of hando�s to more distributed approaches that
involve communication among people, technology and regulatory systems.

Technical standard-setting – or speci�cally what I have called techno-policy
standard-setting – provides an opportunity for multistakeholderism’s promise of
democratic and technocratic advantages, in the line of new governance as well as
the bridging property of boundary organizations. Standard-setting’s practical focus
on interoperability suits it for hando�s to cooperative con�gurations developed
by diverse parties – if those various organizations have incentives to pursue it and
that heterogeneous group of individuals can work together. �e hando� model
encourages holism and asks us to look at the broader socio-technical system
and the network of actors involved. Any multistakeholder process takes place
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embedded in the context of ongoing technical, social, organizational and policy
changes that in�uence it.

Whether these concerns are all considered senses of privacy or not, we face
tech policy issues that are urgent, complex and have large impacts on public policy,
including criminal justice, equal access to digital public fora, democracy and public
health. We need comprehensive responses that integrate technical expertise, policy
details and ethical understanding. To respond e�ectively and promptly, we must
use what we have learned from our attempts to enact privacy on the Internet.
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Appendices
Appendix: Interview Guide
Interview Guide – Privacy in Technical Standard-Setting

Your role and privacy

• What is your role at X?

– (only if it comes up) what background led you to this role?

• How do you think about privacy in your work?

– Can you tell me about a time when privacy came up in a product
discussion?

– When does it get discussed among your colleagues?

• What types of privacy threats do you consider?

– Do you distinguish between privacy and security?
– privacy from-whom, attacker, collection/aggregation/use

Personal views of privacy

• Do you consider yourself a private person? When was a time you remember
worrying about your own privacy? [you can tell me in general terms or of
course leave out details if you like] Why was it a concern?

– Online? O�ine?
– [pick up on words used and ask more]
– [if only one is mentioned] Do you worry about privacy from the gov-

ernment? From your family and friends? From corporations? From
strangers?

• When you’re designing so�ware or debating standards, how do you imagine
that users of the Web think about privacy?

– Do you agree with them? Why or why not?
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Technical standards and privacy

• And how did you �rst get involved in technical standards?

– How does your role interact with standards work? (What other roles
in your organization are involved?)

• Can you tell me about a time you remember that privacy came up in a
standards group you were part of?

– How did it play out?
– What was your role?
– Was there a debate? What were the sides? What was the outcome?
– . . . Can you remember a time where you supported a di�erent side?

Or where there was a di�erent outcome?

• How did you make your decision about the privacy debate?

– Are you representing your company? �e user? �e best technical
solution?

– Did this debate belong in standardization? Why or why not?
– What is the role/purpose of standards here? [interoperability; design-

ing better technology; consistency; fundamental values?]

• Can you tell me about a time you remember that legal considerations came
up in a standards group?

– Does this happen frequently? What about within your company?
– What about accessibility? Security?

• Are you satis�ed with how privacy has been handled in standards discus-
sions? Why or why not? What counts as successful or not?

– What would you do di�erently? What would improve it? How would
that have helped?

optional: Do Not Track process For participants or non-participant stakeholders
in the W3C Tracking Protection Working Group.

• How would you summarize your experience with (or impressions of) the
Do Not Track standardization process?

• How did you see the role of W3C standardization in the larger privacy
debate?
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• What were your goals for the process?

– to what extent were they met? what counts as successful for you?
– what would you have preferred was done di�erently? How would that

have helped?

• Do you think the process was fair? Why or why not?
• Do you think the process produced a good outcome? Why or why not?
• Do you recall a particular debate in the Working Group that involved you?

– how did it play out?
– what was your role?

• How did the involvement of some other participants a�ect the process?

– [suggest categories of advertisers, browser vendors, advocates, regula-
tors, etc.]

– [prompt about press/publicity if it doesn’t come up]
– how have views of participants changed from before the process started?

• How do you expect your working relationship will continue with the other
participants in the group?

Westin index Would you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree
with the following?

1. Consumers have lost all control over how personal information is collected
and used by companies.

2. Most businesses handle the personal information they collect about con-
sumers in a proper and con�dential way.

3. Existing laws and organizational practices provide a reasonable level of
protection for consumer privacy today.

Wrap-up

• Who else should I talk to? Were there particular people you recall holding
particular positions in privacy debates?
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Appendix: Privacy-as-x
A mostly exhaustive list of coding of concepts of privacy (privacy-as-x) based on
interviewees’ volunteered language around privacy:

• anonymity
• autonomy
• protection from a chilling e�ect
• compliance
• con�dentiality or secrecy
• consent and control / informational self-determination
• consumer trust
• contextual integrity
• not being creepy
• data handling, data governance, data protection
• disconnection (ability to be o�ine, free from distracting tech)
• discretion, etiquette, relevance (not “too much information”)
• protection from embarrassment
• awareness/limitation of inferences
• freedom from intrusion (annoyance / harassment)
• redress / correction / deletion
• risk mitigation
• not surprising the user
• transparency
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